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Associate Professor Anup Rao

Paul G. Allen School of Computer Science & Engineering

This thesis proves concrete lower bounds related to two computational settings − interactive com-

pression and linear programs.

The first part of this thesis studies data compression in interactive models. In the classical setting

of data compression, we have a sender that wishes to convey a message to a receiver by transmitting

as few bits as possible. Since the pioneering work of Shannon (The Bell System Technical Journal, 27

(4), 1948), it has been known how to encode the messages so that the number of bits sent is equal to

the amount of information contained in the message, which turns out to be optimal. The setting of

interactive compression is a generalization of the classical setting to the case when there are multiple

parties interactingwith each other and they possess partial knowledge about each other’smessages. In

this thesis we further the understanding of interactive compression in the settings of communication

complexity and streaming algorithms. The first part of this thesis proves the following lower bounds

for interactive compression:

Exponential Separation between Information and Communication. Given two parties with

correlated inputs X and Y who are communicating to compute a function f (X, Y), can we compress

the communication to the amount of information exchanged? This thesis introduces a new tech-

nique, the notion of fooling distributions, to prove that information can be exponentially smaller than

communication.

Compression and Direct-sum for Streaming. We consider a direct-sum question for streaming



algorithms: suppose a streaming algorithm processes k input streams that arrive in parallel; does it

need k times more memory to perform the computation? This thesis introduces a notion of informa-

tion cost for streaming algorithms and shows that compressing the memory of a streaming algorithm

to its information cost would imply that no streaming algorithm can perform significantly better than

using k times more memory on k parallel streams.

The second part of this thesis studies linear programs for combinatorial optimization problems.

Many combinatorial optimization problems can naturally be expressed as a linear program, albeit

with exponentially many inequalities. It turns out that in certain instances, we can significantly re-

duce the size of an exact (or approximate) linear program for an optimization problem by using some

auxiliary variables. Such linear programs are known as extended formulations or higher dimensional

lifts. They also capture the best known algorithms for many combinatorial optimization problems, as

well as the LP hierarchies (Sherali-Adams, Lovász-Schrijver). In recent years, strong lower bounds

have been proven on the size of extended formulations formanywell-known combinatorial optimiza-

tion problem. This thesis proves the following result about extended formulations:

Approximate ExtendedFormulations for theMatchingPolytope. Weprove a tight lower bound

for approximate extended formulations for theMatching polytope. In the course of proving this lower

bound, we also obtain a tight non-negative rank lower bound for a family of matrices known as lop-

sided unique disjointness.
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Prologue

Human beings have known how to compute for millennia − the ancient Sumerians wrote multipli-

cation tables on clay tablets and solved geometric and arithmetic problems 5000 years ago, math-

ematicians in Egypt knew how to solve quadratic equations in 1800 BC; history abounds in many

such extraordinary computational feats − but what does it really mean to compute? We all know

intuitively from early schooling experiences, that the task of addition seems much easier than long

division, but how do we explain that certain tasks are easier computationally than others?

In 1936, AlanTuring introduced away ofmodeling computationmathematically by definingwhat

is now called a Turing Machine [Tur36]. Not only did this lay the foundations of modern computing

but it also gave us a way to answer questions about the process of computation itself, such as the ones

posed before. A Turing Machine reads an input of length n from a tape, such as two numbers of n/2

digits that we want to add, runs for a certain number of steps that depends on n and outputs the result

of the computation. One can think of a computational task asmore challenging if the TuringMachine

takes more steps to compute the answer.

A Turing Machine can simulate any computation that could be implemented on a physical com-

puter. Thus, studying computational tasks in the model of Turing Machines proves fundamental

limitations on the time required to perform computation in the real world. If the Turing Machine

took 2n steps to perform a computation on an input of length n, then when the input becomes too

large, such as n = 1000, the Turing Machine would take 21000 steps, an astronomical number. Were

we to implement such a computation on a physical computer, even assuming we could achieve the

physical limits of hardware, running 21000 stepswould still take trillions of years, making it completely
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intractable.

Since the time of Turing, the landscape of computing has expanded vastly. Time is not the only

bottleneck anymore, other resources such as the amount of memory or bandwidth available, may also

render a computation intractable for all practical purposes, as data is often spread across millions of

servers which are communicating with each other. It is becoming ever more important to understand

what computational problems are intractable in these new models of computing.

This thesis tries to answer some such fundamental questions about limitations of computation.
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1 | Introduction

A fundamental question in computer science is to characterize which computational problems are

intractable. This question came to the forefront in the 1960s and in the last 60 years since then, a rich

theory has been developed to understand the relative difficulty of computational problems. Such a

way of classifying problems has brought us a lot of understanding. For many problems of practical

interest, we are now able to make conditional statements − we can say that if SAT is intractable, then

the problem of interest is intractable as well. On the other hand, all the evidence so far suggests

that many of these fundamental problems ought to take exponential computational time. However,

despite our best efforts, there has been very little progress towards proving unconditional limitations

on algorithms for many problems we care about. For example, in the model of boolean circuits, at

this point we are even unable to show that SAT, or any explicit function for that matter, requires more

than 4n size.

This thesis is concerned with proving concrete limitations on algorithms. However, given that we

often do not know how to prove unconditional lower bounds for many problems of interest in the

most general models of computation, we focus our efforts on proving limitations on different com-

putational models, which still capture, or have applications, to a broad class of interesting algorithms.

In this thesis, we focus on two different computational settings − interactive models and linear pro-

gramming. The common theme uniting these two seemingly disparate models in this thesis is the use

of information theoretic methods for proving lower bounds.

The first part of this thesis looks at the setting of interactive computational models where the in-

puts for the computational tasks are distributed across multiple parties. Such computational models
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capture new types of algorithms that have arisen due to recent technological developments. Compa-

nies like Google and Facebook have massive amounts of data which is stored in data centres spread

across the world. In these settings, we not only care about the running time of the algorithm but we

also care about other resources such as communication between different machines, or the memory

used to carry out the computation, since they are often significant bottlenecks. In some cases, such

models also have applications to proving lower bounds for an interesting class of classical algorithms

(see Chapter 8 in the textbook [RY18]). We consider the question of data compression in these inter-

active models and prove some fundamental lower bounds.

In the second part of this thesis, we look at linear programs for combinatorial optimization prob-

lems. A combinatorial optimization problem can often be written as a linear program of the following

form:

maximize wTx

subject to x ∈ P,

where w is a cost function and P is a polytope that captures the convex hull of the feasible integer

solutions to the problem. The complexity of finding an optimum solution to a linear program usually

depends on the size of the linear program, which for linear programs of the above form is charac-

terized by the number of inequalities needed to describe the polytope P. For many combinatorial

optimization problems, like finding the shortest Hamiltonian tour in a graph or finding the maxi-

mum weight matching in a graph, representing them with linear programs of the above form often

requires exponential sized linear programs in terms of the instance size. A very natural idea for re-

ducing the size of such linear programs is to employ what are called linear extended formulations or

higher dimensional lifts of polytopes. We prove lower bounds on the size of such higher dimensional

lifts in the second part of this thesis.
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1.1 Contributions of thisThesis

1.1.1 Interactive Compression

Thefirst part of this thesis deals with data compression in an interactive setting. In the classical setting

of data compression, first introduced by Shannon [Sha48], we have a sender who wants to convey a

message to a receiver by sending as few bits as possible. This setting is not interactive, as the receiver

does not send messages back to the sender. In this setting, it is known how to compress messages

optimally [Sha48, Huf52] − we know how to encode messages so that their length is essentially the

same as the amount of information they carry. The amount of information that a message carries is

the limit of what is achievable, as Shannon already showed in his seminal paper [Sha48]. For example,

if themessage consists of n randombits, then the sender cannot send amessage containing fewer than

n bits to convey the message. On the other hand, if the message consists of one random bit followed

by n − 1 zeros, then the sender only needs to send the first bit of the message.

In the setting of interactive compression, we may hope to achieve similar compression guarantees

even when there are multiple parties who are interacting with each other. Unfortunately, for these

interactivemodels, it is often not clear how to even define the proper notion of information contained

in the messages since the parties may have partial knowledge about each others’ messages. In some

interactive settings, even if one can define a natural information measure, the techniques for classical

data compression are usually not applicable. These are significant roadblocks in trying to generalize

Shannon’s theory to interactive settings.

In this thesis we further the understanding of the interactive compression question in two dif-

ferent computational settings − two-party communication complexity and streaming algorithms.

Apart from generalizing classical data compression, the interactive compression question in both

these models is also closely connected to the question of proving lower bounds for algorithms in

these models and the results proved here also translate to such lower bounds. We prove the following

about interactive compression:
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Exponential Separation of Information and Communication

In the setting of two-party communication complexity, there are two parties who hold inputs x and y

and want to compute a boolean function f (x, y). In order to achieve this, they have to communicate

with each other by exchanging messages through a pre-agreed protocol. The computational resource

we care about in this setting is the amount of communication required to compute the function f . In

Chapter 4 of this thesis, we look at the interactive compression question for two-party communication

complexity.

To generalize Shannon’s theory to this setting, we need a notion that captures the amount of “in-

formation contained in the messages”. Developing the ideas introduced in [CSWY01, BYJKS02],

Barak, Braverman, Chen and Rao [BBCR13] suggested that the right measure for the information

contained in the messages in this model is the amount of information that the messages reveal to the

parties about each other’s input. This is termed as the internal information cost of the communica-

tion protocol, and a central question in this area is whether any protocol with communication C and

internal information cost I can be simulated with communication O(I). Alternately stated, whether

protocols with internal information cost I can be compressed to communication O(I).

For the most general scenario, the best compression known is with O(
√

IC log C) bits of com-

munication [BBCR13], and with communication 2O(I) if we do not want a dependence on C [Bra12].

However, optimally one could hope for compression with O(I) bits. To prove that optimal compres-

sion is impossible in this model was also a challenge since it turned out that all known methods

for proving communication lower bounds also gave lower bounds on the internal information cost

[KLL+12]. In a breakthrough paper, Ganor, Kol and Raz [GKR16] introduced a new method for

proving communication lower bounds and proved that compression with 2O(I) bits of communica-

tion is the best possible, if we do not want a dependence on the communication C.

In Chapter 4, we introduce the notion of fooling distributions, another method for proving com-

munication lower bounds that allows us to prove a separation between information and communi-

cation. Our method allows us to give a simpler and more intuitive proof of the result of [GKR16].

A technical lemma we prove here also allows us to give a simpler proof of the lower bound on the
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randomized communication complexity of the Greater-Than function.

It turns out that the interactive compression question for two-party communication is also equiv-

alent to the direct sum question in communication complexity which asks if k independent copies of

a communication task requires k times the communication (see [BR11]). As such the lower bound

for compression proved in Chapter 4 as well the work [GKR16] also gives us a communication task

where one can compute t copies in a way that is significantly cheaper than expending k times the

communication required to compute a single copy of the same task.

Compression and Direct Sum for Streaming Algorithms

In the setting of streaming algorithms, the algorithm receives its input as a sequence of updates

x1, . . . , xn arriving sequentially in time. The complexity measure of interest is the memory needed

to carry out the computation, where the memory used at time t is the number of bits stored by the

algorithm after reading the inputs x1, . . . , xt. One can view this setting as an interactive setting by

viewing the update at any time as a message sent by an interacting party.

In the setting of communication complexity above, we tried to capture the information cost of

a protocol with respect to the amount of information that the messages contain about each party’s

input. For the case of streaming algorithms, it is natural to ask if information cost can be defined in

terms of the memory contents of the algorithm, and whether it is possible to compress the memory

used by streaming algorithms to its information cost.

In Chapter 5, we introduce several analogues of information cost for streaming algorithms. We

also consider a direct-sum question for streaming algorithms where there are k independent input

streams arriving in parallel and we want to know if it is possible to carry out this computation with

less than k times the memory required for a single stream. In Chapter 5, we also show that if one

can compress the memory used by a streaming algorithm to its information cost, then an optimal

direct-sum statement would hold.
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1.1.2 Linear Programs for Combinatorial Optimization Problems

The second part of this thesis explores linear programs for combinatorial optimization problems. As

discussed before, many combinatorial optimization problems can be naturally modeled exactly or

approximately with a linear program of the form

maximize wTx

subject to x ∈ P,

where w is a cost function and P is a polytope that captures the convex hull of the feasible integer

solutions to the problem. For example, for the Traveling Salesman Problem on undirected graphs

with n vertices, one wants to minimize a linear function (the length of the tour) over the polytope

P ⊆ R([n]2 ) that is the convex hull of all Hamiltonian cycles in the complete graph Kn.

Even though an optimal solution of a linear program can be found in time that is polynomial in

the number of bits needed to describe the linear program, in general, the time to solve it scales with the

number of inequalities in the system. Given a linear program, a very general idea to reduce the num-

ber of inequalities is to use auxiliary variables so that the new system of inequalities, when projected

on the original variables, is equivalent. This is what is called an extended formulation. In geometric

terms, adding auxiliary variables corresponds to a higher dimensional polytope that projects to the

original polytope under some linear map. For this reason, extended formulations are also sometimes

referred to as higher dimensional lifts. Adding auxiliary variables, or equivalently lifting to higher di-

mensions, helps in reducing the size of the linear program because the higher dimensional polytope

could have fewer facets and hence to describe it as a linear program one needs to write down fewer

inequalities (see Figure 1.1.1).

Extended formulations can sometimes lead to an exponential reduction in the size of the original

linear program and so the algorithms that optimize over an extended formulation capture a power-

ful class of linear programming based algorithms, including linear programming hierarchies such as

Sherali-Adams or Lovász-Schrijver. If we can unconditionally prove that extended formulations for

natural polytopes P for NP-hard problems require exponential size, this is a step towards proving
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Figure 1.1.1: An example of an extended formulation

P ̸= NP by ruling out an important class of linear programming based algorithms.

Recently, using ideas from communication complexity and information theory, exponential lower

bounds have beenproven for the size of exact and even approximate extended formulations for various

natural polytopes for well-known combinatorial optimization problems. In this thesis, we look at

extended formulations for the Matching Polytope.

Approximate Extended Formulations for the Matching Polytope

A matching in a graph is a set of edges that have no common vertices. The matching problem asks to

find a maximum weighted matching in a given graph G that has weights w on the edges. Denoting by

1M ∈ R([n]2 ) the indicator vector for a matching M in the complete graph Kn, the matching problem
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can be naturally written as the following linear program

maximize wTx

subject to x ∈ PMAT(n),

where PMAT(n) is the matching polytope defined as

PMAT(n) = conv

{
1M ∈ R([n]2 )

∣∣∣∣ M ⊆
(
[n]
2

)
is a matching in Kn

}
.

The Matching Polytope is a fundamental object in the field of combinatorial optimization and it

is well known (see [Edm65]) that to describe the Matching Polytope by a linear program, one needs

2Θ(n) many inequalities. It was a long-standing open problem to show that arbitrary extended for-

mulations for Matching Polytope must also be of exponential size. In a breakthrough work, Rothvoß

[Rot17] showed that any exact extended formulation for PMAT(n) must have 2Ω(n) size.

Building on this, Braun and Pokutta [BP15] showed that any extended formulation that gives a

(1 + 1
n ) approximation requires 2Ω(n) size, which as noted in [Rot17] implies a 2Ω(1/ϵ) bound for

a (1 + ϵ) approximation when ϵ ≥ 2
n . This rules out the possibility of an FPTAS-style extended

formulation (size polynomial in both n and 1
ϵ ) for the matching problem, but for large values of ϵ,

these lower bounds are trivial.

In Chapter 7 of this thesis, we prove a lower bound for the Matching Polytope by proving that

all (1 + ϵ) approximating extended formulations must be of ≈ ( n
1/ϵ) size for all ϵ ≥ 2

n . This lower

bound is tight for all parameters ϵ > 0 as there is a simple linear program that matches this. In the

course of proving a lower bound for the Matching Polytope, we also prove a tight lower bound on the

non-negative rank of a family of matrices known as lopsided unique disjointness.

1.2 Organization

Most of this thesis relies on tools from information theory. In Chapter 2, we collect the basic infor-

mation theoretic facts that will be used throughout this thesis.

Part I of this thesis considers the setting of interactive models of computation. In Chapter 3, we

motivate the question of interactive compression and provide an extensive background. Chapter 4
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proves the results separating information and communication. Chapter 5 considers the question of

compression and direct sum for streaming algorithms. This part of the thesis is based on the following

works:

• Anup Rao and Makrand Sinha. Simplified Separation of Information and Communication.

Electronic Colloquium on Computational Complexity (ECCC), 22:57, 2015

• Sivaramakrishnan Natarajan Ramamoorthy and Makrand Sinha. On the Communication

Complexity of Greater-Than. In 53rd Annual Allerton Conference on Communication, Con-

trol and Computing, pages 442–444, 2015

• AnupRao andMakrand Sinha. ADirect-SumTheorem forRead-OnceBranching Programs. In

Approximation, Randomization, and Combinatorial Optimization. Algorithms and Techniques,

APPROX/RANDOM 2016, September 7-9, 2016, Paris, France, pages 44:1–44:15, 2016

Part II of this thesis looks at the setting of linear programs for combinatorial optimization problems.

In Chapter 6, we describe the motivations behind extended formulations and give a survey of recent

works. Chapter 7 proves the lower bound for approximate extended formulations for the Matching

Polytope. This part of the thesis is based on the following work:

• Makrand Sinha. Lower Bounds for Approximating the Matching Polytope. In Proceedings

of the Twenty-Ninth Annual ACM-SIAM Symposium on Discrete Algorithms, SODA 2018, New

Orleans, LA, USA, January 7-10, 2018, pages 1585–1604, 2018
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2 | InformationTheory Preliminaries

Most of the proofs in this thesis rely heavily on information theory. In this chapter, we set up the

notation and review the basics of information theory that will be applicable to all the chapters. Some

information theoretic lemmas that are required for applications will be proved in the chapters where

they are used. We will usually omit the proofs for basic facts here and refer the reader to the book by

Cover and Thomas [CT06].

2.1 Probability Spaces, Random Variables and Markov Chains

Throughout this thesis, log (resp. ln) denotes the logarithm taken in base two (resp. base e). We use

[k] to denote the set {1, 2, . . . , k} and [k]<n to denote the set of all strings of length less than n over

the alphabet [k], including the empty string. The notation |z| denotes the length of the string z.

Random variables are denoted by capital letters (e.g. A) and values they attain are denoted by

lower-case letters (e.g. a). Events in a probability space will be denoted by calligraphic letters (e.g. E ).

Given a = (a1, a2, . . . , an), we write a≤i to denote a1, . . . , ai. We define a<i and a>i similarly. We

write a−i to denote a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an and aS to denote the projection of a to the coordinates

specified in the set S ⊆ [n].

Given a probability space p and a random variable A in the underlying sample space, we use the

notation p(A) to denote the probability distribution of the variable A in the probability space p. We

will often consider multiple probability spaces with the same underlying sample space, so for example

p(A) and q(A) will denote the distribution of the random variable A under the probability spaces p

and q respectively with the underlying sample space of p and q being the same. We write p(A|b) to
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denote the distribution of A conditioned on the event B = b. We use p(a) and p(a|b), respectively, to

denote the probability of the event A = a in the distribution p(A) and p(A|b). Given a distribution

p(A, B, C, D), we write p(A, B, C) to denote the marginal distribution on the variables A, B, C. We

oftenwrite p(AB) instead of p(A, B) for conciseness of notation. Similarly, p(a, b, c)will denote the

probability according to the marginal distribution p(A, B, C) and we will often write it as p(abc).

If W is an event, we write p(W) to denote its probability according to p. Given a probability

space p and a random variable A, when we write A ∈ W for an event W , we only consider events

in the space of values taken by the variable A.

Given a fixed value c, we denote by Ep(b|c) [g(a, b, c)] := ∑b p(b|c) · g(a, b, c), the expected

value of the function g(a, b, c) under the distribution p(B|c). If the probability space p is clear from

the context, then we will just write Eb|c [g(a, b, c)] to denote the expectation. For a boolean function

h(a, b) and a probability distribution p(A, B), denoting by 1[h(a, b) = 0] the indicator function for

the event h(a, b) = 0, we write p(h = 0) := Ep(ab)[1[h(a, b) = 0]] as the probability that h is 0

under inputs drawn from p.

We say that a random variable A determines another random variable B if there is a function

h such that h(A) = B. We write A − M − B as a shorthand to say that the random variables A,

M, and B form a Markov chain, or in other words, A and B are independent given M: p(amb) =

p(m) · p(a|m) · p(b|m) for every a, b, m. In some cases, we will have Markov chains where M

determines B. To emphasize this we will write this Markov chain as A − M → B. For brevity we

will write A|R − M|R − B|R to assert that p(amb|r) is a Markov chain for every r.

To get familiar with the notation, it is worthwhile to consider the following example. Let A ∈

{0, 1}2 be a uniformly distributed random variable in a probability space p. Then, p(A) is the uni-

form distribution on {0, 1}2 and if a = (0, 0), p(a) = 1/4. Let A1 and A2 denote the first and

second bits of A: if B = A1 + A2 mod 2, then when b = 1, p(A|b) is the uniform distribution on

{(0, 1), (1, 0)}. If a = (1, 0), and b = 1, then p(a|b) = 1/2, and p(a, b) = 1/4. If E is the event

that A1 = B, then p(E) = 1/2. Let q(A) = p(A|E), then q(A) is the uniform distribution on

{(0, 0), (1, 0)} and q(A2) is the distribution over the sample space {0, 1} which takes the value 0

with probability 1.
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2.2 Statistical Distance

Statistical distance is a very useful way tomeasure how far apart two probability distributions are. For

two distributions p(A) and q(A), the statistical distance |p(A)− q(A)| between them is defined as

|p(A)− q(A)| = max
Q

(p(A ∈ Q)− q(A ∈ Q))

where Q is an event.

There are several alternative ways of defining the statistical distance, as given by the following

proposition.

Proposition 2.1. |p(A)− q(A)| = 1
2 ∑a |p(a)− q(a)| = ∑a:p(a)>q(a)(p(a)− q(a)).

We say that distributions p(A) and q(A) are ε-close if |p(A) − q(A)| ≤ ϵ and we write it

as p(A)
ϵ≈ q(A). Intuitively what this means is that the probability of any event under the two

distributions can differ at most by an additive factor of ε.

The following basic proposition characterizes the statistical distance of conditional distributions.

Proposition 2.2. If p(AB), q(AB) are such that p(A) = q(A), then

|p(B)− q(B)| = Ep(a) [|p(B|a)− q(B|a)|] .

2.3 Entropy and Mutual Information

For a discrete random variable A in a probability space p, the entropy of A is defined as

H(A) = Ep(a)

[
log

1
p(a)

]
.

In this thesis, we shall often work with multiple probability spaces over the same sample space.

To avoid confusion, we shall explicitly write Hp(A) to specify the probability space p being used for

computing the entropy if it is not clear from the context.

The following proposition gives a useful upper boundon entropy in terms of the size of the support

of the random variable:
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Proposition 2.3. H(A) ≤ log |supp(A)|.

For any two random variables A and B in a probability space p, the entropy of A conditioned on

B is defined as

H(A|B) = Ep(b)[H(A|B = b)].

The following relation between the conditional entropy H(A|B) and the entropy H(A) is easy

to see:

Proposition 2.4. H(A|B) ≤ H(A) where the equality holds if and only if A and B are independent.

A subset S ⊆ {0, 1}∗ is called prefix-free if no string in S is a prefix of another string in S . For

any discrete random variable A, a prefix-free encoding of A is a function ℓ : supp(A) → {0, 1}∗

such that the image of ℓ is a prefix-free set.

Proposition 2.5 (Huffman Encoding). Let A and B be random variables where A is discrete. Then,

there exists a prefix-free encoding ℓ : supp(A) → {0, 1}∗ satisfying

Exy[|ℓ(x)| | B = y] ≤ H(A|B) + 1.

The mutual information between A and B is defined as

I (A : B) = H(A)− H(A|B) = H(B)− H(B|A).

Similarly, the conditional mutual information I (A : B|C) is defined to be

I (A : B|C) = H(A|C)− H(A|BC).

We shall explicitly write Ip (A : B|C) to specify the probability space p being used for computing

the mutual information if it is not clear from the context.

If A and B are independent then I (A : B) = 0. We can always bound the mutual information

by the entropy of the variables involved.

Proposition 2.6. If A ∈ {0, 1}ℓ, then

0 ≤ I (A : B) ≤ min{H(A), H(B)} ≤ ℓ.

The binary entropy function1 is defined to be h(x) := −x log x − (1 − x) log(1 − x) for x ∈

1We adopt the convention that x log x = 0 at x = 0.
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[0, 1]. The function h is concave on the interval [0, 1] and is decreasing on the interval [1
2 , 1].

As a corollary of the previous proposition, we get:

Proposition 2.7. For random variables A and B where B ∈ {0, 1}, we have

I (A : B) ≤ h(p(B = 1)).

The following upper bound for the binary entropy function will be very useful.

Proposition 2.8. h(x) ≤ 1 − 2 log e
(

x − 1
2

)2
for all x ∈ [0, 1].

Proof. Define the function g(x) = 1 − 2 log e
(

x − 1
2

)2
− h(x) for x ∈ [0, 1]. Then, the first and

second derivatives of g(x) for x ∈ [0, 1] are

g′(x) = −4 log e
(

x − 1
2

)
− log(1 − x)− log x and g′′(x) = −4 log e +

log e
x(1 − x)

.

As x(1 − x) ≤ 1
4 for x ∈ [0, 1], g′′(x) ≥ 0 for x ∈ [0, 1]. It follows that the function g is convex

on the interval [0, 1] and hence has a unique minima. Furthermore, the derivative g′(1
2) = 0, so the

minimum value of g(x) is attained at x = 1
2 . Hence, g(x) ≥ g(1

2) = 0.

2.3.1 Basic Lemmas

A standard fact about entropy and mutual information is the chain rule:

Proposition 2.9 (Chain Rule for Entropy). If A = A1, . . . , An, then

H(A) =
n

∑
i=1

H(Ai|A<i) ≤
n

∑
i=1

H(Ai).

Lemma 2.10 (Chain Rule for Mutual Information). For random variables A1, . . . , An, B and C,

I (A1, . . . , An : B|C) =
n

∑
i=1

I (Ai : B|A<iC) .

A clever application of the chain rule gives us the following lemma:
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Lemma 2.11 ([BR11]). Let X = X1, . . . , Xn and Y = Y1, . . . , Yn be random variables such that

the n-tuples (X1, Y1), . . . , (Xn, Yn) are mutually independent. Let R be an arbitrary random variable.

Then,
n

∑
i=1

I (Xi : R|X<iY≥i) ≤ I (X : R|Y) and
n

∑
i=1

I (Yi : R|X≤iY>i) ≤ I (Y : R|X) .

Proof. Using the chain rule,
n

∑
i=1

I (Xi : R|X<iY≥i) ≤
n

∑
i=1

I (XiY<i : R|X<iY≥i)

=
n

∑
i=1

I (Xi : Y<i|X<iY≥i) +
n

∑
i=1

I (Xi : R|X<iY)

=
n

∑
i=1

I (Xi : R|X<iY) = I (X : R|Y) .

where the second last equality follows since I (Xi : Y<i|X<iY≥i) = 0. The second bound follows

similarly.

Next we present some other basic lemmas about mutual information. The next lemma says that

the mutual information only increases if we condition on a random variable that is independent of

one of the variables in the mutual information term.

Lemma 2.12. If B and C are independent, I (A : B) ≤ I (A : B|C).

Proof. We repeatedly use the chain rule:

I (A : B) ≤ I (A : B) + I (C : B|A)

= I (AC : B) = I (C : B) + I (A : B|C) = I (A : B|C) .

It is natural to expect that if we apply a function to a random variable, then the resulting new

random variable can only reveal less information, or formally I (A : f (B)) ≤ I (A : B) where f is

an arbitrary function of B. The next proposition generalizes this to arbitrary Markov chains.

Proposition 2.13 (Data Processing Inequality). Let A, M and B be random variables such that A −

M − B, then I (A : B) ≤ I (A : M).
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A straightforward corollary of the above is the following.

Proposition 2.14. If B determines C, then I (A : C) ≤ I (A : B).

The following propositions are in a similar spirit to the above.

Proposition 2.15. Let A, B, C and W be random variables such that AB − C − W, then

I (A : B|CW) = I (A : B|C) .

Proof. Using the chain rule we expand I (AW : B|C) in two different ways:

I (W : B|C) + I (A : B|CW) = I (AW : B|C) = I (A : B|C) + I (W : B|AC) .

The terms I (W : B|C) and I (W : B|AC) are zero since AB − C − W.

Proposition 2.16. If A and B are independent and A − M − B, then I (A : M) = I (A : M|B).

Proof. Since A and B are independent H(A|B) = H(A) and since A − M − B, H(A|MB) =

H(A|M). So, we have

I (A : M|B) = H(A|B)− H(A|MB) = H(A)− H(A|M) = I (A : M) .

2.4 Divergence

The divergence, also sometimes called the Kullback-Liebler or KL divergence between distributions

p(A) and q(A) is defined to be

p(A)

q(A)
= ∑

a
p(a) log

p(a)
q(a)

.

The standard notation for KL divergence between p(A) and q(A) is D(p(A)||q(A)) but the

above notation will be clearer for our purposes.

For three random variables A, B, C and an event E in a probability space p, we will use the short-

hand
A|bcE

A|c
=

p(A|bcE)

p(A|c)
, when p is clear from context.
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The mutual information between A, B conditioned on C can also be defined in terms of the di-

vergence as:

Proposition 2.17 (Mutual Information and Divergence).

I (A : B|C) = Ecb

 A|bc

A|c

 = Eca

 B|ac

B|c

 = ∑
a,b,c

p(abc) log
p(a|bc)
p(a|c) .

2.4.1 Basic Divergence Facts

In the following, p and q are probability spaces (over the same sample space), and A is a random

variables over the underlying sample space.

The divergence between two distributions is always non-negative.

Proposition 2.18.
p(A)

q(A)
≥ 0.

Similar to the chain rule for mutual information, we also have a chain rule for divergence.

Proposition 2.19 (Chain Rule for Divergence). If A = (A1, . . . , As), then

p(A)

q(A)
=

s

∑
i=1

Ep(a)

 p(Ai|a<i)

q(Ai|a<i)

 .

Define d (a||b) := a log a
b + (1 − a) log 1−a

1−b to be the binary divergence. Then, the following

holds:

Proposition 2.20. For any 0 ≤ ε, δ < 1/2, d
(

1 − ε|| 1
2 + δ

)
is a decreasing function of both ε and

δ. Furthermore,

d

(
1 − ε

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣12 + δ

)
≥ 1 − ε log

(
4
ε

)
− 4δ.
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Proof. We can write

d

(
1 − ε

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣12 + δ

)
= (1 − ε) log

(
2

1 + 2δ

)
+ ε log

(
2

1 − 2δ

)
− h(ε)

= log 2 − log(1 + 2δ) + ε log
(

1 + 2δ

1 − 2δ

)
− h(ε)

≥ 1 − log(1 + 2δ)− h(ε) ≥ 1 − 4δ − h(ε),

where we used that log(1 + 2δ) ≤ 2δ/ ln 2 ≤ 4δ.

Furthermore, we can upper bound h(a) ≤ a log (4/a) for 0 ≤ a ≤ 1/2. This can be observed

by noting that (1 − a) log 1
1−a ≤ 2a for 0 ≤ a ≤ 1/2. Therefore, h(a) ≤ a log(1/a) + 2a =

a log(4/a).

If the divergence between two distributions is small, then one can also show that they are close in

statistical distance.

Proposition 2.21 (Pinsker’s Inequality). |p(A)− q(A)|2 ≤ ln 2
2

·
p(A)

q(A)
≤

p(A)

q(A)
.

2.4.2 Divergence Inequalities

The following propositions bound the change in divergence when extra conditioning is involved.

Some of these were proved in [BRWY13, GKR16]. For completeness, we include full proofs for all of

them. Below, p and q are probability spaces, and A and B are random variables on the underlying

sample space.

Proposition 2.22 ([BRWY13]). For an event W and variables A, B in a probability space p, we have

Eb|W

 A|bW

A

 ≤ log
1

p(W)
+ I (A : B|W) .
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Proof. By Proposition 2.17, we can write

Eb|W

 A|bW

A

− I (A : B|W) = ∑
ab

p(ab|W) log
p(a|bW) · p(a|W)

p(a) · p(a|bW)

= ∑
a

p(a|W) log
p(a|W)

p(a)

= ∑
a

p(a|W) log
p(W|a)
p(W)

≤ log
1

p(W)
.

Proposition 2.23 ([BRWY13]). Ep(b)

 p(A|b)

q(A)

 ≥
p(A)

q(A)
.

Proof.

Ep(b)

 p(A|b)

q(A)

−
p(A)

q(A)
= ∑

a,b
p(ab) log

p(a|b) · q(a)
q(a) · p(a)

= Ep(b)

 p(A|b)

p(A)

 ≥ 0,

where the last inequality follows from Proposition 2.18.

Proposition 2.24 ([GKR16]). Ep(b)

 p(A|b)

p(A)

 ≤ Ep(b)

 p(A|b)

q(A)

.

Proof.

Ep(b)

 p(A|b)

q(A)

− Ep(b)

 p(A|b)

p(A)

 = ∑
a,b

p(ab) log
p(a|b) · p(a)
q(a) · p(a|b) =

p(A)

q(A)
≥ 0,

where the last inequality follows from Proposition 2.18.

Proposition 2.25. Let A ∈ {0, 1} and let γ = p(a) and ε = q(a) for a = 1. Then,

p(A)

q(A)
≥ γ log

γ

eε
.

Proof. We have

p(A)

q(A)
= γ log

γ

ϵ
+ (1 − γ) log

1 − γ

1 − ϵ
≥ γ log

γ

ϵ
+ (1 − γ) log(1 − γ)

≥ γ log
γ

ϵ
− γ log e = γ log

γ

eϵ
,
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where in the last inequality we used the fact that

−(1 − γ) ln(1 − γ) = (1 − γ) ln
(

1 +
γ

1 − γ

)
≤ (1 − γ)

γ

1 − γ
= γ.

2.5 Basic Probability Lemmas

For a string a ∈ {0, 1}n, the Hamming weight of a is defined to be the number of ones in a. The

following proposition is a variant of the standard Chernoff-Hoeffding concentration bound.

Proposition 2.26 (Chernoff Bound). The number of strings in {0, 1}m with Hamming Weight at least

3m/4 is at most e−m/8 · 2m.

The next lemma is a variant of Markov’s inequality:

Lemma 2.27 (Averaging Lemma). Let A be a bounded random variable such that E[A] ≥ α. For any

β < α, let S = {a | A(a) ≥ β}. Then, p(S) ≥ α−β
m−β where m = maxa{A(a)}.

Proof. We have

E[A] = ∑
a∈S

p(a)A(a) + ∑
a/∈S

p(a)A(a) ≤ p(S)m + (1 − p(S))β.

which gives us that (m − β)p(S) ≥ E[A]− β ≥ α − β.
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§ Part I §

Interactive Models
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3 | Compression in Interactive Models

In a remarkable paper, A Mathematical Theory of Communication, Shannon [Sha48] laid the founda-

tions for modeling communication systemsmathematically. The fundamental question that Shannon

considered is the following: suppose that a sender wants to transmit messages M ∈ {0, 1}n to a re-

ceiver. If the distribution of the messages is known to both parties, how many bits does the sender

need to transmit, so that the receiver can determine the message M uniquely?

Shannon observed that the statistical properties of the messages that a transmitter is sending to

a receiver can be used to transmit the messages much more efficiently. For example, if a message is

more probable, then one could encode it using a smaller number of bits and send the corresponding

encoding to transmit it uniquely. Shannon defined entropy to capture the notion of information con-

tained in a distribution: recall that given a random variable M ∈ {0, 1}n representing the messages,

the entropy H(M) is defined as

H(M) = ∑
m∈{0,1}n

p(m) log
(

1
p(m)

)
,

where p(M) is the distribution on the messages.

If the distribution of M is uniform, then it has n bits of entropy; in this case, we would not expect

to send amessage shorter than n bits to convey M. On the other hand, if M was a randombit followed

by n− 1 zeros, then its entropy is 1 bit; in this scenario, we could just send the first bit of M to convey

its value. Shannon proved that one needs to transmit at least H(M) bits to convey M uniquely and he

also showed that there is a scheme to compress the messages to this limit − one can always transmit

M with H(M) + 1 bits in expectation. The concepts introduced by Shannon led to the development

of the field of information theory and have had wide-reaching impacts in computer science.
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Shannon’s formulation, although quite natural, is intended only for communication systems

where there is no interaction − only the transmitter wants to send messages to the receiver. In the

field of theoretical computer science, many systems can be modeled as multiple parties receiving cor-

related inputs and interacting with each other based on their inputs. In these cases, the interacting

parties have information about the distributions ofmessages of other parties since their inputs are cor-

related. One could hope to utilize this partial knowledge to transmit the messages more efficiently.

For example, if there are two interacting parties and their inputs come from a joint distribution where

they are always equal, then the parties need not communicate at all! The notion of entropy does not

quite capture this setting, as each message may individually contain a large amount of information;

it just happens to be the case that this information is known to the other party, so one could save on

the amount of communication by having the second party guess the messages themselves.

As such, to define an analogue of entropy for these interactive models of communication, one

needs to be a little bitmore careful. In this chapter, wewill look at two interactive settings− themodel

of two-party communication and streaming computation, and see how the compression question can

be defined mathematically in these settings. In both of these settings, the compression question also

has interesting connections to proving lower bounds and the so-called “direct-sum” question and we

shall briefly attempt to survey these connections as well.

3.1 Communication Complexity

In the standard setting of communication complexity, there are two parties who hold inputs x ∈

{0, 1}n and y ∈ {0, 1}n respectively, where the inputs are drawn from some joint distribution. The

parties want to compute a function f (x, y) of their inputs and in order to achieve this, they communi-

cate with each other by exchanging messages according to a pre-agreed communication protocol. The

complexity of the function f is measured by the number of bits communicated to compute f (x, y).

For many interesting functions f , there are clever protocols that allow the parties to compute

f (x, y) without exchanging their inputs. However, since there is a distribution on inputs, one may

wonder if we can use the statistical properties of the inputs à la Shannon to communicate fewer bits
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and still be able to compute the function, possibly with a small error. As there is a correlated distri-

bution on inputs, the players do have some knowledge about each others’ inputs and we would like

to be able to take advantage of that. One very natural measure of information which captures this

correlation was introduced by Barak, Braverman, Chen and Rao [BBCR13]. For any communica-

tion protocol, they defined the internal information cost of the protocol as the amount of information

learned by both parties about each others’ inputs. For example, if the joint distribution is such that

x was always equal to y, then this measure is zero since the parties do not learn any information that

they did not already know. This is what we naturally expect, and similar to Shannon’s setting, one can

also prove that the internal information cost of a protocol is a lower bound on the communication of

any protocol that simulates the behavior of the original protocol. A natural question arises− Can we

simulate a protocol that has internal information cost I with O(I) bits of communication?

This interactive compression question, although quite natural, arose in the context of the direct-

sum question in communication complexity. While there could be many other natural measures of

information that could be considered as a candidate to generalize Shannon’s theory to the setting

of two-party communication, internal information cost and similar measures are perhaps the only

ones that have turned out to be useful in proving communication lower bounds. As such, the above

interactive compression question also has important consequences for proving communication lower

bounds and the direct-sumquestion for communication. For organizational purposes, we first discuss

the possibility of interactive compression as a standalone problem, and in a later section, we survey

the connection to proving lower bounds and direct-sum statements for communication.

3.1.1 Compressing Communication

Given a communication protocol π, let X and Y denote the inputs to the parties and M denote the

messages exchanged by the parties. Wewill often call M the transcript of the protocol. Thepartiesmay

have access to public randomness, denoted by R, which is known to both parties, as well as access to

private randomness which is only known to the party who owns it. We will use the term public-coin

(resp. private-coin) protocols to refer to protocols that only use public (resp. private) randomness.
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For a general communication protocol, it will often be more convenient for us to hide the private

randomness and think of the messages sent by each party as being drawn from some distribution that

only depends on that party’s input, public randomness and previous messages. For example, for the

party that holds X, the distribution of the message is determined by X,R and the previous messages.

The communication complexity of a protocol π, denoted byCC(π), is the maximum length of any

transcript of the protocol. Barak et al. [BBCR13] defined the internal information cost of a protocol

π as the amount of information learned by parties about the inputs to the other party:

ICp(π) = Ip (X : M|YR) + Ip (Y : M|XR) ,

where p(X, Y) is the input distribution.

Another useful informationmeasure was defined by Chakrabarti, Shi, Wirth and Yao [CSWY01],

who were the ones who introduced the notion of information cost of protocols. They defined the

external information cost of a protocol with respect to the input distribution p(X, Y) as the amount

of the information learned about the inputs by an external observer of the messages:

ICext
p (π) = Ip (XY : M|R) .

Note that the internal and external information costs both depend on the input distribution

p(X, Y). We will often omit the input distribution from the notation if it is clear from the con-

text. The internal information cost of a protocol is always at most the external information cost of a

protocol, which, in turn, is upper bounded by the communication complexity of the protocol. When

p(X, Y) is a product distribution on the inputs X and Y, i.e. X and Y are independent under p(X, Y),

the internal and external information costs are equal, so an external observer of the messages learns

the same amount of information as the parties exchanging messages.

Proposition 3.1. For any protocol π and any distribution p(X, Y),

ICp(π) ≤ ICext
p (π) ≤ CC(π).

Moreover, if p(X, Y) is a product distribution on X and Y, then ICp(π) = ICext
p (π).
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Given an input distribution p(X, Y), we say that a protocol τ simulates another protocol π with

error ε, if by running the protocol τ, both parties sample the same transcript m with probability at

least 1 − ε and conditioned that the same transcript was sampled, the distribution on the sampled

transcript is ε-close to the distribution on the transcript induced by the protocol π. The interactive

compression question can then be posed as asking if a protocol π with CC(π) = C and IC(π) = I

can be simulated with constant error by another protocol with O(I) bits of communication on the

same input distribution.

In the last decade or so, rapid progress has been made towards answering the above question in

different scenarios, but many fundamental questions still remain open. There are several special cases

where we know almost optimal compression of interactive protocols. For bounded-round protocols,

Harsha, Jain, McAllester and Radhakrishnan [HJMR10] (see also [BG14]) showed how to give opti-

mal simulations with no error in terms of the external information cost, while Braverman and Rao

[BR11] gave near optimal simulations with error in terms of the internal information cost (up to a

1 + o(1) factor). For input distributions that are product over the inputs to the parties, Sherstov

[She16], building on the work of Kol [Kol16] and Barak et al. [BBCR13], showed that protocols with

internal information cost I can be simulated with communication O(I · log2 I), which is almost

optimal.

For unbounded-round protocols and non-product distributions, many of the best known simu-

lations for interactive protocols are far from optimal. We know how to simulate a protocol with in-

ternal information I and communication C using a protocol with communication O(
√

IC · log C)

[BBCR13]. Similarly, we know how to simulate any interactive protocol with external information

cost Iext and communication C using a protocol with communication O(Iext · log2 C) [BBCR13].

Very recently, Braverman and Kol [BK18] showed that the same compression can be achieved with

O(poly(Iext) log log C) communication which is not optimal in terms of Iext but has an exponen-

tially smaller dependence on C. Note that all of these simulations depend on the communication

complexity of the original protocol which could bemuch larger compared to the internal information

cost I, or the external information cost Iext. Since the communication of the compressed protocols is

decidedly smaller than C, it may be tempting to try a recursive strategy and try to compress the proto-
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col again. However, it turns out that using the above known compression methods, the information

cost of the compressed protocol blows up, so it is unclear if such a strategy can be made to work. On

the other hand, if we do not want a dependence on the communication, then the best known result is

due to Braverman [Bra12] who showed how to simulate any protocol with internal information cost

I using communication 2O(I). This is exponentially larger than what we are asking for.

For unbounded-round protocols and arbitrary input distributions, in some other special cases,

we know simulations that improve on the results described in the previous paragraph. Natarajan

Ramamoorthy and Rao [NR15] gave better simulations than the ones described above when one

party reveals less information than the other. Bauer, Moran and Yehudayoff [BMY15] give better

simulations if the protocol has no private randomness. We summarize all the results discussed so far

in Table 3.1 for ease of reference.

3.1.2 Information Complexity and Communication Lower Bounds

Given that the best known compression as a function of the internal information cost I uses 2O(I) bits

of communication, it is reasonable to ask if we can prove lower bounds for interactive compression.

It turns out that this question is closely tied to proving communication lower bounds. Information

theory based methods have been widely used to prove lower bounds in communication complexity.

In fact, the information theoretic lower bound for the set disjointness function (given sets x ⊆ [n]

and y ⊆ [n], the set-disjointness function is the indicator function for x ∩ y = ∅) [KS92, Raz92,

BYJKS02] can be seen as precursors to some of the compression results.

Let us define the information complexity and the distributional communication complexity of a

boolean function f (x, y) under an input distribution p(X, Y) as follows:

ICp( f ) = inf
π

ICp(π) and CCp( f ) = inf
π

CC(π),

where both infimums are taken over all protocols that compute f (x, y) with error at most 1/3 on the

input distribution p(X, Y). We remark that the second infimum in the definition of CCp( f ) can be

replaced with a minimum.
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Type of Protocol Input Distribution Compressed Protocol Reference

Communication Error

[HJMR10]
Iext + r zero

[BG14]r-round Arbitrary

I + r constant [BR11]

Iext · log2 C
√

IC · log C
[BBCR13]

poly(Iext) · log log C [BK18]
Arbitrary Arbitrary

2O(I)

constant

[Bra12]

(I1/4
1 C3/4 +

√
I2C) · log C

Asymmetric Arbitrary
I2 · 2O(I1)

constant [NR15]

Public-coin Arbitrary I2 · log log C constant [BMY15]

I2 · polylog(I) [Kol16]
Arbitrary Product

I · log2(I)
constant

[She16]

Table 3.1: Comparison of the various known compression results. Constant factors are suppressed for

readability. I, Iext and C respectively denote the internal information cost, the external information

cost and the communication complexity of the original protocol. For the asymmetric compression

results, I1 = I (X : M|YR) and I2 = I (Y : M|XR) denote the information revealed by the first

and second party separately.
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It is straightforward from the definitions to see that Proposition 3.1 also implies that ICp( f ) ≤

CCp( f ): the information complexity of a boolean function f is a lower bound on the communica-

tion complexity. Furthermore, the 2O(I) simulation of Braverman [Bra12] implies that CCp( f ) ≤

2O(ICp( f )), so, we have ICp( f ) ≤ CCp( f ) ≤ 2O(ICp( f )). An optimal simulation of protocols with

internal information cost I with O(I) bits of communication would, in fact, imply that information

complexity is always of the same order as communication complexity, while proving a lower bound

on interactive compression for boolean functions would disprove this.

It turns out that many information theoretic lower bound proofs in communication complexity,

such as the lower bound proofs for disjointness [Raz92, BYJKS02], also give lower bounds on the in-

formation complexity of the corresponding functions. Taking this further, Braverman and Weinstein

[BW12] showed that the discrepancy method, a standard technique for proving communication lower

bounds also gives lower bounds on information complexity. Given a boolean function f (x, y) and a

distribution p(X, Y), the discrepancy of f with respect to p(X, Y) is defined as

Discp( f ) := max
R

|p((X, Y) ∈ R∧ f = 0)− p((X, Y) ∈ R∧ f = 1)|,

where the maximum is taken over all rectangles R = S × T in the input space.

We have the following relation between the distributional communication complexity and dis-

crepancy for boolean functions:

Lemma 3.2.

CCp( f ) = Ω
(

log
(

1
Discp( f )

))
.

Another way to interpret the above relation is the following. In a deterministic communication

protocol, the set of inputs that generates a particular transcript is a rectangle in the input space, as each

bit sent by one party further partitions their side of the input space into two parts. If the protocol has

zero error, then any rectangle R = S × T that corresponds to a transcript is monochromatic under

the distribution p(X, Y), i.e. the function on the set supp(p(X, Y))∩R is either all zeros or all ones.

Moreover, if the communication complexity of the protocol is c bits, then from a straightforward

counting argument, it follows that some rectangle must have at least 2−c fraction of all the inputs. If
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the deterministic protocol errs on the input distribution, then the rectangle with density at least 2−c

that we obtain, is not monochromatic but nearly monochromatic. If a function f has discrepancy d

under an input distribution p(X, Y), then every (nearly) monochromatic rectangle must have size

2−O(d) giving us the above lower bound.

Braverman and Weinstein [BW12] showed that if a boolean function f (x, y) has information

complexity I with respect to a distribution p(X, Y), then it must have a nearly monochromatic rect-

angle of density 2−O(I), and so large discrepancy. In other words, the discrepancy method, in fact,

gives a lower bound on information complexity.

Theorem 3.3 ([BW12]).

ICp( f ) = Ω
(

log
(

1
Discp( f )

))
.

The above implies that upper bounds on the size of nearly monochromatic rectangles cannot be

used to prove lower bounds on the communication complexity of functions that have small infor-

mation complexity1. Building on [BW12], Kerenedis, Laplante, Lerays, Ronald and Xiao [KLL+12]

further proved that, essentially, all communication lower bound methods that were known at the

time, in fact prove upper bounds on the size of nearly monochromatic rectangles.

This revealed a significant weakness in our ability to prove new lower bounds in communica-

tion complexity, and thus made the question of proving a lower bound for interactive compression

also important for the purposes of proving new communication lower bounds. To be able to prove

that a function has different information and communication complexities, we need to come up with

techniques that will allow us to prove communication lower bounds for functions that have large

monochromatic rectangles. Functions which have high communication complexity but no large

monochromatic rectangles certainly exist − one can plant large monochromatic rectangles into a

random function to obtain such an example with high probability.

In a remarkable sequence of papers, Ganor, Kol and Raz [GKR14, GKR16] showed that there is

a boolean function with information complexity I with respect to a distribution that requires 2Ω(I)

1The information based methods for proving lower bounds on disjointness also prove that disjointness does not have
large monochromatic rectangles where all entries are 1.
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communication under the same distribution. This proved that Braverman’s simulation [Bra12] is tight

if we limit the communication cost of the simulation to depend only on the internal information

cost of the original protocol. The proof of Ganor et al. gives a method to prove communication

lower bounds on functions that have many large monochromatic rectangles, potentially leading to

fundamentally differentmethods to prove lower bounds on communication problems. InChapter 4 of

this thesis, we build on thework ofGanor, Kol andRaz [GKR14] and introduce another new technique

to prove lower bounds for functions that have largemonochromatic rectangles. This newmethod also

allowed us to give a simpler proof for separating information and communication complexity.

3.1.3 Direct Sum for Communication Complexity

Asmentioned before, the original motivation for the interactive compression question was the direct-

sum question in communication complexity. In general, a direct-sum question in any computational

model asks if t independent copies of a task require t times the resources. In many models, such as

that of boolean circuits, there are surprising ways of computing t copies of a function much more

efficiently than expending t times the resources.

The direct-sum question also has a close connection to proving lower bounds since it gives us a

generic way to construct functions that are not efficiently computable, a technique known as hard-

ness amplification. In the model of communication complexity, many hard functions on {0, 1}n ×

{0, 1}n are constructed by composing multiple copies of a simple function on two bits. As an exam-

ple, consider the disjointness functionwhere the parties are given indicator vector for subsets x ⊆ [n]

and y ⊆ [n] and their goal is to compute if there is a coordinate i such that xi = yi = 1. This can

be viewed as composing n copies of the AND function on two bits with the n-bit NAND function:

AND(xi, yi) = 1 on some coordinate i if and only if the inputs to the parties are not disjoint. Many

such functions for which lower bounds are known, are of a similar form. A general way of proving a

lower bound for such functions would be to argue that computing n copies of the composed function

requires n times the communication required for computing a single copy of the function, similar to

a direct-sum statement. However, the techniques for proving such lower bounds are currently some-
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what ad hoc, relying on the structure of these functions. Proving a general direct-sum statement for

an arbitrary function f would most likely give us a unified set of techniques to prove communication

lower bounds for such composed functions.

To define the direct-sum question for communication complexity, let us consider a boolean func-

tion f (x, y) and an input distribution p(X, Y). Suppose that computing f on the input distribution

p(X, Y) with error at most 1/3 requires communicating C bits. For the direct-sum question, the

parties receive inputs x1, · · · , xt and y1, · · · , yt where (x1, y1), · · · , (xt, yt) are t inputs sampled

independently from the input distribution p(X, Y). The direct-sum question then asks− does com-

puting the function f t(x1, · · · , xt, y1, · · · , yt) := ( f (x1, y1), · · · , f (xt, yt)) with error at most

1/3 require Ω(tC) bits of communication? More formally, defining pt(X, Y) to be the product dis-

tribution obtained from taking k independent samples from p(X, Y), the optimal direct-sum con-

jecture is the following statement.

Conjecture 3.4 (Optimal Direct sum conjecture). Given an integer t > 1, a boolean function f (x, y)

and an input distribution p(X, Y), the following holds:

CCpt( f t) = Ω
(
t · CCp( f )

)
.

Barak, Braverman, Chen and Rao [BBCR13] showed that communication complexity of comput-

ing t copies of f is closely related to the information complexity of f .

Theorem 3.5 ([BR11]). For any integer t > 1, the following holds:

ICp( f ) ≤
CCpt( f t)

t
.

The above implies that if we had a low communication protocol for computing t copies of a func-

tion, then one could get a low information protocol to compute a single copy of a function. Thismeant

that simulating low information protocols with small communication would give us a non-trivial

direct-sum statement. As mentioned before, Barak et al. [BBCR13] also came up with a way to simu-

late protocols with communication C and information cost I with communication O(
√

I · C log C).

This proved that computing t copies of a function requires
√

t/ log t times more communication.
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Theorem 3.6 ([BBCR13]). For any integer t > 1, the following holds

CCpt( f t) = Ω

( √
t

log t
· CCp( f )

)
.

In a later work, Braverman and Rao [BR11] proved that as t tends to infinity, the communication

complexity of computing t copies of f is exactly equal to the information complexity of f . This gives

us another operational interpretation of information complexity as the amortized communication

complexity of computing f .

Theorem 3.7 ([BR11]). ICp( f ) = limt→∞
CCpt ( f t)

t .

Braverman and Rao [BR11] also proved that Conjecture 3.4 is only true if and only if protocols

with information cost I can be simulated with communication O(I). In light of this, the recent lower

bounds of Ganor, Kol and Raz [GKR14, GKR16] as well the work in Chapter 4 of this thesis gives us

a function and a distribution with respect to which Conjecture 3.4 is false.

We remark that if we assume that the communication protocol is bounded-round, then Con-

jecture 3.4 holds for such a protocol. This is because bounded-round protocols can be optimally

compressed [BR11] as mentioned earlier. Furthermore, if the input distribution is product on the in-

puts to the parties, then Conjecture 3.4 could still be true and known compression results of Sherstov

[She16] already imply an almost optimal statement: if p is a product distribution on the inputs, then

CCpt( f t) = Ω
(

t
log2 t

· CCp( f )
)
.

3.2 Streaming Computation

Chapter 5 considers the setting of streaming algorithms − where the input to the algorithm is too

large to be read into the working memory at once. Such situations are very common in the current

age of massive datasets. Companies like Google and Facebook have massive data centers where data

is spread across millions of servers. It is prohibitive to even compute simple global statistics of the

data because the entire dataset can not be retained in the memory for processing. In such cases, we
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can view the input dataset as a stream where we get a chunk of data at a time and study what sort of

computations are easy or hard in this model.

Formally, an input to a streaming algorithm is a sequence of n updates x1, . . . , xn arriving se-

quentially in time, and the algorithm at the end must compute a function f (x1, x2, . . . , xn). The

complexity measure of interest is the memory needed to carry out the computation. Here the mem-

ory used at time t is the number of bits stored by the algorithm after reading the inputs x1, . . . , xt.

We can simulate the streaming setting by an interactive model in the following manner: there

are n parties − let us denote them by numbers in [n] − where party i holds the input xi. The par-

ties communicate in n rounds, where in round i, party i sends a private message to party i + 1. At

the end of the last round, the last party outputs the value f (x1, · · · , xn). The memory used by the

algorithm at time t is then equal to the length of the message received by party t, and hence, the com-

plexity of computing a function can be characterized in terms of the communication. Sometimes this

interactive setting is also referred to as private message-passing number-in-hand setting.

Although not much is known about the private message-passing number-in-hand setting de-

scribed above, in many cases, one can use lower bounds in the standard two-party communication

model or another interactive model, called the shared-blackboard number-in-hand model, to prove

lower bounds for many interesting streaming problems. Many of these lower bounds are proved

by hardness amplification through direct-sum techniques and again the proof methods are some-

what ad hoc (see [BYJKS02, CKS03, Woo04, EJ08, GH09, Gro09, MWY13] for some of them). Since

analogous questions in the setting of two-party communication complexity inspired major progress

towards the direct-sum question and led to the theory of two-party interactive compression, a very

natural thing to wonder is if we can prove a direct-sum statement for streaming algorithms and if this

can lead to a similar theory of compression for streaming algorithms. Viewing streaming algorithms

as interactive protocols in the private message-passing number-in-hand setting, this corresponds to

proving direct-sum and compression results for such communication protocols. For the rest of this

thesis, we will work directly with streaming algorithms and put the view of streaming algorithms as

private message-passing number-in-hand protocols aside.

It turns out that some care is needed to even define the correct direct-sum statement in the stream-
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ing setting. In Chapter 5, we discuss these issues and introduce a natural direct-sum question for

streaming algorithms. We also show that, analogous to two-party communication complexity, this

direct-sum question is dual to the question of compressing the memory of a streaming algorithm.
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4 | An Exponential Separation between In-

formation and Communication

In this chapter, we give an example which shows that the communication complexity of a boolean

function can be exponentially larger than its information complexity. This also shows that it is not

always possible to simulate a protocol that has information cost I with O(I) bits of communication.

Given a boolean function f (x, y) and an input distribution p(X, Y), recall that the following

relation holds between information and communication complexity of the function:

ICp( f ) ≤ CCp( f ) ≤ 2O(ICp( f )),

where the upper bound follows from the compression result of Braverman [Bra12].

As discussed previously, a key hurdle in proving that information and communication complexity

could be different was to come upwith a new lower bound technique− all previously known commu-

nication lower bound methods only proved lower bounds for functions that have small monochro-

matic rectangles (either with all one or all zero entries) and such functions also have large information

complexity.

In a remarkable sequence of papers, Ganor, Kol and Raz [GKR14, GKR16] showed that there is

a function with internal information cost I with respect to a distribution that requires 2Ω(I) com-

munication under the same distribution. This proved that Braverman’s simulation [Bra12] is tight.

Their proof introduces the relative discrepancy method, which gives a way to prove communication

lower bounds on functions that have many large monochromatic rectangles, potentially leading to

fundamentally different methods to prove lower bounds on communication problems.
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In this chapter, we build on the work of [GKR16] and give a new proof of their main result.

Our proofs are shorter and we find them more intuitive. For parameters k, n ∈ N, we define a

boolean function called the k-ary pointer jumping function with inputs X, F (given to Alice) and Y, G

(given to Bob) and a distribution q(X, F, Y, G) on its inputs. We show that there is a protocol with

small internal information cost that computes the k-ary pointer jumping function on the distribution

q(X, F, Y, G):

Theorem 4.1. There is an O(n log k) communication randomized protocol for the k-ary pointer

jumping problem that errs with probability at most 4
log n under the input distribution q(X, F, Y, G)

and has internal information cost O((log k + log log n) · 2
2 log n

k ) with respect to the distribution

q(X, F, Y, G).

On the other hand, we show that no protocol with communication complexity significantly

smaller than min{k, log n} can compute the same function on the distribution q(X, F, Y, G):

Theorem 4.2. For large enough values of k and n, every protocol for the k-ary pointer jumping function

that has communication complexity at most ε3 · min{k, log n} errs with probability at least 1
2 − 8ε on

inputs drawn from the distribution q(X, F, Y, G).

Note that the statement above applies to all protocols, whether they be deterministic or use public

and private randomness. Setting n = 2k in Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2, we obtain our main result:

when the inputs are sampled from the distribution q(X, F, Y, G), the internal information complexity

of the k-ary pointer jumping function is O(log k) but the communication complexity is Ω(k).

Corollary 4.3. There is a 2O(k) communication randomized protocol for the k-ary pointer jumping

function that errs with probability at most 4
k under the input distribution q(X, F, Y, G) and has internal

information cost O(log k) with respect to distribution q(X, F, Y, G). Moreover, for large enough k,

every protocol for the k-ary pointer jumping function that has communication complexity at most ε3k,

errs with probability at least 1
2 − 8ε on the input distribution q(X, F, Y, G).

One of the new ideas that simplify our proofs is the use of a new technique: the notion of a

fooling distribution to prove communication lower bounds. This gives us another method to separate
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information and communication apart from the relative discrepancymethod introduced in [GKR16].

We describe this technique in Section 4.3.4 and compare it with the relative discrepancy method in

Section 4.4.3.

We remark that our function and distribution is a simpler variant of the bursting noise function

defined in [GKR16] and as such we recover the same parameters in our main theorems as in the

work of [GKR16]. For example, [GKR16] proves that any protocol with communication at most 2t

computing the bursting noise function with parameter t ∈ N must have error at least 1
2 − 2−t.

We recover the same parameters from Corollary 4.3 by setting k = 512 · 24t and ε = 2−t

8 . An

analogous statement also holds for the information cost upper bound in Corollary 4.3. Moreover, the

inputs to the k-ary pointer jumping function are of length N where log log log N = Θ(k) so the

communication and information complexity of this function are really small in terms of the input

length (a similar statement holds for the bursting noise function).

Consequences for Compression Even though Corollary 4.3 and the result of Ganor, Kol and Raz

[GKR16] implies an exponential gap between information and communication complexity, the con-

sequences for compression of two party protocols are rather weak. Corollary 4.3 gives us a commu-

nication problem which has internal information cost I = Θ(log k) but requires communication

poly(k). This does rule out the possibility of simulating protocols with internal information cost I

and communication C with communication O(I). But note that the protocol that achieves low infor-

mation cost has communication C = 2O(k), so it is possible that one could compress a protocol with

internal information cost I and communication C to I · polylog(C) bits of communication. For the

example given by Corollary 4.3, we have I · polylog(C) = poly(k), so such a compression will not

violate Corollary 4.3. In particular, the following conjecture is still open:

Conjecture 4.4. Given an input distribution p(X, Y), if a protocol π has ICp(π) = I and communi-

cation complexity C, then it can be simulated up to a constant error by a protocol with communication

I · polylog(C).

We remark that Braverman, Ganor, Kol and Raz [BGKR18] present a candidate that might give a

counterexample to the above conjecture.
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Consequences for Amortized Communication and Direct Sum Corollary 4.3 and the result of

Ganor, Kol and Raz [GKR16] also have implications for the amortized communication complex-

ity and the optimal direct-sum conjecture (Conjecture 3.4). The amortized communication com-

plexity of a function f (x, y) under an input distribution p(X, Y) is defined to be the quantity

limk→∞
CCpk ( f k)

k . From the work of Braverman and Rao [BR11] it follows that the amortized com-

munication complexity of a function is exactly equal to its information complexity. So, Corollary 4.3

also gives an example of a boolean function and an input distribution where the amortized commu-

nication complexity is exponentially smaller than the communication complexity.

Braverman and Rao [BR11] also showed that the only way to prove Conjecture 3.4 was to give a

way to compress protocols that have internal information cost I to O(I) communication. In light of

this, Corollary 4.3 also shows that Conjecture 3.4 is false, although the implications are again rather

weak.

In particular, Braverman and Rao [BR11] showed that r-round protocols with internal informa-

tion cost I can be simulated with O(I + r) bits of communication. Note that the low information

protocol given by Corollary 4.3 has communication 2O(k); in particular it also has 2O(k) rounds. If we

want to compute t copies of the function in Corollary 4.3 under the input distribution qt(X, F, Y, G),

then using standard arguments one can convert this low information protocol to a 2O(k) round pro-

tocol that has information cost O(t log k) under the input distribution qt(X, F, Y, G). Applying the

result of Braverman and Rao [BR11] implies that cost of computing t copies of the function under

the distribution qt(X, F, Y, G) is O(t log k) + 2O(k). If we had computed t copies in the trivial way,

then communication would be t · poly(k). So, when t is large enough so that t log k + 2O(k) ≪ tk,

we can compute t copies of the function in Corollary 4.3 much faster. But note that the savings start

to kick in only when t = 2Ω(k). For values where t = 2Θ(k) or alternatively when k = Θ(log t), the

communication for computing t copies is t log log t
log t times the communication for computing one copy

of the function. So far, it is still possible that a direct-sum statement for communication complexity

holds with these weaker parameters. In particular, the following conjecture is still open.

Conjecture 4.5. Given an integer t > 1, a boolean function f (x, y) and an input distribution p(X, Y),
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it holds that

CCpt( f t) = Ω
(

t log log t
log t

· CCp( f )
)

.

Recall that the result of Barak et al. [BBCR13] already shows that the right hand side could be

taken to be
√

t/log t times the communication complexity of a single copy. Moreover, for product

distributions p(X, Y), the result of Sherstov [She16] implies that the right hand side can be taken be

to t/log2 t times the communication complexity of a single copy.

Closely Related Work The results stated in the beginning of this chapter as well as the work of

[GKR16] proves that there is a boolean function which has widely different information complexity

and communication complexity under a carefully designed input distribution. One can also ask if

information complexity and communication complexity are exponentially separated for the worst-

case input distribution (the non-distributional setting as defined in [Bra12]). Fontes, Jain, Kerenidis,

Laplante, Lauriére and Roland [FJK+15] showed that the relative discrepancy technique introduced

in [GKR16] cannot be used to separate information and communication complexity for a boolean

function in the non-distributional setting.

Ganor, Kol and Raz [GKR15] gave an exponential separation of external information and com-

munication for a relation (search problem) that holds in the non-distributional setting. The new proof

uses a clever reduction to the randomized communication complexity of set disjointness. However,

as the new result of [GKR15] proves a separation only for a search problem, the ideas presented in

this chapter still give the most direct proof separating information complexity and communication

complexity for boolean functions.

Also, it turns out that one of the technical lemmas that will be used to prove Theorem 4.2 can

also be used to show that the randomized communication complexity of the Greater-Than function

on n bits is Ω(log n). The same lower bound was previously proved by Viola [Vio15] and also by

Braverman and Weinstein [BW12] using different techniques. We will present this proof later in this

chapter.

Our ideas were also extended by Anshu, Touchette, Yao and Yu [ATYY17] to prove a similar

separation between quantum communication and classical information complexity.
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Organization and References This chapter is based on the works [NS15] and [RS16]. We start

with the preliminaries in Section 5.3. Then, we take a slight detour from the main topic of this chap-

ter and look at the randomized communication complexity of the Greater-Than function. We give a

simple lower bound proof for it in Section 4.2. Building upon these proof techniques, we come back

to the central question of this chapter, separating information and communication complexity, in

Section 4.3 where we define the function and the input distribution and give a high level overview

of the proofs. In Section 4.4, we prove the communication lower bound, while Section 4.5 gives the

upper bound on the information complexity.

4.1 Preliminaries

4.1.1 Communication Complexity

We briefly describe basic properties of communication protocols that we need. For more details see

the textbooks [KN97] or [RY18]. For a deterministic protocol π, let π(x, y) denote the messages of

the protocol on inputs x, y. For any transcript m of the protocol, define the following events:

Sm = {x|∃y such that π(x, y) = m}, Tm = {y|∃x such that π(x, y) = m}.

We then have:

Proposition 4.6 (Messages Correspond to Rectangles). If m is a transcript and x, y are inputs to a

deterministic protocol π, then, π(x, y) = m ⇐⇒ x ∈ Sm ∧ y ∈ Tm.

Proposition 4.6 implies:

Proposition 4.7 (Markov Property of Protocols). Let X and Y be random inputs to a deterministic

protocol and let M denote the messages of this protocol. If X and Y are independent then X − M − Y.

Note that the above implies that if x and y are independent inputs sampled from a distribution

p(X, Y) and m is a transcript of a deterministic protocol, then p(xy|m) = p(xy|x ∈ Sm, y ∈

Tm) = p(x|x ∈ Sm)p(y|y ∈ Tm).
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Lemma 4.8 (Errors and Statistical Distance). Let h(x, y) be a boolean function and p(X, Y) be a

distribution such that p(h = 0) = p(h = 1) = 1
2 . If π is a deterministic protocol with messages M

that computes h with error δ on the distribution p, then |p(M|h = 0)− p(M|h = 1)| ≥ 1 − 2δ.

Proof. Since |p(M|h = 0)− p(M|h = 1)| = maxQ(p(M ∈ Q|h = 0)− p(M ∈ Q|h = 1)) it

suffices to exhibit an event Q such that p(M ∈ Q|h = 0)− p(M ∈ Q|h = 1) = 1 − 2δ. Let M0

denote the event that the protocol outputs a zero. Then, since p(h = 0) = p(h = 1) = 1
2 , writing

the probability of success in terms of M0, we have

1 − δ =
p(M ∈ M0|h = 0)

2
+

1 − p(M ∈ M0|h = 1)
2

=
1
2
+

p(M ∈ M0|h = 0)− p(M ∈ M0|h = 1)
2

.

On rearranging, the above gives us that p(M ∈ M0|h = 0)− p(M ∈ M0|h = 1) = 1 − 2δ and

hence the statistical distance must be at least 1 − 2δ.

4.2 Communication Complexity of Greater-Than

In the first part of this chapter which is based on [NS15], we give a simple lower bound proof for the

communication complexity of the greater-than function. Later we will build upon these techniques

to give an exponential separation between communication and information complexities.

For x ∈ {0, 1}n, let bin(x) denote the integer whose binary representation is x1. The greater-than

function GT : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1} is defined as

GT(x, y) =

 1 if bin(x) ≥ bin(y)

0 otherwise.

Nisan [Nis94] showed that the public-coin randomized communication complexity of the greater-

than function is O(log n) for bit-strings of length n. Using information theoretic techniques Viola

1We adopt the convention that the leftmost bit of x is the most-significant bit of bin(x).
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[Vio15] gave a matching lower bound. Braverman and Weinstein [BW12] gave an alternative proof

for the lower bound by analyzing the discrepancy of the greater-than function.

We give a very simple proof showing that there is an input distribution under which computing

the greater-than functionwith error 1/10000 requires communication Ω(log n). By thewell-known

Yao min-max principle (see the textbooks [KN97] or [RY18] for example), this also implies that the

public-coin randomized communication complexity of the greater-than function is Ω(log n). Note

that the choice of the error parameter is just for convenience in calculations and could be replaced by

any other constant using standard techniques.

Theorem 4.9. There exists an input distribution p(X, Y) under which computing the functionGTwith

error 1/10000 requires Ω(log n) communication.

4.2.1 Communication Lower Bound

Consider the following distribution for the lower bound (note that the distribution we use below is a

variant of the distribution described in [Vio15] and [BW12]).

Let J ∈ [n
2 ] be uniformly random. X, Y ∈ {0, 1}n are sampled uniformly conditioned on the

event that X<J = Y<J , i.e. the most-significant J − 1 bits of X and Y are always equal.

Figure 4.2.1: Hard Distribution p(J, X, Y) for the greater-than function

The communication lower bound follows from the following two lemmas. The first lemma says

that any protocol computing GT with error at most 1/10000 must reveal a lot of information about

the function value GT(X, Y).

Lemma4.10. If M are themessages of a protocol that computesGT(X, Y)with error atmost 1/10000,

then

I (M : GT(X, Y)|X<JY<J J) ≥ 1 − 1
10

− 1
2n/2−1 .
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Next we show that if the length of the transcript is small, then the protocol could not have revealed

a lot of information about GT(X, Y).

Lemma 4.11. If M ∈ {0, 1}ℓ are the messages of a protocol, then

I (M : GT(X, Y)|X<JY<J J) ≤ 2ℓ+1

n
+ h

(
1
4
+

1
2n/2+1

)
.

Proof of Theorem 4.9. Let M be the messages of a deterministic protocol with communication ℓ bits

that computes the function GT with error less than 1/10000 on the input distribution p(X, Y). Ap-

plying Lemma 4.10 and Lemma 4.11 with n > 20, we have that

1 − 1
10

− 1
2n/2−1 ≤ I (M : GT(X, Y)|X<JY<J J) ≤ 2ℓ+1

n
+ h

(
1
4
+

1
2n/2+1

)
.

Since for n > 20, we have h
(

1
4 +

1
2n/2+1

)
< 0.84, simple calculations yield that ℓ = Ω(log n).

We proceed with the proofs of Lemma 4.10 and Lemma 4.11.

Proof of Lemma 4.10. By Proposition 2.17, we can write

I (M : GT(X, Y)|X<JY<J J) = Emxyj

 GT(X, Y)|mx<jy<j j

GT(X, Y)|x<jy<j j

 .

Note that p(GT(X, Y) = 1|x<jy<j j) = 1
2 +

1
2n−j+1 ≤ 1

2 +
1

2n/2+1 . Let π(m) denote the output of

the protocol when the transcript is m and define the event

E = {m, x<j, y<j, j | p(GT(X, Y) ̸= π(m)|mx<jy<j j) ≥ 1/100}.

Since, the error of the protocol is at most 1/10000, Markov’s inequality implies that p(E) ≤ 1/100.

We can now write

I (M : GT(X, Y)|X<JY<J J) ≥ p(E)Emxyj|E

 GT(X, Y)|mx<jy<j j

GT(X, Y)|x<jy<j j


≥ 99

100
· d
(

99
100

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣12 +
1

2n/2+1

)
≥ 1 − 1

10
− 1

2n/2−1 ,

where the last inequality follows from Proposition 2.20.
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To prove Lemma 4.11, we need the following lemma. The proof of this lemma is based on a subtle

application of chain rule and we will use the same ideas later in the proof of Theorem 4.2.

Lemma 4.12. If M ∈ {0, 1}ℓ are the messages of a communication protocol, then

I (M : XJ |X<JY<J J) ≤ 2ℓ+1

n
.

We first use Lemma 4.12 to prove Lemma 4.11 and then present the proof of Lemma 4.12.

Proof of Lemma 4.11. By the chain rule for mutual information, we have

I (M : GT(X, Y)|X<JY<J J) ≤ I (M : GT(X, Y)XJ |X<JY<J J)

= I (M : XJ |X<JY<J J) + I (M : GT(X, Y)|X≤JY<J J)

≤ 2ℓ+1/n + I (M : GT(X, Y)|X≤JY<J J) ,

where the last inequality follows from Lemma 4.12.

By Proposition 2.7, we have I (M : GT(X, Y)|X<JY<J J, XJ = 0) ≤ h
(

1
4 +

1
2n/2+1

)
, where the

inequality follows since after conditioning on j, x<j, y<j, xj = 0, the event GT(X, Y) = 1 im-

plies that either YJ = 0, XJ+1 = 0 or X = Y, so by the union bound, the probability is at most

1/4 + 2−n/2−1. Similarly, it holds that I (M : GT(X, Y)|X<JY<J J, XJ = 1) ≤ h
(

3
4 −

1
2n/2+1

)
=

h
(

1
4 +

1
2n/2+1

)
. Therefore,

I (M : GT(X, Y)|X≤JY<J J) ≤ h

(
1
4
+

1
2n/2+1

)
.

Proof of Lemma 4.12. Since X<J = Y<J , we have

I (M : XJ |X<JY<J J) = I (M : XJ |X<J J) = ∑
m

p(m)Exj|m

 Xj|mx<j j

Xj|x<j j

 . (4.2.1)

Recall that any message m induces a rectangle Sm × Tm in the input space as given by Proposi-

tion 4.6. Denoting by Sm (and Tm) the event that X ∈ Sm (and Y ∈ Tm), Proposition 4.6 implies

that M = m is equivalent to the events Sm ∧Tm. After fixing x<j j, X is independent of Y (and hence

Tm). So by Proposition 4.7, we have p(Xj|mx<j j) = p(Xj|Smx<j j).
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Using the above observation, the right hand side in (4.2.1) can be rewritten as

∑
m

p(Sm)p(Tm|Sm)Exj|SmTm

 Xj|Smx<j j

Xj|x<j j

 ≤ ∑
m

p(Sm)Exj|Sm

 Xj|Smx<j j

Xj|x<j j

 , (4.2.2)

where the inequality follows from the fact that Ea [h(a)] ≥ p(W)Ea|W [h(a)], for any non-negative

function h.

Since J is independent of X, we have p(XJ) = p(J)p(X) and also p(XJ|Sm) = p(J)p(X|Sm).

Using that p(J) is uniform over [n
2 ], we can use the chain rule to write the inner expectation as

Exj|Sm

 Xj|Smx<j j

Xj|x<j j

 = EjEx|Sm

 Xj|Smx<j

Xj|x<j

 =
2
n

X≤ n
2
|Sm

X≤ n
2

.

Now we can bound the right hand side in (4.2.2) by

∑
m

p(Sm)
2
n

X≤ n
2
|Sm

X≤ n
2

≤ 2
n ∑

m
p(Sm) log

1
p(Sm)

≤ 2ℓ+1

n
,

where the first inequality follows from Proposition 2.22 (with A = X≤n/2, B = ⊥,W = Sm) and

the second from the fact that for 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, it holds that γ log(1/γ) ≤ log e
e < 1.

This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.9.

4.3 Separating Information and Communication

Now we come back to the main topic of this chapter − separating information and communication

complexity. We start by defining the k-ary pointer jumping function and the input distribution in

Section 4.3.1. We then discuss some basic protocols for the k-ary pointer jumping function in Sec-

tion 4.3.3. Following this in Section 4.3.4, we give more details on Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2.

We prove the communication lower bound in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, we bound the information

complexity of the k-ary pointer jumping problem.
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4.3.1 k-ary Pointer Jumping Function

For a parameter k ∈ N, k ≥ 2, we work with the alphabet [k] = {1, 2, . . . , k}. Let X, Y : [k]<n →

[k] be functions mapping strings of length less than n to a single character. Let F, G : [k]n → {0, 1}

be boolean functions. For z ∈ [k]n, let z≤r denote the prefix of z of length r. In the k-ary pointer

jumping problem, the first party is given X, F, and the second is given Y, G. The goal of the parties

is to compute F(z) + G(z) mod 2, where z ∈ [k]n is the unique string satisfying the n equations

X(z≤r) + Y(z≤r) = zr+1 mod k,

for every r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}.

4.3.2 Input and Fooling Distributions

For z ∈ [k]<n, J ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} and X, Y as above, we say z is consistent with X, Y and J, if

|z| ≥ J + 1, and

X(z≤J) + Y(z≤J) = zJ+1 mod k.

Since X, Y and J will usually be clear from the context, we just write z is consistent and omit X, Y, J.

The distribution on inputs, described in Figure 4.3.1, ensures that F(z) + G(z) mod 2 is the

same for every consistent z, so it is enough for the parties to find a consistent z to complete the goal.

Also, note that even though the parties do not know the value of J, with probability at least 1 − 1/k,

the value of J is determined by X(z) and Y(z) for any fixed z ∈ [k]n.

Comparison with the Bursting Noise Function We remark that although our formulation allows

us to define the k-ary pointer jumping function and the input distribution much more compactly

than the bursting noise function defined in [GKR16], our function is just a simpler variant of their

construction. The main difference is that our function can be thought of as being computed over a

k-ary tree as opposed to a binary tree (as in the work of [GKR16]) and it is symmetric with respect to

both parties since we are taking the summodulo k of the values computed by both parties (as opposed
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Fooling Distribution p(J, X, F, Y, G): Index J ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} is sampled uniformly at ran-

dom. Functions X, Y : [k]<n → [k] are sampled uniformly at random subject to the con-

straint that for any z ∈ [k]<J , X(z) = Y(z). Functions F, G : [k]n → {0, 1} are uniformly

random.

Input Distribution q(J, X, F, Y, G): Let E0 denote the event that for all consistent z, X(z) =

Y(z) and F(z) = G(z) (when |z| = n). Let E1 denote the event that for all consistent z,

X(z) = Y(z) and F(z) ̸= G(z) (when |z| = n). In the distribution q0(J, X, F, Y, G), J

is sampled uniformly from {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, and the rest of the variables are sampled ac-

cording to the distribution of p(J, X, F, Y, G|E0, j). In the distribution q1(J, X, F, Y, G), J

is sampled uniformly, and the rest of the variables are sampled uniformly from the distribu-

tion p(J, X, F, Y, G|E1, j). The input is sampled by sampling from q0(J, X, F, Y, G) with

probability 1
2 and from q1(J, X, F, Y, G) with probability 1

2 .

Figure 4.3.1: Distributions for the k-ary pointer jumping problem. Recall that the inputs to the first

and second parties are X, F and Y, G respectively.
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to each party going down the tree alternately as in the work of [GKR16]). Our distribution is also very

similar to the distribution used by [GKR16].

4.3.3 Simple Protocols

To get a better understanding of the above function, let us present a few simple protocols to compute

it. The first protocol below has small error on all distributions but the rest only work for the input

distribution q(X, F, Y, G).

Trivial Protocol There is a trivial protocol for this problem that has worst-case communication

O(n log k): in step r, Alice and Bob send each other the values X(z≤r), Y(z≤r), until they have

computed z. The parties can compute F(z) + G(z) mod 2 with two more bits of communication.

Note that this protocol succeeds with zero error under any input distribution.

Binary Search Protocol Under the input distribution q(J, X, F, Y, G), for any z ∈ [k]n, we have

that X(z<J) = Y(z<J) with probability 1, while X(z≤J) and Y(z≤J) are different with probability

1 − 1
k . The players can use a version of binary search [FRPU94] to find the first difference as follows:

they construct a binary search tree where each node represents an interval [a, b] and its children rep-

resent the two sub-intervals [a, a+b
2 ] and [ a+b

2 , b]. The players repeat the following O
(

log
(

n log k
ε

))
many times: if the players are currently at some node v of this search tree, they exchange O(1) bits

of hashes, after applying the hash function to the prefix of length a. If the hashes agree and show

that the first difference lies among the children of v, then the players move on to that node. If the

hashes disagree, then the players move to the parent of the v. When the players reach a leaf which

corresponds to an interval [a, a], they output a, otherwise they output that the strings are equal. It is

easy to check using standard concentration bounds that this protocol finds the first difference with

error ε if the strings are different.

It follows that with probability at least 1 −
(

ε + 1
k

)
, the players can compute the index J with

O
(

log
(

n log k
ε

))
bits of communication. With an additional 2 log k bits of communication the

players can then find a consistent z (satisfying X(z≤J) + Y(z≤J) = zJ+1 mod k) which suffices
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to compute the value of the function on the input distribution q(J, X, F, Y, G). This protocol has

communication O
(

log
(

n log k
ε

)
+ log k

)
and the error probability is at most ε + 1

k on the input

distribution q(X, F, Y, G).

Sampling Protocol Let t = Θ
(

k2 log
(

1
ε

))
. Using shared randomness, the players draw a sub-

set S by choosing t strings uniformly at random from [k]n, exchange the values of F(z) and G(z)

for each z ∈ S and output the majority of the bits {F(z) + G(z) mod 2}z∈S . Under the in-

put distribution q(J, X, F, Y, G), the probability that a random string is consistent (that it satis-

fies X(z≤J) + Y(z≤J) = zJ+1 mod k) is 1
k , so using standard concentration bounds, this proto-

col has error at most ε under the distribution q(J, X, F, Y, G). Moreover, the communication is

O
(

k2 log
(

1
ε

))
.

4.3.4 Information and Communication Complexity

We prove that there is a low information solution for this task, with internal information cost

O
(
(log k + log log n) · 2

2 log n
k

)
on the distribution q(X, F, Y, G) (Theorem 4.1) but any random-

ized protocol that errs with a constant probability on the input distribution q(X, F, Y, G) requires

communication at least Ω(min{k, log n}) (Theorem 4.2). The lower bound is tight up to polyno-

mial factors, as the binary search and sampling protocol described previously show that the commu-

nication complexity is O(min{k2, log n + log k}). Setting n = 2k, we get a correct protocol with

information cost O(log k) even though no protocol with communication Ω(k) can succeed.

Low Information Protocol The low information protocol for the problem is quite similar to the

trivial protocol, so let us first discuss the information cost of the trivial protocol under the distribution

q(X, F, Y, G). At the beginning of the protocol, with just their own inputs in hand, the parties do not

have any information about J. Using the trivial protocol, both parties learn the value of J with high

probability. This happens because J is close to the first point at which their inputs disagree. Since the

entropy of J is Θ(log n) bits and J is determined with high probability given X and Y, it is not too

hard to argue that the parties learn Ω(log n) bits of information about each other’s inputs. It follows
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that the internal information cost of the trivial protocol is Ω(log n) bits, much larger than what we

are aiming for.

The low information protocol adds some noise to hide the value of J. In step r of the low informa-

tion protocol, the parties send each other the value X(z≤r), Y(z≤r) with probability 1 − 1
log n and

send a uniformly random value otherwise. The parties abort the protocol if they experience log n
log log n

rounds where the messages they sent were not the same. The distribution on inputs ensures that they

will sample a consistent z with high probability. When the parties sample a consistent z, the mes-

sages sent are almost always sampled from a distribution that the receiving party knows, while if they

sample a z that is not consistent, the protocol aborts shortly after the inconsistency. These properties

can be used to show that under the distribution q(X, F, Y, G), the information cost of the protocol

is O((log k + log log n) · 2
2 log n

k ) and the error probability is at most 4
log n .

Intuitively, this protocol does not reveal a lot of information about J because at the end of the pro-

tocol the parties see a lot of disagreements, and so they only learn that J belongs to some set of den-

sity 1
log n . Heuristically, the entropy of J conditioned on the entire exchange is ≈ log (n/ log n) =

log n − log log n and the amount of information revealed about J is O(log log n).

In Section 4.5, we analyze the aforementioned low information protocol and prove Theorem 4.1.

Before moving on, we remark that when n = 2k, using this low information-cost protocol with the

simulation result of Braverman [Bra12], one can obtain a deterministic protocol with communication

complexity kc/ε2 for a constant c > 2, that computes the k-ary pointer jumping function with error

probability O
(

ε + 1
k

)
on the distribution q(X, F, Y, G).

Communication Lower Bound Consider any protocol with ℓ bits of communication that solves

the k-ary pointer jumping problem. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the protocol is

deterministic, since any randomness can always be fixed to obtain a deterministic protocol that suc-

ceeds with high probability. Let M denote the messages of the protocol. Our input distribution

q(X, F, Y, G) has the property that under the inputs drawn from this distribution the k-ary pointer

jumping function is balanced (it takes values 1 and 0 with probability half each). Hence, if the pro-

tocol solved the k-ary pointer jumping problem with error δ on the distribution q(X, F, Y, G), then
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the statistical distance between q0(M) (the induced distribution on M when inputs are drawn from

q(X, F, Y, G) conditioned on the value of k-ary pointer jumping function being 0) and q1(M) (the

induced distribution on M when inputs are drawn from q(X, F, Y, G) conditioned on the value of

k-ary pointer jumping function being 1) would be at least 1 − 2δ (see Lemma 4.8), since the distri-

butions q0(M) and q1(M) have nearly disjoint supports.

To prove the communication lower bound, we define the fooling distribution p(X, F, Y, G) on

inputs, and using information theoretic techniques show that if the communication complexity ℓ of

the protocol is much less than min{k, log n}, then both of the distributions q0(M) and q1(M) are

close to the fooling distribution p(M), which implies that the statistical distance between q0(M) and

q1(M) is close to 0. This will give us a contradiction, since we argued in the paragraph above that

these distributions must be far apart.

It will be convenient to state our results in terms of the function η : [0, ∞) → [0, 1] defined as

η(α) =


0 if α = 0,

α log(1/α) if α ∈ (0, 1/e),
log e

e if α ≥ 1/e.

(4.3.1)

One can check that η is non-decreasing, continuous, and concave, and for 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, we have that

α log (1/α) ≤ η(α). We prove:

Theorem 4.13. For any deterministic protocol for the k-ary pointer jumping function with communi-

cation complexity at most ℓ, we have that

q0(M)
γ
≈ p(M)

γ
≈ q1(M), with γ = 4

(
2eℓ/k + 2ℓ

√
2ℓ/n + η

(√
2ℓ/n

))1/3
.

We stress that the fooling distribution p(X, F, Y, G) is only used in the analysis. The inputs to

the protocol come from the distribution q(X, F, Y, G).

Theorem 4.13 implies that ℓ = Ω(min{k, log n}) for any protocol that solves the k-ary pointer

jumping problem for the input distribution q(X, F, Y, G). This gives us Theorem 4.2.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. Wemay assume that max{1
k , 1

log n} ≤ ε3 ≤ 1
2 since otherwise the statement is

trivial. Consider any protocol for the k-ary pointer jumping function that has communication com-
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plexity ℓ := ε3 · min{k, log n} and errs with probability δ on the input distribution q(X, F, Y, G).

We may assume without loss of generality that the protocol is deterministic, since if the protocol used

public or private randomness, we can fix the randomness to get a deterministic protocol with the

same communication complexity and the same error on the input distribution q(X, F, Y, G). Since,

the protocol has error at most δ, the statistical distance between q0(M) and q1(M) must be at least

1 − 2δ (see Lemma 4.8). On the other hand, Theorem 4.13 implies that

|q0(M)− q1(M)| ≤ |q0(M)− p(M)|+ |p(M)− q1(M)| ≤ 2γ,

where γ = 4
(

2eℓ/k + 2ℓ
√

2ℓ/n + η
(√

2ℓ/n
))1/3

. The first term inside the paranthesis is at

most 6ε3. The second term can be bounded by

max{2ε3k
√

2−k+ε3k, 2ε3 log(n)
√

n−1+ε3} ≤ max{2−k/4, n−1/4} ≤ ε3

for large enough k and n. The last term is at most

max{η
(√

2−k+ε3k
)

, η
(√

n−1+ε3
)
} ≤ max{2−k/4, n−1/4} ≤ ε3.

It follows that γ < 8ε for large enough values of k and n. Then, it must be that 1 − 2δ ≤ 2γ < 16ε

and hence, the error δ > 1
2 − 8ε.

4.4 Communication Lower Bound for k-ary Pointer Jumping

4.4.1 High-level Proof Sketch forTheorem 4.13

Consider an ℓ-bit deterministic protocol. Our goal is to show that if ℓ ≪ min{k, log n}, then the

induced distribution of the messages M of the protocol is roughly the same under the fooling dis-

tribution p(X, F, Y, G) and the distribution q0(X, F, Y, G) (input distribution q(X, F, Y, G) con-

ditioned on the value of k-ary pointer jumping function being 0) and that a similar statement is true

for p(X, F, Y, G) and q1(X, F, Y, G). As described in the previous section, this proves that commu-

nication complexity must be Ω(min{k, log n}).
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How are the distributions p(J, X, F, Y, G) and q0(J, X, F, Y, G) related? Let S denote the set of

consistent strings z ∈ [k]≤n and XSYSFSGS denote the projection of the random variables XYFG

on the strings in the set S and let X≤J , Y≤J denote the restriction of X, Y to inputs of length at most

J. Let XJ , YJ denote the restriction of X, Y to inputs of length J.

First note that the set of consistent strings S is determined by XJYJ J, since given XJYJ J, one

can check whether any string z ∈ [k]≤n is consistent or not (whether it satisfies |z| > J + 1 and

X(z≤J) + Y(z≤J) = zJ+1 mod k). Since the distribution p(J, X, F, Y, G) and q0(J, X, F, Y, G)

are the same when projected on X≤JY≤J J, it follows that the distributions p(S) and q0(S) are

also the same. Fixing the values X≤JY≤J J, the distribution q0(J, X, F, Y, G) is obtained from

p(J, X, F, Y, G) by conditioning on the event XSFS = YSGS. Similarly after fixing X≤JY≤J J,

the distribution q1(J, X, F, Y, G) is obtained from p(J, X, F, Y, G) by conditioning on the event

XSFS = YSGS, where G is the function 1 − G.

So, after fixing X≤JY≤J J, to prove that p(M) ≈ q0(M), we need to show that the distribution

p(M) does not change by much, even if we condition on the event XSFS = YSGS (and similarly

XSFS = YSGS). We prove this in three steps:

• First, we argue using a subtle application of the chain rule, that if ℓ ≪ min{k, log n}, the pro-

tocol does not reveal much information about S under the fooling distribution p(X, F, Y, G).

• Next, we show that since the players do not learn much information about S, they also do not

learn much information about XSFS and YSGS in the fooling distribution p(X, F, Y, G). To

argue this, we prove a generalization of Shearer’s Lemma [CGFS86, Rad03].

• Lastly, using the above facts we show that the distribution p(M) roughly stays the same even

after conditioning on the event XSFS and YSGS.

Note that it is only during the last step that the input distribution q0(X, F, Y, G) (and

q1(X, F, Y, G)) are related to the fooling distribution p(X, F, Y, G). The first two steps analyze the

behavior of the protocol only on the fooling distribution p(X, F, Y, G). Next we elaborate on each

of the steps.
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Information Revealed about Consistent Strings

As discussed before, the set S of consistent strings is determined by X≤JY≤J J in the fooling distribu-

tion p(X, F, Y, G). We bound the amount of information revealed about S to each party as follows:

Lemma 4.14. Let M denote the messages of a deterministic ℓ-bit protocol, then

Ip (M : S|Y≤J J) ≤ Ip (M : XJ |Y<J J) ≤ 2ℓ

n

Ip (M : S|X≤J J) ≤ Ip (M : YJ |X<J J) ≤ 2ℓ

n
.

Since in the distribution p(X, F, Y, G), we have X<J = Y<J , it follows that Ip (M : XJ |Y<J J) =

Ip (M : XJ |X<J J). At first glance, one might think that the expression Ip (M : XJ |X<J J) can be

upper bounded by ℓ/n using the chain rule (by averaging over all n values of J). However, this is not

true: since J is essentially determined by X and Y and the messages M contain information about

X and Y, it is not clear if one can directly use the chain rule as simply as above. To understand this

point in more detail, it is worthwhile to consider a simple example.

Consider the following variant of the binary search protocol for the k-ary pointer jumping

problem from Section 4.3.3. In that section, we discussed the protocol on the input distribution

q(J, X, F, Y, G). However the binary search phase of the protocol to find the index J works pretty

much the same on the fooling distribution p(J, X, F, Y, G). Using O(log n) bits the players deter-

mine the value of J with a version of binary search and then exchange one bit about the values of XJ

and YJ . So, in this case the O(log n)-bit protocol reveals at least 1 bit of information about XJ and

YJ . So, one could not hope to get a bound like ℓ/n since this O(log n)-bit protocol already reveals

1 bit of information. In fact, this protocol also shows that the above lemma is tight. If we stop the

binary search phase after O(ℓ) bits, the players will know a set of size n
2ℓ in which J lies. If the players

choose a random index K in this set and reveal one bit of information about XK, then the amount of

information revealed about XJ is exactly 2ℓ
n as the players reveal one bit about XJ with probability 2ℓ

n .

Despite the above, we are able to prove Lemma 4.14 by a subtle application of the chain rule
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and the Markov property of protocols. Essentially, the proof argues that for each of the 2ℓ possible

transcripts, the protocol, on average, only reveals 1/n bit of information.

Information Revealed about XSFS and YSGS

Next, we want show that the parties do not learn much information about the values of X, F, Y, G

restricted to S (denoted XS, FS, YS, GS). Note that only 1/k fraction of the strings are in S, since

for every z, p(z ∈ S|J = j, X≤J = x≤j) ≤ 1/k. So, recalling the classical Shearer’s Lemma

[CGFS86, Rad03], one might hope that I (M : XSFS) can be bounded by I (M : XF) /k ≤ ℓ/k.

If S were independent of M, X, F, such a bound would be easy to prove using the chain rule for

information (see Lemma 8 in [GKR16]).

In our case, S is not independent of M but almost independent, as the amount of information that

M reveals about S is small (after conditioning on X<J J). So it is conceivable that I (M : XSFS) can

still be bounded by O(I (M : XF) /k) plus some small error terms. We prove such a generalization

of Shearer’s Lemma which may be of independent interest. Below US′ denotes the restriction of U to

the coordinates in S′. We show:

Lemma 4.15. Given a probability space p′, let U = (U1, . . . , Ut) where U1, . . . , Ut are mutually

independent random variables. Let random variables C ∈ {0, 1}ℓ, S′ ⊆ [t], and V be such that U is

independent of S′V, and U − C − S′V and for all i ∈ [t], p′(i ∈ S′) ≤ 1/k. Then

I
(
C : US′ |VS′) ≤ ℓ ·

(
2e
k
+ 2
√

I (C : S′)

)
+ η

(√
I (C : S′)

)
.

Conditioned on any fixing of X≤JY≤J J, we have that XF and YG are independent under p, and

since M denotes the messages in a communication protocol, the Markov property (Proposition 4.7)

implies that XF − M −YG holds. Thus, Lemma 4.15 in conjunction with Lemma 4.14 and convex-

ity of η can be used to show that the amount of information the messages reveal about XSFS (and

similarly for YSGS) is small:

Ip (M : XSFS|X≤JY≤J J) ≤ 2eℓ/k + 2ℓ
√

2ℓ/n + η
(√

2ℓ/n
)

,

Ip (M : YSGS|X≤JY≤J J) ≤ 2eℓ/k + 2ℓ
√

2ℓ/n + η
(√

2ℓ/n
)

.
(4.4.1)
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Conditioning on the event XSFS = YSGS

Lastly, we need to show that the distribution p(M) does not change much after conditioning on the

event XSFS = YSGS which gives us the distribution q0(M). Since, both random variables XSFS and

YSGS are essentially independent of M (themutual information as in (4.4.1) is small), one can expect

that conditioning on the event XSFS = YSGS should not change the distribution of M by much.

In fact, we show the following general statement:

Lemma 4.16. Given a probability space p′, if A, B ∈ [t] are uniform and independent random vari-

ables, and A − C − B, then

p′(C)
ϵ≈ p′(C|A = B), with ϵ = 2Ip′ (C : A)1/3 + 2Ip′ (C : B)1/3 .

Lemma 4.16 together with (4.4.1) and another convexity argument completes the proof of Theo-

rem 4.13.

4.4.2 Proof ofTheorem 4.13

We shall prove that p(M)
γ
≈ q0(M). The bound for the distribution q1(M) is analogous. We first

give the proof assuming Lemmas 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16 and then we prove the lemmas.

By Lemma 4.14, Ip (M : S|X≤J J) ≤ 2ℓ/n. After fixing x≤j, j, S is determined by YJ . For any

such fixing, we have that p(z ∈ S|x≤j j) ≤ 1/k holds for any string z, and that XF is independent of

YG. Furthermore, by Proposition 4.7 we also have XF − M − SYJ after fixing x≤j, j. Thus we can

apply Lemma 4.15 with U = XF, C = M, V = YJ and S′ = S, to conclude that

Ip
(

M : XSFS|SYJx≤j j
)
≤ 2eℓ/k + 2ℓ

√
Ip
(

M : S|x≤j j
)
+ η

(√
Ip
(

M : S|x≤j j
))

.

Taking the expectation over the choice of x≤j j, and using the concavity of the square-root and η:

Ip (M : XSFS|Y≤JX≤J J) ≤ 2eℓ/k + 2ℓ
√

Ip (M : S|X≤J J) + η
(√

Ip (M : S|X≤J J)
)

≤ 2eℓ/k + 2ℓ
√

2ℓ/n + η
(√

2ℓ/n
)

.
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The same bound applies to Ip (M : YSGS|Y≤JX≤J J). For each fixing of x≤jy≤j j, we have that

XSFS − M − YSGS. Thus ,we can apply Lemma 4.16 to conclude that

|p(M|x≤jy≤j j)−p(M|x≤jy≤j j, XSFS = YSGs)|

≤ 2 3
√

Ip
(

M : XSFS|x≤jy≤j j
)
+ 2 3
√

Ip
(

M : YSGS|x≤jy≤j j
)
.

Since p(X≤JY≤J J) = q0(X≤JY≤J J), we can use Proposition 2.2 to bound

|p(M)− q0(M)| = Ep(x≤jy≤j j)
[
|p(M|x≤jy≤j j)− p(M|x≤jy≤j j, XSFS = YSGS)|

]
≤ Ep(x≤jy≤j j)

[
2 3
√

Ip
(

M : XSFS|x≤jy≤j j
)
+ 2 3
√

Ip
(

M : YSGS|x≤jy≤j j
)]

≤ 2 3
√

Ip (M : XSFS|X≤JY≤J J) + 2 3
√

Ip (M : YSGS|X≤JY≤J J)

≤ 4 3

√
2eℓ/k + 2ℓ

√
2ℓ/n + η

(√
2ℓ/n

)
= γ,

where the second to last inequality follows from the concavity of 3rd-root over non-negative reals.

Proof of Lemma 4.14

Once Y≤J J are fixed, S is determined by XJ , since whether a string z is consistent or not is deter-

mined given XJYJ J. Furthermore, after Y<J J is fixed, XF and YG are independent in the distribution

p(J, X, F, Y, G), so the Markov property of protocols (Proposition 4.7) implies that XJ − M − YJ

(conditioned on X<J J). Thus, using Propositions 2.14 and 2.16, we get that

Ip (M : S|Y≤J J) ≤ Ip (M : XJ |Y≤J J) = Ip (M : XJ |Y<J J) . (4.4.2)

Since X<J = Y<J , we have that Ip (M : XJ |Y<J J) = Ip (M : XJ |X<J J), which we shall show

is at most 2ℓ/n. Recall that any message m induces a rectangle Sm × Tm in the input space as given

by Proposition 4.6. Denoting by Sm (and Tm) the event that X ∈ Sm (and Y ∈ Tm), Proposition 4.6

implies that M = m is equivalent to the events Sm ∧ Tm. Also, since XF and YG are independent

given x<j j, by Proposition 4.7, we have p(X|m, x<j j) = p(X|Sm ∧ Tm, x<j j) = p(X|Sm, x<j j).

So, we can write

Ip (M : XJ |X<J J) = Eyxj|m

 Xj|mx<j j

Xj|x<j j

 = Eyxj|m

 Xj|Sm, x<j j

Xj|x<j j

 . (4.4.3)
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The right hand side in (4.4.3) can be rewritten as

∑
m

p(Sm)p(Tm|Sm)Exj|Sm,Tm

 Xj|Sm, x<j j

Xj|x<j j

 ≤ ∑
m

p(Sm)Exj|Sm

 Xj|Sm, x<j j

Xj|x<j j

 , (4.4.4)

where the inequality follows from the fact that Ea [h(a)] ≥ p(W)Ea|W [h(a)], for any non-negative

function h.

Since J is independent of X, we have p(XJ) = p(J)p(X) and also p(XJ|Sm) = p(J)p(X|Sm).

So, we can write

Exj|Sm

 Xj|Sm, x<j j

Xj|x<j j

 =
n

∑
j=1

p(j)Ex|Sm

 Xj|Sm, x<j

Xj|x<j

 .

Since p(J) is uniform we can use the chain rule to write the right hand side above as

n

∑
j=1

p(j)Ex|Sm

 Xj|Sm, x<j

Xj|x<j

 =
1
n

n

∑
j=1

Ex|Sm

 Xj|Sm, x<j

Xj|x<j

 =
1
n
·

X|Sm

X
.

Plugging the above into (4.4.4), we get that the left hand side in (4.4.3) can be bounded by

1
n ∑

m
p(Sm) ·

X|Sm

X
≤ 1

n ∑
m

p(Sm) log
1

p(Sm)
≤ 2ℓ

n
,

where the first inequality follows from Proposition 2.22 (with B = ⊥ andW = Sm) and the second

from the fact that for 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, it holds that γ log(1/γ) ≤ log e
e < 1.

This proves that Ip (M : S|Y≤J J) ≤ Ip (M : XJ |Y<J J) ≤ 2ℓ
n . The bound on Ip (M : S|X≤J J)

follows analogously.

Proof of Lemma 4.15

We shall first prove:

Claim 4.17. I (C : US′ |VS′) ≤ ∑t
i=1 Ecu

p′(i ∈ S′|c) ·
Ui|cu<i

Ui|u<i

.
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Call c bad if p′(i ∈ S′|c) ≥ 2e/k+
√

I (C : S′) for some i ∈ [t] and letW denote the event that

C is bad. Note that when the complement eventW occurs, then p′(i ∈ S′|c) ≤ 2e/k+
√

I (C : S′)

for all i. We next show:

Claim 4.18. p′(W) ≤
√

I (C : S′).

We can now prove Lemma 4.15, using Claims 4.17 and 4.18:

I
(
C : US′ |VS′) ≤ p′(W)

t

∑
i=1

Ecu|W

 Ui|cu<i

Ui|u<i


+

(
2e
k
+
√

I (C : S′)

)
·

t

∑
i=1

Ecu

 Ui|cu<i

Ui|u<i

 . (4.4.5)

When c is bad, we have that p′(Ui|cu<iW) = p′(Ui|cu<i) and so,
Ui|cu<i

Ui|u<i

=
Ui|cu<iW

Ui|u<i

.

Plugging this into the right hand side in (4.4.5) and using the chain rule gives:

I
(
C : US′ |VS′)

≤ p′(W)
t

∑
i=1

Ecu|W

 Ui|cu<iW

Ui|u<i

+

(
2e
k
+
√

I (C : S′)

) t

∑
i=1

Ecu

 Ui|cu<i

Ui|u<i


= p′(W)Ec|W

 U|cW

U

+

(
2e
k
+
√

I (C : S′)

)
Ec

 U|c

U

 .

Using Proposition 2.22 and that Ec

 U|c

U

 = I (U : C), we can bound the above as

I
(
C : US′ |VS′) ≤ p′(W)

(
log

1
p′(W)

+ I (U : C|W)

)
+

(
2e
k
+
√

I (C : S′)

)
· I (U : C)

≤ η
(

p′(W)
)
+ p′(W) · I (U : C|W)

+
√

I (C : S′) · I (U : C) +
2eI (U : C)

k
. (4.4.6)
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The second inequality above follows since α log(1/α) ≤ η(α) for 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.

Using Claim 4.18, p′(W) ≤
√

I (C : S′). Since η (see (4.3.1)) is a non-decreasing function, we

can then bound η(p′(W)) ≤ η
(√

I (C : S′)
)
. By Proposition 2.6, I (U : C|W) , I (U : C) ≤ ℓ,

so plugging it into (4.4.6), we get that

I
(
C : US′ |VS′) ≤ η

(√
I (C : S′)

)
+ 2ℓ

√
I (C : S′) +

2eℓ
k

.

This finishes the proof of Lemma 4.15. It only remains to prove the claims.

Proof of Claim 4.17. For i ∈ [t], set U∗
i = Ui if i ∈ S′ and set U∗

i =⊥ otherwise. Since we have that

I (C : US′ |VS′) = I (C : U∗
1 U∗

2 . . . U∗
t |VS′), by the chain rule, we get

I
(
C : US′ |VS′) = Ecvs′

 U∗
1 . . . U∗

t |cvs′

U∗|vs′


= Ecuvs′

 t

∑
i=1

U∗
i |cu∗

<ivs′

U∗
i |u∗

<ivs′

 = Ecuvs′

∑
i∈s′

Ui|cu∗
<ivs′

Ui|u∗
<ivs′

 ,

where the last equality holds because when i /∈ S′, U∗
i =⊥ (and so the divergence is 0) and when

i ∈ S′, U∗
i = Ui.

By assumption, U is independent of VS′, U −C −VS′ and p′(ui|u∗
<i) = p′(ui) = p′(ui|u<i),

so the right hand side above can be written as

Ecuvs′

∑
i∈s′

Ui|cu∗
<ivs′

Ui|u∗
<ivs′

 = Ecvs′

Eu|c

∑
i∈s′

Ui|cu∗
<i

Ui|u∗
<i


= Ecvs′

Eu|c

∑
i∈s′

Ui|cu∗
<i

Ui|u<i

 . (4.4.7)

Let 1[i ∈ S′] denote the indicator variable for the event that i ∈ S′. Using linearity of expectation
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and Proposition 2.23, we have that

(4.4.7) = Ecvs′

∑
i∈s′

Eu|c

 Ui|cu∗
<i

Ui|u<i


≤ Ecvs′

∑
i∈s′

Eu|c

 Ui|cu<i

Ui|u<i

 = Ecuvs′

∑
i

1[i ∈ s′]
Ui|cu<i

Ui|u<i

 ,

where the first inequality above follows from Proposition 2.23 and the definition of U∗
i (which de-

pends only on Ui and S′).

Finally, using U − C − VS′ once more, we get that the right hand side above equals

Ecu

∑
i

Es′|c
[
1[i ∈ s′]

] Ui|cu<i

Ui|u<i

 =
t

∑
i=1

Ecu

p′(i ∈ S′|c) ·
Ui|cu<i

Ui|u<i

 .

Proof of Claim 4.18. Define S′
i = 1 if i ∈ S′ and 0 otherwise. We are going to show that whenever

c is bad, we have that
S′|c

S′
≥
√

I (C : S′). Since I (C : S′) = Ec

 S′|c

S′

, Markov’s inequality

will imply that the probability of c being bad is atmost
√

I (C : S′) and hence p(W) ≤
√

I (C : S′).

When c is bad, there is an i∗ such that p′(i∗ ∈ S′|c) ≥ 2e/k +
√

I (C : S′). By chain rule and

Proposition 2.18,
S′|c

S′
≥

S′
i∗ |c

S′
i∗

. Since p′(i ∈ S′) ≤ 1/k for any i, by Proposition 2.25,

S′|c

S′
≥

S′
i∗ |c

S′
i∗

≥ p′(i∗ ∈ S′|c) log
(

k · p′(i∗ ∈ S′|c)
e

)

≥
(

2e
k
+
√

I (C : S′)

)
log
(

k
e

(
2e
k
+
√

I (C : S′)

))
≥
√

I (C : S′).

This finishes the proof of the claim.
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Proof of Lemma 4.16

We assume I (C : A) , I (C : B) ≤ 1, since otherwise the lemma is trivially true. For brevity, set

α3 = I (C : A) = Ec

 A|c

A

 and β3 = I (C : B) = Ec

 B|c

B

 .

Call c bad if
A|c

A
≥ α2 or

B|c

B
≥ β2, and good otherwise. By Markov’s inequality, the

probability that C is bad is at most α + β. To prove Lemma 4.16, we need the following claim proved

in [GKR16]. For completeness, we include the short proof after finishing the proof of Lemma 4.16.

Claim 4.19. Given independent random variables A∗, B∗ ∈ [t] in a probability space p′, if A∗ is

γ1-close to uniform, and B∗ is γ2-close to uniform, then

p′(A∗ = B∗) ≥ 1 − γ1 − γ2

t
.

When c is good, Pinsker’s inequality (Proposition 2.21) implies that conditioned on c, A is α-close

to uniform and B is β-close to uniform. Then, since A − C − B, using Claim 4.19 (with A∗ = A

and B∗ = B in the probability space p′ conditioned on c) implies that p′(A = B|c) ≥ (1−α−β)
t .

Since p′(A = B) = 1
t , we have that for a good c,

p′(c|A = B) =
p′(c) · p′(A = B|c)

p′(A = B)
≥ (1 − α − β) · p′(c). (4.4.8)

For any event Q, (4.4.8) implies that

p′(C ∈ Q)− p′(C ∈ Q|A = B) ≤ ∑
c∈Q,c bad

p′(c) + ∑
c∈Q,c good

(p′(c)− p′(c|A = B))

≤ p′(C is bad) + ∑
c

p′(c)(α + β)

≤ α + β + ∑
c

p(c)(α + β) ≤ 2α + 2β,

and since |p′(C) − p′(C|A = B)| = maxQ(p′(C ∈ Q) − p′(C ∈ Q|A = B)) we get the

required bound bound on statistical distance.
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Proof of Claim 4.19. For each i, let p′(A∗ = i) = 1
t + αi and p′(B∗ = i) = 1

t + βi. Then, ∑i αi =

∑i βi = 0, and αi, βi ≥ −1
t . Using these facts,

p′(A∗ = B∗) = ∑
i

(
1
t
+ αi

)(
1
t
+ βi

)
=

1
t
+

∑i αi

t
+

∑i βi

t
+ ∑

i
αiβi =

1
t
+ ∑

i
αiβi.

To lower bound the above, we will only consider the negative terms in the summation:

p′(A∗ = B∗) ≥ 1
t
+ ∑

i:αi>0,βi<0
αiβi + ∑

i:αi<0,βi>0
αiβi ≥

1
t
− 1

t ∑
i:αi>0

αi −
1
t ∑

i:βi>0
βi.

From Proposition 2.1, it follows that ∑i:αi>0 αi is the statistical distance between A∗ and the

uniform distribution on [t] and likewise for B∗. So, we get,

p′(A∗ = B∗) ≥ 1 − γ1 − γ2

t
.

4.4.3 Fooling Distributions and Relative Discrepancy

In this section, we compare our techniques to that of Ganor, Kol and Raz [GKR16]. The key concept

introduced in [GKR16] to prove lower bounds is the notion of the relative discrepancy. Let f (x, y) be

a boolean function and q(X, Y) be a distribution such that q( f = 0) = q( f = 1) = 1/2. Then, f

has (ϵ, δ) relative discrepancy under q(X, Y) if there exists a distribution u(X, Y) such that for every

rectangle S × T in the input space, such that u(X ∈ S, Y ∈ T) ≥ δ, the following holds

q(X ∈ S, Y ∈ T| f = 0) ≥ (1 − ε)u(X ∈ S, Y ∈ T) and

q(X ∈ S, Y ∈ T| f = 1) ≥ (1 − ε)u(X ∈ S, Y ∈ T).
(4.4.9)

Ganor, Kol and Raz [GKR16] proved that if f has (ϵ = 1/3, δ) relative discrepancy under

q(X, Y), then f has communication complexity Ω(log 1/δ). They then prove a lower bound on

the relative discrepancy of the bursting noise function to give a communication lower bound. Note

that the relative discrepancy technique individually argues about each rectangle that has large mea-

sure under the distribution u(X, Y). Ganor, Kol and Raz [GKR16] prove a lemma (Lemma 12 in
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[GKR16]) that is very similar to our Lemma 4.14, however they argue about each rectangle with a

large enough measure under u(X, Y).

In contrast, the fooling distribution technique allows us to argue about the distribution on average

as opposed to arguing about each rectangle individually and this is where our proof becomes more

simpler and more intuitive. Lemma 4.14 is an average-case version of the lemma proved in [GKR16].

Together with our generalization of Shearer’s Lemma (Lemma 4.15) and Lemma 4.16 we can argue

about the messages on average. Note that our fooling distribution p(X, F, Y, G) is analogous to the

distribution u(X, Y) in the definition of relative discrepancy.

Next we show some connections between relative discrepancy and fooling distributions. In fact,

we show that low relative discrepancy implies the existence of a fooling distribution. The converse

does not appear to be true.

Claim 4.20 (Relative Discrepancy implies Fooling Distribution). If f has relative discrepancy

(ϵ, 2−2ℓ) then there exists a distribution u(X, Y) such that if M ∈ {0, 1}ℓ denotes the messages of

a deterministic protocol, then q(M| f = 0)
γ
≈ u(M)

γ
≈ q(M| f = 1) where γ = 2−ℓ + ε.

Proof. Let u(X, Y) be the distribution that satisfies (4.4.9)with δ = 2−2ℓ. Wewill show that u(M) ≈

q(M| f = 0). The proof for u(M) ≈ q(M| f = 1) is similar. Define B = {m|u(m) < 2−2ℓ} and

note that u(M ∈ B) < 2ℓ2−2ℓ = 2−ℓ. Also observe that when m /∈ B, then by (4.4.9) and

Proposition 4.6, u(m)− q(m| f = 0) ≤ εu(m). Now for any event Q, we have

u(M ∈ Q)− q(M ∈ Q| f = 0) ≤ ∑
m∈Q∩B

u(m) + ∑
m∈Q∩B̄

(u(m)− q(m| f = 0))

≤ u(B) + εu(B̄) < 2−ℓ + ε.

Hence |u(M)− q(M| f = 0)| = maxQ(u(M ∈ Q)− q(M ∈ Q| f = 0)) < 2−ℓ + ε.

The above lemma gives another reason as to why our proof is simpler than the one given in

[GKR16] − we are proving a weaker statement that still implies a communication lower bound. We

mention that in [GKR16], a relaxed notion of relative discrepancy, called the adaptive relative dis-

crepancy is also defined. Adaptive relative discrepancy works with a partition of the input space into
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rectangles as opposed to working with each rectangle individually, and an upper bound on this mea-

sure also suffices to prove a communication lower bound. Using arguments similar to Claim 4.20

one can prove that the existence of a fooling distribution implies that the adaptive relative discrep-

ancy is small. Hence, the lower bounds given by the fooling distribution technique are sandwiched

between the lower bounds that can be obtained by the relative discrepancy and the adaptive relative

discrepancy methods.

We remark that the results of Fontes et al. [FJK+15] do not rule out the possibility that onemight

be able to separate information and communication complexity in the non-distributional setting (see

Section 4) by using either of the two techniques, fooling distributions or adaptive relative discrepancy.

In fact, Fontes et al. [FJK+15] show that the adaptive relative discrepancy is equal to the worst-case

distributional communication complexity of the function up to polynomial factors, but we do not

know if the same holds for fooling distributions.

4.5 Information Upper Bound for k-ary Pointer Jumping

Let us recall the trivial protocol and the low information protocol mentioned in Section 4.3.1. In

the trivial protocol Alice and Bob send each other X(z≤i), Y(z≤i) in each step i, until they have

computed z. The parties can compute F(z) + G(z) mod 2 with two more bits of communication.

This protocol reveals at least Ω(log n) bits of information as both parties learn the value of J with high

probability. But note that the z computed in the abovemanner is consistent and the input distribution

q(X, F, Y, G) ensures that F(z) + G(z) mod 2 is the same for every consistent z, so it is enough for

the parties to find any consistent z to complete the goal.

For the low information protocol, the parties send each other the values X(z≤i), Y(z≤i) with

probability 1 − ε and send a uniformly random value otherwise. The parties abort the protocol if

they see r rounds where the messages they sent were not the same. The distribution on inputs ensures

that they will sample a consistent z with probability 1 −O(ε). When the parties sample a consistent

z, the messages sent are almost always sampled from a distribution that the receiving party knows,

while if they sample a z that is not consistent, the protocol aborts shortly after the inconsistency.
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The purpose of the noise is to prevent revealing a lot of information about J to both parties. When

the z that the parties sample is consistent they only know that the value of J is among the locations

where the values they have exchanged disagree. Since in this case there are εn disagreements in ex-

pectation, we intuitively expect that the entropy of J should still be large at the end which means that

the information revealed about the value of J is small. In case the z sampled is not consistent (which

happens with probability O(ε)), the abort condition prevents the parties from revealing too much in-

formation. By choosing the parameter ε carefully we can ensure that the total amount of information

revealed is small.

In Figure 4.5.1, we describe the low information protocol which is parameterized by ϵ.

Lemma 4.21. The protocol in Figure 4.5.1 outputs the correct answer with probability at least 1 − 4ϵ

on inputs drawn from the distribution q(J, X, F, Y, G).

Proof. Under the input distribution q(J, X, F, Y, G), whether a sample z with |z| ≥ J + 1 is consis-

tent or not is determined solely by the (J + 1)st step. So, the probability that the parties sample a z

with |z| ≥ J + 1 and z being inconsistent is at most 2ϵ. Given that this event does not happen, the

probability that the parties abort in a particular step is at most (2ϵ)r−1, since to abort one of them

must choose to send uniform values in at least r − 1 steps where their inputs are equal. By the union

bound, the probability that the parties abort in any step is at most n(2ϵ)r−1. If neither of these bad

events happens, the protocol computes the correct answer. Thus the probability of making an error

is at most 2ϵ + n(2ϵ)r−1 ≤ 4ϵ, by the choice of r.

The following theorem proves that the information cost of the protocol is small. We directly argue

about the average information revealed about themessages, as compared to the proof of [GKR16]who

use the notion of the tree divergence cost to argue about the same.

Theorem 4.22. If M denotes the messages of the protocol in Figure 4.5.1,

Iq (M : XF|YG)

Iq (M : YG|XF)

 ≤ 2 log(k/ϵ) ·
(

1 + 16ϵ · (log n + 3) · 2
2 log n

k log(1/2ϵ)

)
.
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Input: Alice is given (x, f ), Bob is given (y, g). Both know a parameter ϵ ∈ (0, 1).

Output: f (z) + g(z) mod 2 for some consistent z.

Set z to be the empty string;

Set r = ⌈ log n
log(1/2ϵ)

+ 2⌉;

for i = 1, 2, . . . , n do

Alice sets ai =

x(z<i) with probability 1 − ϵ

uniform element of [k] with probability ϵ

,

Bob sets bi =

y(z<i) with probability 1 − ϵ

uniform element of [k] with probability ϵ

;

Send mi = ai, bi to each other;

Set w ∈ [k] so that w = ai + bi mod k, and append w to the string z;

if i ≥ r and ai′ ̸= bi′ for all i′ with i − r + 1 ≤ i′ ≤ i ; // if ai and bi disagree in

each of the last r rounds

then

Terminate the protocol;

end

end

Send f (z), g(z);

Figure 4.5.1: Protocol πϵ
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Setting ϵ = 1/ log n gives Theorem 4.1. To prove Theorem 4.22, we bound Iq (M : XF|YG).

The second term is bounded in the same way.

Let Mi ∈ [k]× [k] be the messages exchanged in the ith round for i ∈ [n] and Mn+1 ∈ {0, 1}×

{0, 1} be the messages exchanged in the (n + 1)th round. Then, by the chain rule, we can write

Iq (M : XF|YG) = Eq(x f yg)

 q(M|x f yg)

q(M|yg)

 =
|m|

∑
i=1

Eq(mx f yg)

 q(Mi|m<ix f yg)

q(Mi|m<iyg)

 . (4.5.1)

To bound (4.5.1), we apply Proposition 2.24 which allows us to replace the distribution

q(Mi|m<iyg) in the divergence expression above with a different distribution at the expense of in-

creasing the divergence. Define distribution u(MYG) = q(MYG|XF = YG). It will be simpler to

analyze the divergence with respect to this distribution. Using Proposition 2.24, we then have

(4.5.1) ≤
|m|

∑
i=1

Eq(mx f yg)

 q(Mi|m<ix f yg)

u(Mi|m<iyg)

 .

Next, we prove the following claim, which bounds the contribution to the divergence of each

possible message:

Claim 4.23.

q(Mi|m<ix f yg)

u(Mi|m<iyg)


= 0 if i ≤ n and x(z<i) = y(z<i),

≤ log(k/ϵ) if i ≤ n and x(z<i) ̸= y(z<i),

= 1 if i = n + 1.

Before proving Claim 4.23, we show how to use it to bound the information. First note that the

above claim intuitively says that information is revealed by Mi only when X(Z<i) ̸= Y(Z<i). Recall

that with probability 1 − O(ε), the parties sample a consistent z and hence, information is revealed

only in one step of the protocol (and also one bit at the end when exchanging values of F(z) and

G(z)). However, in case the parties do not sample a consistent z, there might be a lot of messages Mi

such that X(Z<i) ̸= Y(Z<i).
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To bound the information, next we show that on average the number of such messages is small

since the parties will abort if they see a lot of disagreements. Towards this end, define Qi = 1 if

|M| ≥ i and X(Z<i) ̸= Y(Z<i), and 0 otherwise. Claim 4.23 implies that Iq (M : FX|YG) ≤ 1+

log(k/ϵ) ·Eq [∑n
i=1 Qi], so it only remains to bound Eq [∑n

i=1 Qi]which is the number of messages

where information is revealed.

Claim 4.24.

Eq

[
n

∑
i=1

Qi

]
≤ 1 +

2rϵ

(1 − 1/k)r ≤ 1 + 16ϵ · (log n + 3) · 2
2 log n

k log(1/2ϵ) .

Claims 4.23 and 4.24 complete the proof of Theorem 4.22. We prove them next.

Proof of Claim 4.23. For any i ∈ [n + 1], let us write Mi = Ai, Bi where Ai denotes Alice’s message

and Bi denotes Bob’s message. Note that, when i = n + 1, Ai and Bi are bits, and otherwise they are

numbers in [k]. By the chain rule, for every i ∈ [n + 1],

q(Mi|m<ix f yg)

u(Mi|m<iyg)
=

q(Ai|m<ix f yg)

u(Ai|m<iyg)
+ Eq(ai|m<ix f yg)

 q(Bi|m<ix f ygai)

u(Bi|m<iygai)

 . (4.5.2)

By the definition of the protocol in Figure 4.5.1, for every i ∈ [n + 1], Bi is determined by

YGM<i. This is because for i ∈ [n], Bi is either a uniform random value or Y(z<i) for some z<i

determined by M<i and when i = n + 1, Bi = G(z) for some z determined by M≤n. It follows that

for i ∈ [n + 1], q(Bi|m<ix f ygai) = q(Bi|m<iyg). Similarly, by the definition of the distribution

u(MYG), we have u(Bi|m<ix f ygai) = u(Bi|m<iyg) = q(Bi|m<iyg) for every i ∈ [n + 1].

Hence, the second term in (4.5.2) is zero since the distributions are the same. So, for i ∈ [n + 1] we

get that
q(Mi|m<ix f yg)

u(Mi|m<iyg)
=

q(Ai|m<ix f yg)

u(Ai|m<iyg)
. (4.5.3)

When i = n + 1, using (4.5.3), a direct calculation shows

q(Mn+1|m≤nx f yg)

u(Mn+1|m≤nyg)
= 1 · log(1/2) = 1.
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Let us consider the case when i ∈ [n] now. If x(z<i) = y(z<i), the definition of the protocol

given in Figure 4.5.1, together with (4.5.3) ensures that u(Ai|m<iyg) = q(Ai|m<ix f yg), proving

the first bound. On the other hand if x(z<i) ̸= y(z<i), then q(Ai = ai|m<ix f yg) = u(Ai =

ai|m<iyg), except when ai = x(z<i) or ai = y(z<i) (since otherwise the probability is ε/k in each

case). Thus the divergence can be bounded by the contribution of these two values. We have that

q(Ai = x(z<i)|m<ix f yg) = (1− ε)+ (ε/k)where the first and second terms account respectively

for the cases when Alice sends the correct value and when Alice sends a random value. On the other

hand, we have u(Ai = x(z<i)|m<iyg) = q(Ai = x(z<i)|m<iyg, X = y, F = g) = ε/k.

Similarly, we get that q(Ai = y(z<i)|m<ix f yg) = ε/k and u(Ai = y(z<i)|m<iyg) = 1 − ε +

(ε/k).

Therefore, using (4.5.3) we can bound

q(Mi|m<ix f yg)

u(Mi|m<iyg)
= (1 − ϵ + (ϵ/k)) log

1 − ϵ + (ϵ/k)
ϵ/k

+ (ϵ/k) log
ϵ/k

1 − ϵ + ϵ/k

≤ log
1 − ϵ + (ϵ/k)

ϵ/k
≤ log(k/ϵ),

as required.

Proof of Claim 4.24. Let T be such that MT is the last message sent in the protocol. Let W be the

event that T > J and Z sampled by the protocol is not consistent. Since q(W) ≤ 2ϵ (if the parties

do not send X(Z≤J) and Y(Z≤J) at the (J + 1)st step), and Eq

[
∑n

i=1 Qi

∣∣∣¬W]
≤ 1 (at most one

message where information is revealed when Z is consistent), we have

Eq

[
n

∑
i=1

Qi

]
≤ 2ϵ · Eq

[
n

∑
i=1

Qi

∣∣∣W]
+ 1.

If T > J, ∑n
i=1 Qi = ∑T

i=J+1 Qi ≤ T − J, so we get Eq

[
∑n

i=1 Qi

∣∣∣W]
≤ Eq [T − J|W ]. Note

that T − J roughly behaves like a geometric random variable. To bound this expectation, let us bound

the contribution when T − J ≤ r and when T − J > r separately. The probability that the protocol
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does not abort in r rounds conditioned on the event W is at most (1 − 1/k)r, so we have

Eq [T − J|W ] ≤ q(T − J ≤ r|W)r + q(T − J > r|W)(r + Eq [T − J|W ])

≤ (1 − 1/k)rr + (1 − (1 − 1/k)r)(r + Eq [T − J|W ])

=⇒ Eq [T − J|W ] ≤ r
(1 − 1/k)r ,

as required. The second inequality in the statement of the claim follows from the fact that 1/(1 −

1/k) ≤ 22/k, for k ≥ 2, and by the choice of r.
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5 | A Direct SumTheorem for Streaming

In this chapter, we investigate direct-sum questions for streaming algorithms (equivalently, obliv-

ious read-once branching programs). Recall that an input to a streaming algorithm is a sequence

of n updates x1, . . . , xn arriving sequentially in time, and the streaming algorithm at the end must

compute a function f (x1, x2, . . . , xn). The complexity measure of interest is the amount of memory

that is needed to carry out the computation. Here the memory used by the algorithm at time t is the

number of bits the program stores in the memory after reading the inputs x1, . . . , xt.

We are interested in how the complexity of a problem changes when the streaming algorithm

must process k independent inputs that arrive in parallel. The algorithm now gets k input streams

x1, x2, · · · , xk where xi := xi
1, . . . , xi

n and the inputs x1
t , . . . , xk

t arrive simultaneously in the t’th

time-step. Obviously one can process each of the inputs independently, giving an algorithm that uses k

times asmuchmemory. The central question thatwe investigate in this chapter is: are there interesting

functions f for which the best streaming algorithm that computes f on k independent inputs does not

operate independently on each input? This question is dual to another interesting question: When

can we effectively reduce the memory of a streaming algorithm without compromising its accuracy?

These questions also make a lot of sense in the context of the most common applications for

streaming algorithms like internet traffic analysis or data from multiple satellites. They also make

sense from a theoretical perspective: they help to identify exactly what makes some streaming tasks

hard and others easy.

The extensive literature on streaming algorithms is mostly concerned with understanding the

maximum number of bits of memory used by the streaming algorithm throughout its run. One can
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imagine pathological cases when one can effectively process k inputs at the same cost as processing

a single input using this measure of complexity. Suppose that there is a uniformly random block of

n/k3 consecutive updates that contains information in the input, and all other updates are set to 0.

Then without loss of generality, the best streaming algorithm uses almost no memory for most of

the time, and some memory to process the block of important inputs. When the program processes

k parallel inputs, it is very likely that the k informative blocks will not overlap in time, and so the

maximum memory usage remains unchanged. Thus, if we are only aiming for a streaming algorithm

that succeeds with high probability over this distribution of inputs, one need not increase thememory

at all!

However, we see that the average memory usage per unit time-step does increase by a factor of k in

this last example. The average memory is defined to be the number of bits of memory used on an av-

erage time-step. Arguably from the streaming viewpoint, the average memory is what we care about

when considering practical applications of streaming algorithms. Another appealing reason to con-

sider average memory as a complexity measure is that some known streaming lower bounds actually

yield lower bounds on the average memory. For example, the lower bound proofs for approximat-

ing the frequency moments [AMS99, BYJKS02, CKS03, Gro09] and for approximating the length of

the longest increasing subsequence [EJ08] can be easily adapted to give matching lower bounds for

average memory. In the rest of this work we focus on the average memory used by the streaming

algorithm.

5.1 RelatedWork

The interest in the field of streaming algorithmswas renewed by the seminal paper of Alon,Matias and

Szegedy [AMS99] who gave algorithms for approximating lower frequencymoments and also showed

that lower bounds in the multi-party number-in-hand communication model implied memory lower

bounds for streaming algorithms approximating the higher frequency moments. Since then, lower

bounds in communication complexity (andmore recently in information complexity) have found ap-

plications in proving memory lower bounds in the streaming model (see [AMS99, BYJKS02, CKS03,
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Woo04, EJ08, GH09, Gro09, MWY13] for some of them).

As discussed in Chapter 3, questions analogous to the ones we study here have been studied in the

setting of two-party communication complexity and information complexity [BBCR13, BR11, Bra12].

It was shown in [GKR16] that there are communication tasks that can be solvedmuchmore efficiently

in parallel than by naively solving each one independently.

Combining these results about parallelizing communication with known methods for proving

lower bounds on streaming algorithms gives several interesting worst-case memory lower bounds for

computing natural functions on k parallel streams. To give an example, it is known that computing

(1+ ε) approximation of the pth frequencymoment for p ̸= 1 requires worst-casememory Ω(1/ε2)

[Woo04, Gro09]. Combining this with the results of [BR11] one can show that computing (1 + ε)

approximation of the frequency moment on k streams in parallel requires Ω(k/ε2) memory in the

worst-case. We do not give the proof here, since it is relatively straightforward.

A related model is that of dynamic distributed functional monitoring introduced by Cormode,

Muthukrishnan and Yi [CMY11] where there are multiple sites receiving data streams and commu-

nicating with a central coordinator who wants to maintain a function of all the input streams. Recent

progress has been made in understanding the communication complexity of various tasks in this

model [CMY11, WZ12, WZ14]. Variants of this model have been studied extensively in relation to

databases and distributed computing (see [Cor05, CG05, SSK08, SSK10, CMZ06, CMYZ10, ABC09,

MSDO05, KCR06, BO03] for some of the applications). Another closely related model is the multi-

party private message passing model introduced in [DR98]. Any lower bound proved in the message

passing model implies a lower bound in the streaming model. Many works have studied this model

and its variants (see [GH09, GG10, PVZ12, BEO+13, CRR14, HRVZ15] for some of them). These

works do not appear to have any connection to the questions we study here.

5.2 Results

Our results are proved in the setting of average-case complexity: we assume that there is a known dis-

tribution on inputs, and consider the performance of algorithms with respect to that distribution. Let
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A be a randomized streaming algorithm which receives an input stream X = X1, . . . , Xn sampled

from a distribution p(X1, . . . , Xn). Throughout this chapter we will only consider the case when

p(X1, · · · , Xn) is a product distribution except in Section 5.4.1, where we discuss the issues that

arise when considering non-product input distributions.

Let M1, . . . , Mn denote the contents of the memory of the algorithm at each of the time-steps.

Let |Mt| denote the number of bits used to store Mt. The average memory used by the algorithm is

(1/n)∑n
t=1 |Mt|. Let M( f ) denote the minimum average memory required to compute a function

f with probability 2/3 when the inputs are sampled according to p(X).

Let pk(X) denote the product distribution on k independent streams, each identically distributed

as p(X), where the resulting streams arrive synchronously in parallel. Thus at time t the input is the

tth element of all the k streams. Write f k to denote the function that computes f on each of the k

streams. Then we prove

Theorem 5.1.

M( f k) = Ω
(

k
(

M( f )
n

− 1
))

.

Theorem 5.1 is proved by a reduction that compresses streaming algorithms with regards to their

information complexity. There are several reasonablemeasures of information complexity for stream-

ing algorithms. Here we define two such information complexity measures. We use Shannon’s notion

of mutual information, which is defined in the preliminaries (Chapter 2).

The transitional information content captures the average amount of information that the algo-

rithm learns about the next input conditioned on its current state.

Definition 5.2 (Transitional Information). ICtr(A) = 1
n ∑n

t=1 I (Mt : Xt|Mt−1).

The cumulative information content measures the average amount of information that the stream-

ing algorithm remembers about the inputs seen so far.

Definition 5.3 (Cumulative Information). ICcum(A) = 1
n ∑n

t=1 I (Mt : X1 . . . Xt).

Note that both the transitional and the cumulative information content for an algorithm are

bounded by the average memory used by the algorithm. We prove that algorithms with low tran-

sitional information can be efficiently simulated:
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Theorem 5.4. Every streaming algorithm with transitional information content I can be simulated with

average memory O(nI + n).

The above theorem is tight as the following example shows. Let the input x be sampled from

the uniform distribution on {0, 1}n (i.e. each update xi for i ∈ [n] is a bit). Consider the streaming

algorithmA that remembers all the updates seen so far and outputs x1, . . . , xn at the end. The average

memory used by the algorithm is Ω(n)while the transitional information content of this algorithm is

1. In this case the compression algorithm given by the above theorem would simulateA with average

memory O(n) which is the best one could hope for.

Finally, we show that if algorithms with low cumulative information can be simulated, then one

can obtain no savings when parallelizing streaming algorithms:

Theorem5.5. If every algorithmwith cumulative information I can be simulated using averagememory

O(I), then M( f k) = Ω (k · (M( f )− 1)).

In Section 5.5, we discuss more about the possibility of compressing algorithms with low cumu-

lative information content.

5.3 Preliminaries

5.3.1 Common Information and Error-free Sampling

Wyner [Wyn75] defined the quantity common information between X and M as

C (X : M) = inf
X−W−M

I (XM : W) ,

where the infimum is taken over all jointly distributed W such that, X −W − M and W is supported

over a finite set. Wyner showed that the above infimum is always achieved. By the data-processing

inequality applied to the Markov chain X − W − M it is easily seen that C (X : M) ≥ I (X : M).

It turns out that the gap between C (X : M) and I (X : M) can be very large. There are known

examples of random variables X and M where C (X : M) = ω(I (X : M)). We include one simple
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example later in this section. Another example is described in the work of Harsha et al. [HJMR10],

who also proved a related upper bound. They showed that there always exist C and S, where S is

independent of X, X − CS → M and H(C) ≈ I (X : M). The random variable S in their work

depends on the distribution of M. Braverman and Garg [BG14] showed a similar result that we quote

and use in this work:

Lemma 5.6 ([BG14]). Let p(xm) be an arbitrary discrete probability distribution, with finite support.

Let S be an infinite list of uniform samples from supp(M) × [0, 1], independent of XM. Then there

exists a random variable C such that X − CS → M and H(C|S) ≤ I (X : M) + log(I (X : M) +

1) + O(1).

Separation between common information and mutual information Below we give an explicit

example of random variables X and M such that C (X : M) = ω(I (X : M)). Let G be a bipartite

graph on the vertex set ([n], [n]) such that the edge density of G is≈ 1
2 and there are no cliques with

more than 3n log n edges in G. As the following lemma shows a random bipartite graph where each

edge is picked with probability 1/2 satisfies these properties with high probability, so such graphs

exist.

Lemma 5.7. With probability 1 − o(1), a random bipartite graph on ([n], [n]) with edge density 1/2

has no clique U × V where U, V ⊆ [n] satisfying min{|U|, |V|} ≥ 2 log n + 2.

Proof. Let us set t := 2 log n + 2 for notational convenience. If there is a clique U × V with

min{|U|, |V|} ≥ t then there also exists a clique of size t × t. Consequently, to prove the lemma

it suffices to upper bound the probability that a t × t clique exists in the graph. This probability is at

most (
n
t

)(
n
t

)
2−t2 ≤ n2t2−t2

= 22t log n−t2
= 2t(2 log n−t) ≤ 2−2t = o(1).

A corollary of the above lemma is that the maximal clique in a random bipartite graph with edge

density 1/2 has at most n · 3 log n edges with high probability.
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Now we can describe the random variables X and M which will be the end points of a uniformly

random edge E in the graph G. It is easily seen that the mutual information I (X : M) ≈ 1 since

H(X) = log n while for any M = m, H(X|M = m) ≈ log n − 1. On the other hand, if X −

W − M, then for any value w attained by W, supp(X|W = w) and supp(M|W = w) has to form

a clique in the graph G. Since the maximal clique in G has at most 3n log n edges, for any W = w,

it holds that

|supp(X|W = w)| · |supp(M|W = w)| ≤ 3n log n.

It follows that for any such W we can write

H(XM|W) ≤ log(|supp(X|W = w)| · |supp(M|W = w)|) = log n + O(log log n).

Hence we have that the mutual information between XM and W is,

I (XM : W) = H(XM)− H(XM|W)

≈ (2 log n − 1)− (log n + O(log log n)) = log n − O(log log n),

for any W satisfying X − W − M. It follows that C (X : M) = Ω(log n) while I (X : M) ≈ 1.

5.3.2 Streaming Algorithms

Without loss of generality, we associate the values stored by the algorithmwith a non-negative integer.

Assuming that the inputs to the algorithm come from the domain X , a streaming algorithm defines

a function A : [n]× N ×X → N. At time t − 1, let the memory state of the algorithm be mt−1

(we define m0 := 1). On seeing the input xt at time t, the algorithm computes the tth memory state

mt := A(t, mt−1, xt). The output of the algorithm is mn. Randomized streaming algorithms toss

independent random coins rt at each time-step t and sample the memory state at time t as follows:

mt := A(t, mt−1, rt, xt).

The following is obvious from the definition:

Proposition 5.8 (Markov Chain Property). If M1, . . . , Mn denote the memory of a (possibly random-

ized) streaming algorithm, then for each t ∈ [n], X≤nM<t − XtMt−1 − Mt.
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The last proposition also implies the following.

Proposition 5.9. For a randomized streaming algorithm, the following holds,

I (M≤n : X≤n) = I (M1 : X1) + I (M2 : X2|M1) + · · ·+ I (Mn : Xn|Mn−1) .

Proof. Applying the chain-rule, we get

I (M≤n : X≤n) =
n

∑
t=1

I (Mt : X≤n|M<t) ≤
n

∑
t=1

I (Mt : XtX≤nM<t−1|Mt−1) .

The second inequality follows since I (Mt : XtX≤nM<t−1|Mt−1) = I (Mt : M<t−1|Mt−1) +

I (Mt : X≤n|M<t) + I (Mt : Xt|M<tX≤n) and mutual information is a non-negative quantity.

Applying the chain rule one more time, we have

I (M≤n : X≤n) ≤
n

∑
t=1

I (Mt : XtX≤nM<t−1|Mt−1)

=
n

∑
t=1

I (Mt : Xt|Mt−1) +
n

∑
t=1

I (Mt : X≤nM<t−1|XtMt−1) .

Proposition 5.8 implies that X≤nM<t − XtMt−1 − Mt for every t ∈ [n] and hence the second

term on the right hand side is zero.

The following proposition states that both the transitional and cumulative information content

are upper bounded by the average memory.

Proposition 5.10. For a randomized streaming algorithm A with average memory M,

max{ICtr(A), ICcum(A)} ≤ M.

Definition 5.11 (Simulation). We say that a streaming algorithm A1 simulates another algorithm A2

if for every input x1, . . . , xn, the distribution on outputs is exactly the same in both algorithms.

In general it even makes sense to allow errors during simulation. Our simulations have no error,

so we define simulation using the strong definition given above.
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5.4 Compression and Direct Sums for Streaming Computation

The following is a natural strategy to prove our direct-sum theorem: given an algorithm that com-

putes f k correctly with probability 2/3 on all the streams and uses average memory M, first show

that there is some stream ”with respect to” which the information content is M/k. Then derive a

randomized streaming algorithm that computes f and has information content at most M/k as fol-

lows: embed the input stream at the location j about which the memory has small information and

simulate the behavior of the algorithm on this stream by generating the other streams randomly, or

to say alternately, sample from the distribution p(Mn|X(j) = x). The resulting algorithm would

have information content at most M/k but would still use M bits of average memory. The last step

would then be to give a way to simulate a streaming algorithm that has information content I with a

streaming algorithm that uses average memory approximately I.

For product distributions, we can show that if there exists an algorithm for computing k copies

of f with memory M, then there is a randomized algorithm for computing a single copy of f with

transitional and cumulative information content atmost M/k. To prove our direct-sum result, we are

able to show that algorithmswith transitional information content I can be simulatedwithO(nI + n)

average memory which as discussed before is best possible. To give an optimal direct-sum result, one

could still hope that streaming algorithms with cumulative information content I can be simulated

with O(I) average memory. We discuss more about this possibility in Section 5.5.

5.4.1 Non-product Distributions and Correlated Randomness

Before we begin the proof of our compression and direct-sum results, we briefly discuss the difficulty

that arises in dealingwith non-product distributions. For proving a direct-sum result for non-product

distributions using the above strategy, the natural way of using an algorithm that computes k copies of

f to compute a single copy of f , is to embed our input stream at position j and generate other streams

as randomness so that we can run the algorithm for k copies. The algorithmwe get for computing f in

this way uses randomness that is correlated across various time-steps if the input stream distribution
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is non-product.

Transitional information content is not a useful information measure for compressing such algo-

rithms as the following example shows. We give an example of a functionwhich require Ω(1) average

memory, but can be computed by an algorithm that uses correlated randomness and has transitional

information content 1/n. Let f (x) = ∑n
t=1 xt mod 2. Consider the following algorithm that takes

as input a random input stream x (each update xt is a bit) and computes f (x). The algorithm at time

t uses randomness rt where r1, . . . , rt are correlated so that they satisfy ∑n
t=1 rt = 0 mod 2. At

time t, the algorithm stores in its memory ∑t
i=1(xt + rt) mod 2 and at time t = n outputs the last

value stored in memory. Since ∑n
t=1 rt = 0 mod 2, the algorithm outputs f (x). This algorithm has

transitional information content 1/n, but one can not hope to compute the parity of an n bit string

without using Ω(1) bits of average memory.

5.4.2 Compressing Streaming Algorithms

In this section we show how algorithms with small transitional information content can be simulated

with small average memory.

Theorem 5.12 (Restated). Let A be a randomized streaming algorithm with ICtr(A) = I. Then there

exists a randomized streaming algorithm Atr with average memory O(nI + n) that simulates A.

Let m1, . . . , mn denote the memory states of the algorithm A. Recall that Lemma 5.8 implies

that for each t ∈ [n], X≤nM<t − XtMt−1 − Mt. Hence, to prove Theorem 5.12, it suffices to

sample from p(Mt|xt, mt−1) if mt−1 has been sampled correctly. The compression algorithm will

toss random coins to sample an infinite list st of samples from supp(Mt)× [0, 1] and then sample Ct

(whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 5.6) satisfying

Xt − CtSt|Mt−1 → Mt|Mt−1, (5.4.1)

H(Ct|StMt−1) = I (Mt : Xt|Mt−1) + log(I (Mt : Xt|Mt−1) + 1) + O(1). (5.4.2)

Thevalue mt determined by the sample ct is distributed according to the distribution p(Mt|xt, mt−1).
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The algorithm will store the Huffman encoding (Proposition 2.5) of Ct conditioned on St and

Mt−1. This encoding determines Ct given St and Mt−1, both of which are known to the algorithm

at this time.

Input : Stream x sampled from p(X)

Randomness: s1, . . . , sn where si is an infinite sequence of uniform samples from

supp(Mi)× [0, 1].

// At time t: the content of the memory are some encodings of c<t,

where ci determines mi given si and mi−1.

1. Let mt−1 be determined by ct−1 and st−1. On input xt, sample ct from the Markov chain

in (5.4.1);

2. Append the Huffman encoding of ct conditioned on st and mt−1 to the previous memory

contents;
Randomized Streaming Algorithm Atr

Note that the algorithm needs to store the encodings of all the previous c≤t at time t since in

order to determine mt uniquely, the value of mt−1 needs to be known which depends on the previous

memory contents.

The following proposition is straightforward from (5.4.1).

Proposition 5.13. The algorithm Atr simulates A.

Next we finish the proof of Theorem 5.12 by bounding the total memory used by Atr.

Lemma 5.14. The average memory used by Atr is O(nI + n).

Proof. At time t, the expected number of bits appended to thememory (where the expectation is over

the choice of x≤t and s≤t) is bounded by H(Ct|StMt−1). From (5.4.2), it follows that this is at most

2I (Mt : Xt|Mt−1) + O(1). Hence, the number of bits stored in the memory at a time t ∈ [n] is at
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most
t

∑
i=1

(2I (Mi : Xi|Mi−1) + O(1)) ≤
n

∑
i=1

(2I (Mi : Xi|Mi−1) + O(1)) = 2nI + O(n).

Since this is true for every time-step t, the averagememory is also upper bounded by 2nI +O(n).

5.4.3 Direct Sum for Product Distributions

Recall that we want to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 5.15 (Direct Sum - Restated). If p(X) is product input distribution, then

M( f k) = Ω
(

k
(

M( f )
n

− 1
))

.

To prove the above we first show that if there is a deterministic algorithm for computing k copies

of f with average memory M and error probability 1/3, then there is a randomized algorithm which

computes a single copy of f with error at most 1/3 and has transitional information content at most

M/k. Then, we applyTheorem5.12 to compress this algorithm and get a contradiction if M is smaller

than the right hand side in Theorem 5.15.

Computing f with Small Information

Let A be a deterministic streaming algorithm that uses average memory M and computes f k on in-

puts sampled from pk(X) with error at most 1/3. Let m1, . . . , mn denote the memory states of

the algorithm A. Consider the following randomized algorithm Aran that computes f with error at

most 1/3 on inputs sampled from p. The algorithm chooses a random j ∈ [k], embeds the input

stream at position j and at time t, samples and stores the memory state mt from the distribution

p(Mt|X(j)
t = xt, mt−1).

Note that for any fixed value of j, the algorithmAran uses independent randomness x(−j)
t in each

step as the input distribution p(X) is product. We show that on average over the choice of j, the

transitional and cumulative information content of the above algorithm is at most M/k.

Lemma 5.16. Ej[IC
tr(Aran|J = j)] ≤ M/k and Ej[IC

cum(Aran|J = j)] ≤ M/k.
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Input : Stream x sampled from p(X)

Randomness: j uniformly drawn from [k], streams x(−j)

Output : f (x) with error at most 1/3

1. Set Stream x(j) to be x;

2. At time t, use randomness x(−j)
t to sample mt from p(Mt|X(j)

t = xt, mt−1);

3. Output the answer of the algorithm on stream j;
Randomized Streaming Algorithm Aran

Proof. Conditioned on any event J = j, the transitional information content of Aran is given by

ICtr(Aran|J = j) =
1
n

n

∑
t=1

I (Mt : Xt|Mt−1, J = j)

=
1
n

n

∑
t=1

I
(

Mt : X(j)
t |Mt−1, J = j

)
(with probability 1, X(j) = X)

=
1
n

n

∑
t=1

I
(

Mt : X(j)
t |Mt−1

)
(Mt is independent of the event J = j).

Since the input stream comes from a product distribution, X(1)
t , . . . , X(k)

t are all independent

conditioned on Mt−1. By Lemma 2.12, the term I
(

Mt : X(j)
t |Mt−1

)
in the above sum is bounded

by I
(

Mt : X(j)
t |X(<j)

t Mt−1

)
. Taking an expectation over j, we get

Ej[IC
tr(Aran|J = j)] ≤ Ej

(
1
n

n

∑
t=1

I
(

Mt : X(j)
t |X(<j)

t Mt−1)
))

=
1
k

(
1
n

n

∑
t=1

k

∑
j=1

I
(

Mt : X(j)
t |X(<j)

t Mt−1

))

From the chain rule the right hand side above equals

1
k

(
1
n

n

∑
t=1

I
(

Mt : X(1)
t . . . X(k)

t |Mt−1

))
=

1
k
ICtr(A) ≤ M

k
,

where the last inequality follows since the transitional information content is bounded by the average

memory (Proposition 5.10).
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Analogously, the cumulative information content of Aran is given by

ICcum(Aran|J = j) =
1
n

n

∑
t=1

I (Mt : X≤t|J = j)

=
1
n

n

∑
t=1

I
(

Mt : X(j)
≤t |J = j

)
(with probability 1, X(j) = X)

=
1
n

n

∑
t=1

I
(

Mt : X(j)
≤t

)
(Mt is independent of the event J = j).

As X(1), . . . , X(k) are all independent, by Lemma 2.12, it follows that I
(

Mt : X(j)
≤t

)
is at most

I
(

Mt : X(j)
≤t |X

(<j)
≤t

)
. Taking an expectation over j and using the chain rule, we get

Ej[IC
cum(Aran|J = j)] ≤ Ej

(
1
n

n

∑
t=1

I
(

Mt : X(j)
≤t |X

(<j)
≤t )

))

=
1
k

(
1
n

n

∑
t=1

k

∑
j=1

I
(

Mt : X(j)
≤t |X

(<j)
≤t

))

=
1
k

(
1
n

n

∑
t=1

I
(

Mt : X(1)
≤t . . . X(k)

≤t

))
=

1
k
ICcum(A) ≤ M

k
.

Direct-sumTheorem

With the above, we can now apply Theorem 5.12 to get Theorem 5.15.

Proof of Theorem 5.15. LetA be a streaming algorithm that computes f k with error at most 1/3 and

average memory M. By Lemma 5.16, there is an algorithm Aran that uses randomness j and r,

computes f with error at most 1/3 and satisfies Ej[IC
tr(Aran)|j] ≤ M/k. Applying Theorem 5.12

to Aran gives us a randomized algorithm that uses random coins j and r′ and computes f using

average memory Ej,r′ [
1
n ∑n

t=1 |Mt|] = O(nM/k + n).

Since the randomcoins j and r′ are independent of the input, we can fix them to get a deterministic

streaming algorithmwith averagememory O(nM/k+ n). Since thismust be at least M( f ), we have

O
(

nM
k

+ n
)
≥ M( f ).

Rearranging the above gives us that M is lower bounded by Ω
(

k
(

M( f )
n − 1

))
.
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5.5 Towards Optimal Direct Sums

The algorithm Aran that we gave in the last section also had cumulative information content at most

M/k as shown in Lemma 5.16. Analogous to Theorem 5.15, the following result follows. We omit

the proof since it is very similar to that of Theorem 5.15.

Theorem 5.17 (Restated). If every algorithm with cumulative information I can be simulated using

average memory O(I), then M( f k) = Ω (k · (M( f )− 1)).

In this section, we describe a compression algorithm that could possibly simulate an algorithm

with cumulative information content I with average memory O(I + 1). However, we are unable to

either prove or disprove it.

To give some intuition about the new algorithm, let us recall Algorithm Atr where the compres-

sion algorithm stored Huffman encodings (Proposition 2.5) of Ct satisfying Xt − CtSt|Mt−1 →

Mt|Mt−1. This necessitated storing the whole history since to determine the sample mt required

knowing encodings of all the previous c<t.

The new algorithm that we callAcum, on receiving the input xt at time t, samples Ct conditioned

on the value of xt and mt−1 where Ct satisfies the following properties that follow from Lemma 5.6:

Xt − CtSt|S<t → Mt|S<t, (5.5.1)

H(Ct|S≤t) ≤ I (Mt : XtMt−1|S<t) + log(I (Mt : XtMt−1|S<t) + 1) + O(1). (5.5.2)

Again the value of mt determined by the sample ct is distributed according to the distribution

p(Mt|xt, mt−1). Moreover, the algorithm Acum will store the Huffman encoding of Ct conditioned

on S≤t which avoids the need to store all the previous memory contents since S≤t is randomness

independent of the input and can be fixed in the beginning.

Conjecture 5.18. Let A be a randomized streaming algorithm with ICcum(A) = I. Then, Acum

simulates A using O(I + 1) average memory.

Theproof that the above compression algorithmgives a correct simulation is straightforward from

(5.5.1). We are able to prove the following bounds on the memory used by the above algorithm.
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Input : Stream x sampled from p(X)

Randomness: s1, . . . , sn where si is an infinite sequence of uniform samples from

supp(Mi)× [0, 1].

// At time t: the content of the memory are some encodings of c<t,

where ci determines mi given s≤i.

1. Let mt−1 be determined by ct−1 and st−1. On input xt, sample ct from the Markov chain

in (5.5.1);

2. Store the Huffman encoding of ct conditioned on s≤t;
Randomized Streaming Algorithm Acum

Lemma 5.19. In expectation over the choice of s≤t and x≤t, the memory used by algorithm Acum at

time t is at most O(I (Mt : X≤t|S<t) + 1).

Proof. The memory used by algorithm Acum at time t is bounded by H(Ct|S≤t) which as given by

(5.5.2) is at most O(I (Mt : XtMt−1|S<t) + 1). Moreover, since Mt−1|S<t is determined given

Ct−1|S<t,

I (Mt : XtMt−1|S<t) ≤ I (Mt : XtCt−1|S<t) ,

by the data processing inequality (Proposition 2.13).

To finish the proof, we show that I (Mt : XtCt−1|S<t) is upper bounded by I (Mt : X≤t|S<t).

To show this we apply the chain rule as follows,

I (Mt : XtCt−1|S<t) ≤ I (Mt : X≤tCt−1|S<t)

= I (Mt : X<tCt−1|S<t) + I (Mt : Xt|S<tX<tCt−1) .

= I (Mt : X<t|S<t) + I (Mt : Ct−1|S<tX<t)

+ I (Mt : Xt|S<tX<tCt−1) .

Note that in the algorithm Acum, X<t and S<t completely determine Ct−1. Hence, the second

term in the above expression is 0. Moreover, by the same fact MtXt − S<tX<t → Ct−1 and hence

by Proposition 2.15, the last term I (Mt : Xt|S<tX<tCt−1) = I (Mt : Xt|X<tS<t).
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The above discussion yields that

I (Mt : XtCt−1|S<t) ≤ I (Mt : X<t|S<t) + I (Mt : Xt|X<tS<t)

= I (Mt : X≤t|S<t) ,

where the second equality follows by another application of the chain rule.

Note that since S<t is independent of X≤t, the above quantity I (Mt : X≤t|S<t) is at least as

large as I (Mt : X≤t) (recall Lemma 2.12), but it is possible that similar to Lemma 5.6, they could be

the same up to some lower order error terms. Towards proving such a statement, we first propose to

investigate whether the following stronger version of Lemma 5.6 holds.

Conjecture 5.20. Let X and M be arbitrary discrete random variables with finite support. Let S be an

infinite list of samples from supp(M)× [0, 1]. Then, there exist a random variable C such that

• X − CS → M.

• H(C|S) ≤ I (M : X) + log(I (M : X) + 1) + O(1).

• For any discrete random variable N such that X − M − N, it holds that

I (N : M|S) ≤ I (N : X) + log(I (N : X) + 1) + O(1).

We also point out that an inductive use of the above conjecture does not give a non-trivial upper

bound on the memory used by the algorithmAcum because of the error terms in the last statement of

the conjecture. Butwe hope that the techniques used in proving the above conjecturewould be helpful

in analyzing the memory used by the algorithm Acum. Nonetheless the above conjecture might be

interesting in its own right and of potential use somewhere else.
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§ Part II §

Linear Programs
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6 | ExtendedFormulations andNon-Negative

Rank

In the late 1970s, Khachiyan [Kha79] showed that linear programs can be solved in polynomial time.

This opened the door to the use of linear programming as a powerful tool in designing polynomial-

time algorithms. Many combinatorial optimization problems can be written down naturally as op-

timizing a linear objective function over a polytope which is the convex hull of all feasible integer

solutions. For example, the traveling salesman and maximum matching problems can be expressed

as optimizing over the following polytopes respectively:

PTSP(n) = conv

{
1T ∈ R([n]2 )

∣∣∣∣ T ⊆
(
[n]
2

)
is a tour in Kn

}
PMAT(n) = conv

{
1M ∈ R([n]2 )

∣∣∣∣ M ⊆
(
[n]
2

)
is a matching in Kn

}
The convex hull of the integer solutions to the above problems are known as the TSP and Matching

Polytopes respectively.

For many combinatorial optimization problems, the natural polytopes representing them usually

have exponentiallymany defining inequalities or facets in terms of the size of the instance. Thismeans

that if the instance is of size n, one needs to write down exponential in n linear inequalities to even

describe the linear program. There are some natural combinatorial optimization problems, such as

finding the minimum cost spanning tree or the maximum weight matching, where the natural linear

programs have exponential size in n but they can still be solved in time polynomial in n. In these

cases, there is a separation oracle for these problems, which runs in time polynomial in n, and when
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given a point x, answers if x satisfies all the constraints of the linear program, and if it does not, it

outputs a violating constraint. One can then use Khachiyan’s algorithm to solve the linear program

in time polynomial in n. However, for most problems of interest, we do not know how to construct

polynomial time separation oracles or whether such oracles even exist.

A beautiful yet simple idea to reduce the size of such linear programs is to use auxiliary variables

− such linear programs are usually called (linear) extended formulations. As we will see later in this

chapter, extended formulations can be exponentially smaller in size than the original linear program

in some cases. The best known approximation algorithms for many problems also make use of ex-

tended formulations. In this chapter, we will look at what can be said about the power and limitations

of such algorithms: Could they solve NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems in polynomial

time?

Yannakakis [Yan91] proved that showing limitations on the power of such algorithms boils down

to a question about analyzing the non-negative rank of certain matrices. In recent years, ideas from

communication and information complexity have given us a greater understanding of non-negative

rank. This has led to breakthroughs towards answering long-standing questions concerning the lim-

itations of extended formulation based algorithms. We now know that such algorithms cannot solve

NP-hard problems like TSP or MAXCUT in polynomial time [FMP+15, CLRS13] and, more sur-

prisingly, they also can not solve the matching problem in polynomial time [Rot17]. In this chapter,

we shall chronicle these recent developments.

6.1 Extended Formulations and Extension Complexity

Given a combinatorial optimization problem, let us consider the following way of capturing it with

polytopes (or equivalently linear programs). Let P = P(n) be the polytope that is the convex hull of

all feasible integer solutions among instances of size n. The optimization problem asks to solve

maximize wTx

subject to x ∈ P,
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where w is an objective function that comes from a set of admissible functions.

Let us see some examples to grasp the above. The maximum matching problem asks to find a

maximum weighted matching in a given graph. Here, we can take P = PMAT where PMAT is the

matching polytope, while the set of admissible functions consists of all non-negative weights w on

the edges of the graph. Note that in this case, the graph is encoded only in the objective function

w. As another example, consider the maximum weighted independent set problem which asks for

the weight of the maximum independent set in a given graph G. In this case, we can take P to be the

convex hull of all independent sets in the given graph G, while the set of admissible functions consists

of all non-negative weights w on the vertices of the graph G.

Note that the above is not the most general way of capturing a combinatorial optimization prob-

lem with linear programs. For example, for the maximum matching problem, an algorithm could

encode the graph G in the polytope P, as opposed to optimizing over the matching polytope as in

our formulation above. Nevertheless, the formulation above captures natural ways of writing linear

programs for many combinatorial optimization problems.

Now that we have formulated how to express an optimization problem as a polytope, we can define

the notion of extended formulations. A polytope K ⊆ Rd+r is called a (linear) extended formulation

of a given polytope P ⊆ Rd, if there is a linear map π : Rd+r → Rd such that π(K) = P. The

extended formulation K is also sometimes referred to as a higher-dimensional lift of the polytope P.

If the polytope P is defined in terms of the variables x, then by performing an appropriate linear

transformation, one may assume without loss of generality that the linear map π projects identically

on the variables x. In other words, without loss of generality, the polytopes P, K and the linear map

π are of the following general form:

P = {x | Ax ≤ b} ⊆ Rd,

K = {(x, y) | Ex + Fy = g, y ≥ 0} ⊆ Rd+r,

π : Rd+r → Rd, π(x, y) = x.

Viewed in geometric terms, extended formulations can have fewer facets than the original polytope

(see Figure 6.1.1) . This means that extended formulations can be much simpler to write down as
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linear programs. If one can find a significantly smaller extended formulation for a polytope of in-

terest, then one can solve a linear optimization problem over the original polytope much faster by

optimizing over the extended formulation instead. In light of this, there has been a lot of interest

in understanding extended formulations of various natural polytopes. Motivated by this, we define

the extension complexity of P denoted as xc(P) to be the minimal number of facets in any extended

formulation of P.

Figure 6.1.1: An example of an extended formulation of a two dimensional polytope. Note that the original

two dimensional polytope has eight facets while the extended formulation has six facets.

There are various natural polytopes that have exponentiallymany facets but only polynomial-sized

extended formulations. Below we give examples of a few such polytopes.

Spanning Tree Polytope Consider the spanning tree polytope of the complete graph Kn defined as

PST(n) = conv

{
1T ∈ R([n]2 )

∣∣∣∣ T ⊆
(
[n]
2

)
is a spanning tree of Kn.

}
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Edmonds [Edm71] proved that the polytope PST(n) is completely described by the following linear

system:

x ≥ 0;

∑
e

xe = n − 1;

∑
e inside

U

xe ≤ |U| − 1 , ∀U ⊆ [n].

Note that PST(n) has 2Ω(n) facets. However, there is an extended formulation of PST(n) of size

O(n3) [Mar91].

To describe the extended formulation, we introduce auxiliary variables z(a,b,c) for all ordered

triples of vertices (a, b, c) which is meant to encode if {a, b} is an edge in the spanning tree and

whether removing the edge {a, b} leaves c and b in the same connected component. Formally con-

sider the following polytope K(n) defined in the original variables x ∈ R([n]2 ) and auxiliary variables

z ∈ R[n]×[n−1]×[n−2] and described by the following linear constraints:

∑
e

xe = n − 1;

x{a,b} − z(a,b,c) − z(b,a,c) = 0, ∀pairwise distinct a, b, c;

x{a,b} + ∑
c∈[n]\{b,c}

z(a,c,b) = 1, ∀distinct a, b;

x ≥ 0; z ≥ 0.

Note that in the above formulation, the x-variables are defined with respect to unordered pairs

while the z-variables are defined with respect to ordered triples. The polytope K(n) defined above

has O(n3) facets and Martin [Mar91] showed that the projection of K(n) on the x-variables is the

polytope PST(n).

Permutahedron Consider the polytope known as the permutahedron:

PPERM(n) = conv

{
x ∈ Rn

∣∣∣∣ x is a permutation of [n].
}
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Rado [Rad52] showed that the facets of the permutahedron are completely described by the 2n − 2

inequalities given below:

x ≥ 0;

∑
i

xi =

(
n + 1

2

)
;

∑
i∈S

xi ≥
(
|S|+ 1

2

)
∀S, ∅ ̸= S ⊊ [n].

On the other hand, it turns out that there is an extended formulation of PPERM(n) [Goe15] that is of

size O(n log n).

There are many other examples where the size of extended formulations is significantly smaller

than that of the original polytope. For a reference, see the survey by Conforti, Cornuéjols and Zam-

belli [CCZ10].

6.1.1 Approximation using Extended Formulations

The definition of extended formulations given above only captures linear programs that solve the

original optimization problem exactly. This does not capture many approximation algorithms which

use linear programs with auxiliary variables and only yield approximate solutions. To include such

algorithms, we need the notion of approximate extended formulations. Informally in these cases, the

higher dimensional lift will not project to the original polytope but will project to some other polytope

that approximates the original one.

Let us consider the case of maximization problems and let OPT and LP respectively denote the

optimal solution value and the maximum value of the approximating linear program. We say that the

approximating linear program has approximation ratio α if OPT ≤ LP ≤ α · OPT. To capture this

property with extended formulations, let P ⊆ Rd denote the polytope corresponding to the convex

hull of all feasible integer solutions for the problem. Then, we say that a polytope K = {(x, y) ∈
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Rd+r | Ex + Fy = g, y ≥ 0} is an α-approximate extended formulation of P if

max{wTx | (x, y) ∈ K} ≥ max{wTx | x ∈ P} ∀w, and

max{wTx | (x, y) ∈ K} ≤ α max{wTx | x ∈ P} ∀ admissible w.

We can also give an equivalent definition in terms of a projecting linearmap. Let π : Rd+r → Rd

denote the linear map π(x, y) = x and let Q denote the following convex set:

Q = {x ∈ Rd | wTx ≤ max{wTz | z ∈ P} ∀ admissible w}.

Then, saying that K is an α-approximate extended formulation of P is equivalent to saying that

P ⊆ π(K) ⊆ αQ. Note that in general, the set Q might not always be bounded or even polyhedral,

but in many interesting cases, it is a polytope and for the rest of this thesis we shall only be concerned

with such cases. When the polytope P is monotone down-closed (i.e. y ∈ P implies x ∈ P if x ≤ y)

the set Q can in fact be taken to be the original polytope itself. For example, the matching polytope is

monotone down-closed, sowhen P is thematching polytope, an α-approximate extended formulation

K for it satisfies P ⊆ π(K) ⊆ αP.

We will omit it here, but one can define the notion of approximate extended formulations for

minimization problems in an analogous way.

6.2 Slack Matrices and Non-negative Rank

It turns out that the extension complexity of a polytope is exactly characterized by the non-negative

rank of a certain slack matrix associated with the polytope. This connection was discovered by Yan-

nakakis [Yan91] who proved the first lower bounds for extended formulations that satisfy certain

symmetry properties.

The non-negative rank of a non-negative matrix S ∈ Rs×t is defined as

rk+(S) = min{r|∃U ∈ Rs×r
≥0 , V ∈ Rr×t

≥0 : S = UV}.

Alternatively, saying that rk+(S) = r is equivalent to saying that S can be written as a sum of r non-

negative rank one matrices, i.e. there are vectors u1, · · · , ur ∈ Rs
≥0 and v1, · · · , vr ∈ Rt

≥0 such
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that S = ∑r
i=1 uivT

i . Note that if we drop the non-negativity constraint from the above definition,

we get the usual definition of rank of a matrix.

To state the connection between extension complexity and non-negative rank, let P ⊆ Rd be a

polytope. Denote by {x1, . . . , xs} the vertices of the polytope P and let ⟨ai, x⟩ ≤ bi, ∀i ∈ [t] denote

the facets of the polytope P. Then, the slack matrix SP with respect to the polytope P is a s × t matrix

with non-negative entries defined by SP
ij = bi − ⟨ai, xj⟩. The rows of this matrix are indexed by the

vertices of P, the columns are indexed by facets of P, while the entry corresponding to a vertex and a

facet pair is the distance of the vertex from the facet.

Yannakakis proved that the extension complexity of a polytope is equal to the non-negative rank

of the associated slack matrix up to an additive value of one.

Theorem 6.1 ([Yan91]). For any polytope P, we have rk+(SP)− 1 ≤ xc(P) ≤ rk+(SP). Moreover,

if P has dimension at least one, then xc(P) = rk+(SP).

Theabove theorem is quite powerful as it reduces the question of proving upper and lower bounds

on the size of extended formulations to analyzing non-negative rank of slack matrices.

For analyzing approximate extended formulations, we need a generalization of the above theorem.

Recall that an approximate extended formulation K is associated with polytopes P and Q such that

P ⊆ Q and there is a linear map π so that P ⊆ π(K) ⊆ Q. Let P = conv{x1, . . . , xs} ⊆ Rd and

Q = {x ∈ Rd | ⟨ai, x⟩ ≤ bi, ∀i ∈ [t]} ⊆ Rd be such that P ⊆ Q. The Slack Matrix SP,Q ∈ Rs×t

with respect to an inner polytope P and an outer polytope Q is a non-negative matrix defined by

SP,Q
ij = bi − ⟨ai, xj⟩. Note that rows of this matrix are indexed by the vertices of the inner polytope

P while the columns are indexed by the facets of Q.

Pashkovich [Pas12] and independently, Braun, Fiorini, Pokutta and Steurer [BFPS15b] showed

that to lower bound the size of extended formulations of a polytope sandwiched between an inner

polytope P and an outer polytope Q, it suffices to lower bound the non-negative rank of the corre-

sponding slack matrix SP,Q. They proved the following generalization of Yannakakis’s theorem.
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Theorem 6.2 ([Pas12, BFPS15b]). For any polytopes P and Q such that P ⊆ Q, we have that

rk+(SP,Q)− 1 ≤ min
P⊆K⊆Q

xc(K) ≤ rk+(SP,Q).

Moreover, if P and Q have dimension at least one, then minP⊆K⊆Q xc(K) = rk+(SP,Q).

Note that the above theorem also says that to prove a lower bound on the extension complexity of

a polytope P, we can choose any polytope Q that contains it and prove bounds on the non-negative

rank of the slack matrix associated with P and Q. The choice of the outer polytope gives us some

freedom in choosing an appropriate slack matrix so that the non-negative rank is easier to analyze.

This will be very useful for us in some cases.

6.3 Lower Bounds on Extension Complexity and Size of Linear

Programs

The first lower bounds for extended formulations were proved in the seminal paper by Yannakakis

[Yan91] which related the extension complexity to the non-negative rank of slack matrices. He

showed that any symmetric extended formulation (one whose formulation is invariant under permu-

tation of variables) that projects to the TSP and Matching Polytopes in R([n]2 ) must have size 2Ω(n).

This refuted a purported P = NP proof which encoded the Traveling Salesman problem as a poly-

nomial size linear program.

The question of proving lower bounds on the size of extended formulations without such symme-

try properties remained open for a long time as there were no techniques to analyze the non-negative

rank. In a breakthrough work Fiorini, Massar, Pokutta, Tiwary and de Wolf [FMP+15] used ideas

from the lower bound proofs for communication complexity of disjointness to prove lower bounds on

non-negative rank. Using this connection they managed to prove exponential lower bounds on the

extension complexity of the TSP and Matching Polytopes. Since then there has been a lot of progress

in proving strong lower bounds for extension complexity of various natural polytopes. In this sec-

tion, we briefly survey known lower bounds. For a summary and comparison of all the results in this

section, see Table 6.1.
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Polytope or

Optimization Problem Notes

Dimension/

Instance Size

Extension

Complexity Reference

TSP & Matching Polytopes Symmetric Lifts d = (n
2) 2Θ(n) [Yan91]

Random Polytope d 2Θ(d) [Rot13]

TSP Polytope d = (n
2) 2Ω(

√
n) [FMP+15]

Correlation Polytope d = n2 2Θ(n) [FMP+15]

Cut Polytope d = (n
2) 2Θ(n) [FMP+15]

SAT, Knapsack,

Independent Set Polytopes
d = n 2Ω(

√
d) [AT13, PV13]

Correlation Polytope α approx d = n2 2Θ(n/α) [FMP+15]

TSP & Matching Polytopes d = (n
2) 2Θ(n) [Rot17]

Matching Polytope 1 + 1
n approx d = (n

2) 2Θ(n) [BP15]

SAT, Knapsack,

Independent Set Polytopes
d = n 2Ω

(
n

log n

)
[GJW16a]

2
Ω
(

log2 n
log log n

)
[CLRS13]

MAXCUT 2 + ε approx n
2nγ [KMR17]

Table 6.1: Comparison of the extension complexity lower bounds for various polytopes. Constant

factors are suppressed for readability. In the above, d denotes the dimension of the polytope and n

denotes the instance size. In the last row, γ = γ(ε) is a constant that depends on ε.
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6.3.1 Correlation Polytope and Unique Disjointness

A polytope that is central to proving strong exponential lower bounds for extension complexity is the

so called correlation polytope. The correlation polytope PCORR ⊆ Rn×n is defined as the convex hull

of all binary n × n rank one matrices:

PCORR = conv

{
bbT

∣∣∣∣ b ∈ {0, 1}n
}

.

Fiorini, Massar, Pokutta, Tiwary and de Wolf [FMP+15] proved that the extension complexity of

the correlation polytope is 2Ω(n). To prove this, they implicitly used a version of Theorem 6.2. The

slack matrix for the polytope PCORR is difficult to analyze directly, but by choosing a suitable outer

polytope Q, we get a much nicer slack matrix. We shall take a detailed look at this matrix since this

will be very relevant to Chapter 7.

Consider the following outer polytope

Q = Q(n) = {x ∈ Rn×n | ⟨2diag(a)− aaT, x⟩ ≤ 1, a ∈ {0, 1}n},

where diag(a) ∈ Rn×n is the diagonal matrix which has the vector a on the diagonal and is zero

otherwise.

We now proceed to show that PCORR ⊆ Q. For any vector b ∈ {0, 1}n, consider the vertex bbT

of PCORR. Then, we have that

1 − ⟨2diag(a)− aaT, bbT⟩ = 1 + ⟨a, b⟩2 − 2
⟨
diag(a), bbT

⟩
= 1 + ⟨a, b⟩2 − 2 ⟨a, b⟩ = (1 − ⟨a, b⟩)2 ≥ 0,

where the second equality follows since (bbT)ii = b2
i = bi since b is a 0/1 vector.

The above means that for all vertices x of PCORR the inequality ⟨2diag(a)− aaT, x⟩ ≤ 1 is valid.

By convexity, it also follows that the inequality is valid for all points x ∈ PCORR. It follows that

PCORR ⊆ Q.

Furthermore, the slack matrix S of the correlation polytope with respect to the inner polytope

PCORR and the outer polytope Q is indexed by vectors a, b ∈ {0, 1}n and the entries are given by

Sab = 1 −
⟨

2diag(a)− aaT, bbT
⟩
= (1 − ⟨a, b⟩)2.
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As we have seen above, this is a non-negative matrix. Recalling Theorem 6.2, to prove a lower

bound on the extension complexity of PCORR, it suffices to prove a lower on the non-negative rank

of the slack matrix S defined above.

Note that the matrix S has the following property: if we consider a and b as indicator vectors

for subsets of [n], then the entry Sab = 0 when the sets intersect uniquely while the entry Sab = 1

when the sets are disjoint. Let us call a non-negative matrix A indexed by vectors a, b ∈ {0, 1}n and

satisfying

Aab =

 1, if |a ∩ b| = 0 and

≤ 1 − ρ, if |a ∩ b| = 1.
(6.3.1)

as a unique disjointness matrix with parameter ρ. Note that we do not have any constraints on the

entries that do not correspond to disjoint or uniquely intersecting sets − they could be arbitrary

non-negative real numbers. The slack matrix S defined above is a unique disjointness matrix with

parameter ρ = 0.

Fiorini et al. [FMP+15] used techniques used in proving communication lower bounds for dis-

jointness to prove that the non-negative rank of any unique disjointness matrix with parameter ρ = 0

is 2Ω(n) proving that xc(PCORR) = 2Ω(n). A sequence of works by Braun et al. [BFPS15b], Braver-

man and Moitra [BM13] and Braun and Pokutta [BP16] culminated in proving that for an arbitrary

0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, the non-negative rank of any unique disjointness matrix with parameter ρ is 2Ω(ρn). In

Chapter 7, we will prove a tight lower bound for a lopsided version of the unique disjointness matrix

(where sets a and b are of different sizes).

The lower bound on the non-negative rank of a unique disjointness matrix with parameter ρ has

implications for approximate extended formulations for the correlation polytope which we now de-

scribe. Firstly, it is not hard to see that an α-approximate extended formulation K for PCORR satisfies

PCORR ⊆ π(K) ⊆ αQ for some linear map π. Easy calculations show that the slack matrix with

respect to the inner polytope P and the outer polytope αQ is a matrix indexed by a, b ∈ {0, 1}n and

the entry corresponding to disjoint sets a, b is α and the entry corresponding to uniquely intersecting

sets a, b is α − 1. Scaling it by a factor of 1/α, it follows that this slack matrix is a unique disjointness
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matrix with parameter ρ = 1/α. Hence, using Theorem 6.2, a non-negative rank lower bound of

2Ω(n/α) implies that the extension complexity of any polytope K that satisfies PCORR ⊆ K ⊆ αQ is

2Ω(n/α).

An implication of the above result concerns the Maximum Clique problem which can be natu-

rally written as a linear optimization problem over the correlation polytope (see [BM13]). Braun,

Fiorini, Pokutta and Steurer [BFPS15b] observed that if we had an α-approximate extended formu-

lation K satisfying PCORR ⊆ K ⊆ αQ then this would give us a linear program which gives an α

approximation for the Maximum Clique problem. The lower bound of 2Ω(n/α) for the size of any

α-approximate extended formulation of such a polytope K then implies that any linear program of

size 2O(nε) that is a higher dimensional lift of K can not give a better than n1−ε approximation for

the Maximum Clique problem. This was first established by Braverman and Moitra [BM13] and a

different proof was given later by Braun and Pokutta [BP16]. These results match the parameters for

known NP-hardness inapproximability result for the Maximum Clique problem from the celebrated

work of Håstad [Hås96].

6.3.2 Linear Embeddings of Polytopes

In the last section, we described a way to prove a lower bound on the extension complexity of the

correlation polytope. Wenow showhow this can be used to obtain extension complexity lower bounds

for other important polytopes that arise in combinatorial optimization.

The underlying idea is quite general and based on the observation that, in many cases, we can give

a linear transformationmapping a polytope P into another polytope Q or we can embed the polytope

P into a face of the polytope Q using a linear transformation. Such operations are very useful for us

since if we have a bound on the extension complexity of P then we also get a bound on the extension

complexity of Q.

Proposition 6.3. Let P, Q and F be polytopes. Then, the following holds:

(i) If F is an extended formulation of P, then xc(F) ≥ xc(P).

(ii) If F is a face of Q, then xc(Q) ≥ xc(F).
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The Correlation polytope turns out to be fundamental in proving strong lower bounds for many

other polytopes since it can be linearly transformed or embedded into them. Let us look at some

examples.

Cut Polytope The Cut polytope on n vertices is defined to be the convex hull of all cuts in the

complete graph. For a subset of vertices T ⊆ [n], define δ(T) to be the set of edges with exactly one

endpoint in T. Then, the Cut polytope PCUT(n) ⊆ R([n]2 ) is defined to be

PCUT(n) = conv

{
1δ(T) ∈ R([n]2 )

∣∣∣∣ T ⊆ [n]
}

.

It is well known that there is a linear bijection between PCUT(n + 1) and PCORR(n) (see

[FMP+15] for example). Hence, from the known lower bounds on extension complexity of PCORR,

it follows that the extension complexity of PCUT(n) is also 2Ω(n). Note that this lower bound is tight

up to constant factors in the exponent since the cut polytope has 2O(n) facets.

TSP Polytope Fiorini et al. [FMP+15] proved that the PCORR(Θ(
√

n)) is a projection of a face

of PTSP(n). This implied that the extension complexity of the polytope PTSP(n) is 2Ω(
√

n), solving

the long-standing open problem following the work of Yannakakis [Yan91]. Later work by Rothvoß

[Rot17] improved the extension complexity lower bound to 2Ω(n).

SAT, Stable Set, Subset Sum and Knapsack Polytopes The work by Fiorini et al. [FMP+15], Avis

and Tiwary [AT13], and Pokutta and Van Vyve [PV13] further showed that there are families of SAT,

Stable Set, Subset Sum and Knapsack polytopes in d dimensions so that the Correlation polytope

on Θ(
√

d) dimensions can be embedded as a face of these polytopes. This gave a lower bound of

2Ω(
√

d) on the extension complexity of these polytopes. Later, Göös, Jain and Watson [GJW16b]

gave a different construction based on Karchmer-Wigderson games and improved the lower bound

to 2Ω(d/ log d).

Note that Rothvoß [Rot13] showed that a random 0/1 polytope in d dimensions has exten-

sion complexity 2Ω(d) with high probability. So, the lower bounds given by Göös, Jain and Watson
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[GJW16b] almost approach the optimal bounds one could prove for extension complexity of poly-

topes. We remark that the extension complexity of the Matching, Cut and Correlation polytopes in

d = Θ(n2) dimensions are upper bounded by 2O(n) = 2O(
√

d), so one could not hope to prove a

2Ω(d) lower bound for their extension complexities.

6.3.3 Matching Polytope

The Matching Polytope is another example whose extension complexity was left open by the work of

Yannakakis [Yan91]. It was proven by Edmonds [Edm65] that the facets of the Matching Polytope

PMAT(n) are given by the following inequalities:

x ≥ 0;

∑
e incident

on i

xe ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ [n];

∑
e inside

U

xe ≤
|U| − 1

2
, ∀U ⊆ [n], |U| odd.

The above shows that the Matching Polytope PMAT(n) has 2Ω(n) facets. Yannakakis [Yan91] showed

that any symmetric extended formulation for PMAT(n) must also have 2Ω(n) facets and it remained

a long-standing open problem if the same was true for arbitrary extended formulations.

The Matching Polytope is not known to be linearly reducible (as in Proposition 6.3) to the Corre-

lation polytope. In fact, we should not expect it to be the case since optimizing over the Correlation

polytope is NP-hard while one can optimize over the Matching Polytope in polynomial time. Even

though the Matching Polytope PMAT(n) has 2Ω(n) facets, to optimize over it, one need not write

down the linear program explicitly as there is a polynomial time separation oracle for the polytope

(see [PR82]). What this means is that given an input graph G, in polynomial time, one can check if

all the constraints of the Matching Polytope are satisfied and if not then one can find a violated con-

straint. With such a separation oracle, one can use the Ellipsoid method [Kha79] and optimize over

the Matching Polytope in polynomial time. We emphasize that such an algorithm is not captured in

the framework of extended formulations.
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With the above in mind, theMatching Polytope presented an interesting example, since it seemed

likely that its extension complexity was exponential even though one could optimize over it in poly-

nomial time. If the Matching Polytope had truly exponential complexity, this would identify a ma-

jor weakness of (linear) extended formulation based algorithms. In a breakthrough work, Rothvoß

[Rot17] showed that this was indeed true by proving that the extension complexity of the Matching

Polytope is 2Ω(n). Later, Braun and Pokutta [BP15] extended the ideas in [Rot17] and proved the

same lower bound for
(

1 + 1
n

)
-approximate extended formulations for the Matching Polytope. In

Chapter 7, we will generalize these results and prove a tight lower bound for α-approximate extended

formulations for the Matching Polytope for all parameters α.

6.3.4 Lower Bounds for Maximum Constraint Satisfaction Problems

In this section, we look at linear programs for Maximum Constraint Satisfaction Problems. For il-

lustrative purposes, we will choose the MAXCUT problem as our running example. The MAXCUT

problem can be naturally defined as a linear optimization problem over the Cut Polytope and in Sec-

tion 6.3.2, we derived a lower bound on the extension complexity of the Cut polytope by reducing

it from the Correlation Polytope using Proposition 6.3. However, it turns out that for approximate

extended formulations, such reductions do not work and so we will start from first principles.

Given a graph G = ([n], E), let x1, · · · , xn ∈ {±1} be variables where xu = 1 iff the vertex

u ∈ [n] was selected in the cut. Let us denote the fraction of edges crossing a cut x in a graph

G = ([n], E) by cutG(x) := 1
2|E| ∑(u,v)∈E(1 − xuxv). Then, the MAXCUT problem is defined as

maximize cutG(x)

subject to x ∈ {±1}n.

Note that traditionally the Cut polytope is defined over the edges of the graph, but the formulation

above is over the vertices of the graph. This is just chosen for notational convenience and all the

results hold even if we consider variables corresponding to the edges. Moreover, note that scaling by

the 1/2|E| factor ensures that the MAXCUT value for any graph is at most one.
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Recall that we want to capture approximating linear programs of the form

maximize ⟨wG, x⟩

subject to Ax ≤ b,
(6.3.2)

where the polytope K = {x | Ax ≤ b} ⊆ Rn contains conv({±1}n), the graph G is encoded

only in the objective function and the value of the linear program is an α-approximation for the

MAXCUT value. Such linear programs can be seen to be slightly more general than the framework

of approximate extended formulations which deals with higher dimensional lifts of fixed polytopes.

However, even though the polytopes K above can be arbitrary, it turns out that proving lower bounds

for such linear programs still boils down to lower bounding the non-negative rank of certain slack

matrices that can be described explicitly.

For theMAXCUTproblem, Chan, Lee, Raghavendra and Steurer [CLRS13] showed that if a linear

program of the form (6.3.2) achieves an approximation ratio of 2 + ε for a constant ε > 0, then it

must have super-polynomially many inequalities. Later, Kothari, Meka and Raghavendra [KMR17]

improved this lower bound to 2nγ where γ = γ(ε) > 0 is another constant that depends on ε.

We remark that this technique is very general and yields strong lower bounds for other Maximum

Constraint Satisfaction problems but we shall focus only on the case of MAXCUT here. We also note

that by reductions given by [BFPS15a], these lower bounds also translate to similar lower bounds

for approximating linear programs for the Minimum Vertex Cover and Maximum Independent Set

problem.

The approach of [CLRS13] consists of showing that linear programs of the form (6.3.2) are not

more powerful than the linear programs that come from the Sherali-Adams hierarchy. Let us briefly

recall the definition of the Sherali-Adams hierarchy. Let ℓ be a linear map from the space of all mul-

tilinear degree d polynomials to the Reals. Note that the value of ℓ is specified for all polynomials by

specifying the values over {Πi∈Sxi | |S| ≤ d}, the set of monomials of degree at most d.

A degree d Sherali-Adams relaxation for the MAXCUT problem is the following optimization
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problem:

maximize ℓ(cutG(x))

subject to ∑
p
ℓ(p) = 1

ℓ(p) ≥ 0, ∀non-negative polynomials p that depend on at most d variables,

where cutG(x) is the degree two polynomial representing the MAXCUT objective function. Note

that the above is a linear program where the variables are the values taken by the linear map ℓ on

degree d monomials. It is not too difficult to see that the above optimization problem can be written

as a linear program with nO(d) inequalities. By taking larger values of d, we can get linear programs

that give better approximations. It is well-known that Sherali-Adams relaxations with polynomial

degree cannot achieve better than 2 + ε approximation for MAXCUT for any constant ε > 0.

Theorem 6.4 ([CMM09]). For any ε > 0, there is a constant γ = γ(ε) and a graph G such that

the MAXCUT value on G is at most 1
2 + ε while the optimum value of any degree nγ Sherali-Adams

relaxation is at least 1 − ε.

Using the graph G given by the above theorem in a black-box manner, Kothari et al. [KMR17]

construct a family of graphs where the MAXCUT value is at most 1
2 + ε but the optimum value of

any linear program of the form (6.3.2) is at least 1 − O(ε) if it has fewer than 2nγ inequalities for a

constant γ = γ(ε). The family of graphs is constructed by embedding the graph on nc vertices for

0 < c < 1 given by Theorem 6.4 into an n vertex graph according to a certain gadget. We shall refer

the reader to the paper [KMR17] for more details since they are not directly relevant to the results of

this thesis. Finally, we remark that the lower bounds of [CLRS13, KMR17] in fact follow from lower

bounding the non-negative rank of a special class of slack matrices. We discuss this in Section 6.4.4.

6.3.5 Lower Bounds for Semidefinite Programs

Semidefinite extended formulations provide a way generalizing the definition of linear extended for-

mulations to capture semidefinite programs (SDPs). We shall not define them here as they are not
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directly relevant to this thesis, but a semidefinite extended formulation, also sometimes known as a

SDP lift, gives a way to describe the original polytope or optimization problem as a suitable projection

of the feasible region of a semidefinite program.

In Section 6.3.4, we saw that the works [CLRS13, KMR17] imply that small linear programs for

Maximum Constraint Satisfaction problems are not much more powerful than the linear programs

that come from the Sherali-Adams hierarchy. Lee, Raghavendra and Steurer [LRS15] proved that

a similar situation arises for SDP relaxations: when it comes to Maximum Constraint Satisfaction

problems, SDPs of size polynomial size cannot perform much better than SDPs that come from the

sums of squares hierarchy of constant degree. The sums of squares hierarchy can be thought of as

a generalization of the Sherali-Adams hierarchy to the setting of SDPs and strong lower bounds are

known for SDPs that come from this hierarchy. Using the result of [LRS15], these lower bounds also

imply lower bounds for the size of SDPs forMaximumConstraint Satisfaction problems. For instance,

it proves that for MAX-3-SAT, no SDP of polynomial size can beat the trivial approximation factor

of 7/8.

Using the same framework, Lee et al. [LRS15] also prove that the TSP, Cut and Correlation poly-

topes also require semidefinite extended formulations of subexponential size. It is a major open prob-

lem to determine if the same holds for the Matching Polytope. At this point however, it is unclear, if

the techniques used in [LRS15] could be used to prove a non-trivial lower bound for the semidefinite

extension complexity of the Matching Polytope.

6.4 Techniques to Lower Bound Non-Negative Rank

In what follows, let A ∈ RX×Y be a non-negative matrix with rk+(A) = r and let u1, · · · , ur ∈

RX
≥0 and v1, · · · , vr ∈ RY

≥0 be its non-negative rank decomposition. In other words, we can write

Axy =
r

∑
i=1

ui(x)vi(y).

Below, we look at various techniques to prove lower bounds on non-negative rank.
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6.4.1 Rectangle Covering Bound

Since A = ∑i=1 uivT
i where ui’s and vi’s are non-negative, it follows that if an entry ui(x)vi(y) is

non-zero for some i ∈ [r], then the corresponding entry Axy must also be non-zero. In particular,

for a non-negative matrix M, denoting by supp(M) the set of non-zero entries of M, we have that

supp(A) ⊆ ∪r
i=1supp(uivT

i ).

Note that since uivT
i is a rank one matrix, supp(uivT

i ) = supp(ui)× supp(vT
i ) where supp(w) for a

vector w denotes the set of non-zero coordinates in w. Hence, the support of each rank one factor is a

rectangle. If follows that a non-negative rank decomposition gives us a set of rectangles whose union

equals supp(A). Such a set of rectangles is called a rectangle covering of A and the size of the smallest

rectangle covering is called as the rectangle covering number of A and denoted by rc(A). From the

above, it follows that

rk+(A) ≥ rc(A).

The rectangle covering number is closely related to communication complexity. In particular, if A is

a boolean matrix, then logarithm of the rectangle covering number is exactly the non-deterministic

communication complexity of the boolean function to which A corresponds to. If A is not a boolean

matrix, define the boolean matrix suppA ∈ {0, 1}X×Y as

suppAxy = 1 iff (x, y) ∈ supp(A).

Then a lower bound on the non-deterministic communication complexity of suppA implies a lower

bound on log(rc(A)) and hence, translates into a lower bound on rk+(A).

The above connection was exploited by Fiorini et al. [FMP+15] to prove exponential lower

bounds for the non-negative rank of any unique disjointness matrix with parameter ρ = 0. In par-

ticular, they observed that the lower bound on the non-deterministic communication complexity

of disjointness given by de Wolf [dW03] already implied that the rectangle covering number of any

unique disjointness matrix with parameter ρ = 0 is 2Ω(n), giving us the same lower bound on its

non-negative rank.
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6.4.2 Common Information

Given a non-negative matrix A ∈ RX×Y , we can view it as a probability distribution p(XY) sup-

ported over X ×Y as follows:

p(xy) =
Axy

∑x′,y′ Ax′y′
.

Let X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y denote random variables with distribution p(XY).

In the distribution p(XY), the random variables X and Y are correlated. A non-negative rank

decomposition of A allows us to break the correlation between X and Y. Recalling that the notation

X − R − Y denotes that X, R and Y form a Markov chain, we have the the following proposition.

Proposition 6.5 ([BM13, BP16]). There is a random variable R such that

X − R − Y and |supp(R)| ≤ rk+(A).

Proof. Recall that A = ∑r
i=1 uivT

i where ui ∈ RX
≥0 and vi ∈ RY

≥0 are non-negative (column)

vectors and r is the non-negative rank of A. Then, p(XY) can be expressed as a convex combination

of r product distributions by setting

p(xy|r) = ur(x)vr(y)
∑x′,y′ ur(x′)vr(y′)

and p(r) =
∑x′,y′ ur(x′)vr(y′)

∑x′,y′ Ax′y′
.

Hence, to prove a lower bound on rk+(A), it suffices to prove that for any random variable R

such that X − R −Y, the size of the support of R must be large. This is closely related to the common

information between X and Y. Recall that the common information between X and Y is defined

to be C (X : Y) = infR I (XY : R) where the infimum is taken over all finite random variables R

satisfying X − R − Y. In particular, common information between X and Y gives a lower bound

on the size of support of any R that breaks the correlation between X and Y and hence on the non-

negative rank of A.

Braun and Pokutta [BP16] extended the above definition of common information to allow con-

ditioning on other random variables and events in the probability space. Let Z be another random
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variable and E be an event. The common information between X and Y conditioned on Z, E is de-

fined as

C (X : Y|ZE) = inf
R

I (XY : R|ZE) ,

where the infimum is taken over all finite random variables R in all extensions of the probability space

satisfying the following

1. X − R − Y

2. Given XY, we have that ZE and R are independent. In other words, for all x, y, r, z, it holds

that p(r, z, E|xy) = p(r|xy)p(z, E|xy).

It is easily seen that if R satisfies X − R − Y, then |supp(R)| ≥ C (X : Y|ZE) for any Z and

E satisfying the above condition, and so, we also get a lower bound on the non-negative rank of A.

Having the flexibility to condition on arbitrary random variable Z and an arbitrary event E satisfying

the above conditions is often helpful in analysis as it allows us to focus on only a part of the matrix.

Proposition 6.5 was first used by Braverman and Moitra [BM13] to prove a tight lower bound

of 2Ω(ρn) for unique disjointness matrices with arbitrary parameter ρ ∈ [0, 1]. Later, Braun and

Pokutta [BP16] showed that the above definition of conditional common information allows a general

framework to prove lower bounds on non-negative rank and they used it reprove tight lower bounds

for unique disjointnessmatrices with arbitrary parameters ρ. The same frameworkwas used by Braun

andPokutta [BP15] to prove a lower boundon the slackmatrix that comes fromapproximate extended

formulations for theMatching Polytope. We will also use Proposition 6.5 in Chapter 7 to prove a tight

lower bound on approximate extended formulations for the Matching Polytope.

6.4.3 Hyperplane Separation Bound

Given the non-negative matrix A ∈ RX×Y
≥0 whose non-negative rank we want to bound, let W ∈

RX×Y be an arbitrary matrix of weights. For a matrix M, let ∥M∥∞ = maxxy |Mxy| denote the

infinity norm of M and let ⟨W, M⟩ = ∑xy WxyMxy denote the Frobenius inner product between

the matrices W and M. Then, the hyperplane separation bound, due to Fiorini, is captured by the

following proposition.
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Proposition 6.6. Given W ∈ RX×Y , let α = maxR{⟨W, R⟩ | R ∈ {0, 1}X×Y , rk(R) ≤ 1} and

β = max(x,y)∈supp(W) |Axy|. Then, we have

rk+(A) ≥ ⟨W, A⟩
αβ

≥ ⟨W, A⟩
α∥A∥∞

.

Proof. We know that when maximizing a linear function over a polytope, the maximum is always

attained at a vertex of the polytope. Using this fact and standard linear optimization arguments (see

Lemma 5 in [Rot17]) one can prove that

α = max
R

{⟨W, R⟩ | R ∈ {0, 1}X×Y , rk(R) ≤ 1} = max
R

{⟨W, R⟩ | R ∈ [0, 1]X×Y , rk(R) ≤ 1}.

The above implies that for any fractional rank 1 matrix R ∈ [0, 1]X×Y , we have ⟨W, R⟩ ≤ α.

Write A = ∑r
i=1 Ri where Ri are rank 1 non-negative matrices for i ∈ [r]. Let Ã ∈ RX×Y

denote the restriction of thematrix A to supp(W). In other words, Ãxy = Axy when xy ∈ supp(W)

and Ãxy = 0 otherwise. Similarly, define R̃i for i ∈ [r] as the restriction of Ri to supp(W). Note

that by definition, ⟨W, A⟩ =
⟨

W, Ã
⟩

and ⟨W, Ri⟩ =
⟨

W, R̃i

⟩
. Also, notice that for each i ∈ [r],

the matrices R̃i
∥R̃i∥∞

have entries in [0, 1].

Now, we can write

⟨W, A⟩ =
⟨

W, Ã
⟩
=

r

∑
i=1

⟨W, Ri⟩ =
r

∑
i=1

⟨
W, R̃i

⟩
=

r

∑
i=1

∥R̃i∥∞

⟨
W,

R̃i

∥R̃i∥∞

⟩
≤ α

r

∑
i=1

∥R̃i∥∞ ≤ α · r · β.

The last inequality above follows since ∥R̃i∥∞ ≤ β for each i ∈ [r], while the second inequality in

the statement of the lemma follows simply because β ≤ ∥A∥∞.

There is nothing special about the infinity norm in the above proposition and one may replace it

with other norms (see [FP16]). The above proposition was used by Rothvoß [Rot17] to prove a lower

bound on the non-negative rank of the slack matrix S for the Matching Polytope. Rothvoß came

up with a weight matrix W such that the inner product ⟨W, S⟩ = 1 while the inner product of the

weight matrix with every rank one rectangle is at most 2−O(n). This proved a 2Ω(n) lower bound on
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the non-negative rank of S and hence on the extension complexity of the Matching Polytope. Later,

Braun and Pokutta [BP15] proved the same lower bound using the common information method

mentioned above.

In all the examples we know of so far, the hyperplane separation bound and the common infor-

mationmethod yield bounds that are polynomially apart. Based on this, Pokutta [Pok15] asked if one

can prove that the hyperplane separation bound and the common information methods are polyno-

mially related. In Chapter 7, we give a candidate that might give an exponential separation between

these two techniques.

6.4.4 Approximation by Conical Juntas

A different technique was introduced by Chan et al. [CLRS13] and further developed by Kothari

et al. [KMR17] for lower bounding the non-negative rank of a special class of slack matrices. Let

f : {±1}n → R≥0 be a non-negative real function and let X = Y =
(
{0, 1}n100

)n
. Then, the

slack matrices M = M f ∈ RX×Y used in [KMR17] are of the following form:

Mxy = f (⟨x1, y1⟩ , · · · , ⟨xn, yn⟩) , (6.4.1)

where xi, yi ∈ {0, 1}n100 for i ∈ [n] and ⟨x, y⟩ = (−1)∑i xiyi mod 2 is a variant of the inner product

function.

Such slack matrices arise in the context of proving lower bounds on the size of linear programs

that approximateMaximumConstraint Satisfaction problems. Towards proving lower bounds on the

non-negative rank of such matrices, let us call a non-negative real function h(z1, · · · , zn) a conical

d-junta if h can be written as a conic (non-negative) combination of functions that depend only on d

variables. Let deg+( f ) denote the minimum d such that f is a d-conical junta. For matrices of the

form (6.4.1), it is easy to see that if deg+( f ) = d, then rk+(M f ) = nO(d). Kothari et al. [KMR17]

showed that in fact, rk+(M f ) = nΩ(deg+( f+ 1
n )). Note that deg+( f + η) ≤ deg+( f ) for all η > 0

so the above is not necessarily a converse, but it is often sufficient for applications.

For the MAXCUT problem discussed before, to prove that linear programs of the form (6.3.2)

cannot achieve better than 2 + ε approximation for any constant ε > 0, the slack matrix M f corre-
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sponds to an f that has deg+( f + 1
n ) at least nγ for some constant γ = γ(ε). Hence, it translates

into a 2nη lower bound on the size of linear programs for some constant η = η(ε). In fact, the above

statement follows from a more general observation of Chan et al. [CLRS13] who showed that in a

generic way, known Sherali-Adams lower bound imply lower bounds for deg+( f + 1
n ) for functions

f that corresponds to Maximum Constraint Satisfaction problems. This also yields lower bounds for

other constraint satisfaction problems like MAX-3-SAT.
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7 | Inapproximability of the Matching Poly-

tope by Small Linear Programs

In this chapter, we will prove tight lower bounds for approximate extended formulations for the

Matching Polytope. Recall that theMatching Polytope PMAT(n) ⊆ R([n]2 ) is defined to be the convex

hull of all matchings in the complete graph on the vertex set [n]:

PMAT(n) = conv

{
1M ∈ R([n]2 )

∣∣∣∣ M ⊆
(
[n]
2

)
is a matching in Kn

}
We will just write PMAT when n is clear from the context. Also recall that by a result of Edmonds

[Edm65], the facets of PMAT are given by the following degree constraints and odd set inequalities:

x ≥ 0;

∑
e incident

on i

xe ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ [n];

∑
e inside

U

xe ≤
|U| − 1

2
, ∀U ⊆ [n], |U| odd.

Even though the description of the Matching Polytope has 2Ω(n) facet-defining inequalities, one can

still optimize any linear function in polynomial time over the Matching Polytope using the algorithm

of Edmonds [Edm65] or the polynomial time separation oracle given by Padberg and Rao [PR82].

The question of whether one could optimize over the Matching Polytope with a small extended for-

mulation remained open until recently when, in a breakthrough result, Rothvoß [Rot17] proved that

the extension complexity of PMAT is indeed 2Ω(n).
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The central question that we want to answer here concerns whether theMatching Polytope can be

approximated by a small extended formulation. Let us say that polytope K is a (1+ ε) approximation

of a monotone down-closed polytope P if P ⊆ K ⊆ (1 + ε)P. As discussed in Section 6.1.1, for

monotone down-closed polytopes P, the above is equivalent to requiring that for any non-negative

vector w, the following holds

max{wTx | x ∈ P} ≤ max{wTx | x ∈ K} ≤ (1 + ε)max{wTx | x ∈ P}.

Let us recall that a (1+ ε)-approximate extended formulation for a monotone down-closed polytope

P is a higher dimensional lift of a polytope K such that P ⊆ K ⊆ (1 + ε)P.

The Matching Polytope PMAT is monotone down-closed and it is well-known (see Section 7.3.1

for a proof) that for any 2
n ≤ ε ≤ 1, the following polytope Qε with at most ( n

1+1/ε) + O(n2) facets

approximates theMatching Polytope up to a factor of 1+ ε (note that for ε ≤ 1
n−1 , Qε is theMatching

Polytope itself):

Qε(n) =

{
x ∈ R([n]2 )

∣∣∣∣ ∑
e incident

on i

xe ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ [n]; x ≥ 0;

∑
e inside

U

xe ≤
|U| − 1

2
∀U ⊆ [n], |U| odd, |U| ≤ 1 + ε

ε

}
(7.0.1)

This gives us a polynomial type approximation scheme (PTAS) style linear program (size at most nc

for a constant c = c(ε) depending on ε) that approximates the Matching Polytope. Building on

the ideas of Rothvoß [Rot17], Braun and Pokutta [BP15] showed that any extended formulation that

approximates the Matching Polytope up to a factor of 1 + O
(

1
n

)
has size 2Ω(n) ruling out a fully

polynomial type approximation scheme (FPTAS) type extended formulation (size polynomial in both

n and 1
ε ) for matching. Rothvoß [Rot17] observed that this already implies that for any 2

n ≤ ε ≤ 1,

any (1 + ε) approximating extended formulation must have 2Ω(1/ε) size.

Theorem 7.1 ([Rot17, BP15]). For any 2
n ≤ ε ≤ 1 and any polytope PMAT ⊆ K ⊆ (1 + ε)PMAT,

xc(K) ≥ 2Ω(1/ε).
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Note that the above implies a tight lower bound of 2Ω(n) for ε ≤ 2
n but leaves a gap between

the upper and lower bounds. Moreover, the gap gets larger as ε increases and in particular when

ε = Ω(1) we do not even have non-trivial lower bounds.

The above theorem is proven using the connection between extension complexity and non-

negative rank of slack matrices that was established in the work of Yannakakis [Yan91] and sub-

sequently extended by Pashkovich [Pas12] and Braun, Fiorini, Pokutta and Steurer [BFPS15b] to

handle approximations of polytopes (recall Section 6.2). The lower bound on extension complexity

above then follows from a lower bound on the non-negative rank of the slack matrix associated with

the Matching Polytope.

A matrix that is closely related to the matching slack matrix is the unique disjointness matrix.

Denoting by Y the collection of all subsets of [n] and we say that a non-negative matrix A ∈ RY×Y

is a unique disjointness matrix with parameter ρ ∈ [0, 1] if

Axy =

 1, if |x ∩ y| = 0 and

≤ 1 − ρ, if |x ∩ y| = 1.
(7.0.2)

As previously discussed in Section 6.3, many recent lower bounds in extended formulations follow

from a lower bound on the non-negative rank of such matrices. Starting with the breakthrough work

of Fiorini, Massar, Pokutta, Tiwary and de Wolf [FMP+15], a sequence of works [BFPS15b, BM13,

BP16] proved that the non-negative rank of any unique disjointness matrix is 2Ω(ρn).

For this work, thematrix that will be of relevance is the lopsided version of the unique disjointness

matrix where the rows are indexed by k-subsets of [n] where k ≤ n
2 , while the columns are indexed

by all subsets of [n]. This is useful for us since it turns out that to prove an extension complexity lower

bound for any (1 + ε)-approximation for the Matching Polytope it suffices to prove a lower bound

on similar lopsided slack matrices. The rows of any such slack matrix (an example is exhibited by the

slack matrix for the polytope Qε) are indexed by odd sets of size at most O(1
ε ) and the columns are

indexed by all possible matchings of which there are exponentially many in n.

From the known lower bounds for the unique disjointnessmatrix discussed above, one could infer

that the non-negative rank of the lopsided unique disjointness matrix must be 2Ω(ρk). One could
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however, hope to improve this bound to ≈ (n
k) (which is much larger than 2Ω(k) when k is small) at

least for the case ρ = 1 bymaking use of the lopsided structure. For the case ρ = 1, Lee, Raghavendra

and Steurer [LRS15] proved that the non-negative rank of such lopsided unique disjointness matrices

is
(

n
k3 log n

)Ω(k)
. However, it is unclear whether their proof strategy can be extended to handle the

case of the Matching Polytope. On the other hand, lopsided versions of disjointness have previously

been studied in the setting of communication complexity and tight lower bounds [MNSW98, AIP06,

Pat11, NR15] were proven for them by exploiting the lopsided structure.

Our Results

In this chapter, we show that the simple upper bound exhibited by the polytope Qε defined above is

tight in the sense that any extended formulation of a polytope that (1 + ε) approximates PMAT must

(roughly) have as many facets as Qε.

Theorem 7.2. For any 2
n ≤ ε ≤ 1 and any polytope PMAT ⊆ K ⊆ (1 + ε)PMAT, it holds that

xc(K) ≥
(

n
α/ε

)
,

where 0 < α < 1 is an absolute constant.

Note that the above theorem also covers the case for which tight bounds were previously known:

when ε ≤ 2
n , we get an asymptotically tight lower bound of ( n

αn/2) = 2Ω(n).

We also prove a tight lower bound on the non-negative rank of the lopsided unique disjointness

matrix. Let k ≤ n
2 and X = ([n]k ) be the collection of k-subsets of [n] and let Y be the collection of

all subsets of [n]. For a parameter ρ ∈ [0, 1], let A ∈ RX×Y be any non-negative matrix satisfying

Axy =

 1, if |x ∩ y| = 0 and

≤ 1 − ρ, if |x ∩ y| = 1.
(7.0.3)

Then denoting by rk+(A) the non-negative rank of A, we prove that:

Theorem 7.3. For any non-negative matrix satisfying (7.0.3) and any 3·10008

log(n/k) ≤ ρ8 ≤ 1, it holds that

rk+(A) ≥
(

n
αρ8k

)
with 0 < α < 1 an absolute constant.
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Upto a polynomial dependence in ρ, the above theorem proves a tight bound for all parameters

ρ ∈ [0, 1] improving upon the result of [LRS15] who only studied the case of ρ = 1 and proved a

slightly weaker bound of
(

n
k3 log n

)Ω(k)
for this case.

From known results discussed in Section 6.3.1 (also see Section 7.2), proving a lower bound on

the non-negative rank of any lopsided unique disjointness matrix also gives a lower bound on the ex-

tension complexity of a lopsided version of the correlation polytope. Formally, we have the following

result for the polytope PLCORR ∈ Rn×n defined as

PLCORR = conv

{
bbT

∣∣∣∣ b ∈ {0, 1}n,
n

∑
i=1

bi ≤ k

}
.

Corollary 7.4. Let 1 ≤ σ8 ≤ 1
3·10008 log

(n
k
)
. For any polytope PLCORR(n) ⊆ K ⊆ σPLCORR(n),

it holds that xc(K) ≥
(

n
αk/σ8

)
with 0 < α < 1 an absolute constant.

Organization

In Section 7.1 we give the high-level intuition for our results before we delve into technical details.

Section 7.2 discusses the slack matrix for the Matching and Lopsided Correlation polytopes. Sec-

tion 7.3 contains some preliminaries. In Section 7.4 we prove the lower bounds on the non-negative

rank of the lopsided unique disjointness matrix and the matching slack matrix. Section 7.5 proves a

limitation of our technique.

7.1 Overview of Techniques

Our proof is based on the common information approach described in Section 6.4.2. In this approach,

we view a non-negative matrix L indexed by x and y as a probability distribution p(x, y) by normal-

izing by the total weight of the matrix. Let X and Y be sampled from p(X, Y). If rk+(L) = r, then

the corresponding distribution p(X, Y) is a convex combination of r product distributions given by

the non-negative rank one factors. Viewed this way, a non-negative factorization of L gives us a ran-

dom variable R with support of size log rk+(L) that then breaks the dependency between X and Y.
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In other words, X and Y are independent if we know the value of R (see Section 7.3) or formally,

X, R, Y form a Markov chain (denoted by X − R − Y).

7.1.1 Lopsided Unique Disjointness

To give intuition behind the proof of Theorem 7.3, let us take a look at what the corresponding dis-

tribution looks like when the matrix we start with is the lopsided unique disjointness matrix A given

by (7.0.3). Let X′ and Y′ be the random variables sampled from the distribution obtained by nor-

malizing A. Then X′ is a random subset of [n] of size at most k and Y′ is an arbitrary random subset

of [n]. It turns out that by using a direct-sum argument (dividing the universe [n] into blocks of size

[n
k ]) and appropriate conditioning we can reduce our question to a problem about random subsets X

and Y of the universe [n
k ].

In the reduced problem, the set X ⊆ [n
k ] is a random subset of size 1 and Y ⊆ [n

k ] is an arbitrary

random set while the probability that X ∩ Y = ∅ is at least 1
2 + Ω(ρ). We will argue that if the

non-negative rank was in fact small, then the probability that X ∩ Y = ∅ cannot be much larger

than 1
2 , deriving a contradiction.

In the reduced problem, the entropies of X and Y are given by H(X|X ∩ Y = ∅) = log
(n

k
)
−

O(1) and H(Y|X ∩ Y = ∅) = n
k − O(1). If log rk+(A) ≪ γ8k log

(n
k
)
for a small constant γ,

then it turns out that we get a random variable R such that X − R − Y and even after conditioning

on R the entropies remain large:

H(X|R, X ∩ Y = ∅) ≥ log
(n

k

)
− γ8 log

(n
k

)
− O(1), and ,

H(Y|R, X ∩ Y = ∅) ≥ n
k
− γ8 log

(n
k

)
− O(1).

A random set of size 1 from [n
k ] has entropy log(n

k ) and a uniformly random set from [n
k ] has entropy

n
k . So, the above expressions characterize how far are X and Y from the corresponding uniform

distributions, in terms of entropy. We remark that the conditioning on X ∩ Y = ∅ is needed to

carry out the direct-sum argument and is quite essential.

To prove a non-negative rank lower bound for lopsided unique disjointness, we exploit the lop-

sided structure to prove the following key technical lemma which intuitively says that for most values
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of R, the probability that the event X ∩ Y = ∅ happens conditioned on R is smaller than 1
2 + γ.

In the following lemma, we view the set X as an element of [n
k ] while we view Y ∈ {0, 1} n

k as an

indicator vector for a subset of [n
k ], so X ∩ Y = ∅ is equivalent to the event that YX = 0.

Lemma 7.5. Let m be a large enough integer, X ∈ [m], Y ∈ {0, 1}m and R be random variables

with distribution p(XYR) such that X − R − Y. For any γ satisfying 3
log m ≤ γ8 ≤ 1

264 define

B = {(x, r)|p(Yx = 0|r) ≥ 1+γ
2 }. If

H(X|R, YX = 0) ≥ (1 − γ8) log m − 3 and H(Y|R, YX = 0) ≥ m − γ8 log m − 3,

then, p((X, R) ∈ B) ≤ 64γ.

With a little work, one can conclude from the above lemma that if the non-negative rank of A

is small, then the probability of the event X ∩ Y = ∅ is at most 1
2 + O(γ). Choosing γ to be

sufficiently small, we can ensure that this probability is much smaller than 1
2 + Ω(ρ), and so we

derive a contradiction to our initial assumption, that the non-negative rank of the lopsided unique

disjointness matrix is small.

To understand Lemma 7.5 in more detail, it is worthwhile to consider some simple examples. If it

was the case that H(X|R, YX = 0) ≥ log m− α and H(Y|R, YX = 0) ≥ m− α where α ≪ 1, then

using Pinsker’s inequality, conditioned on the event YX = 0 and most values of R, X and Y would be

close to uniform in statistical distance. Let us ignore the conditioning on the event YX = 0 for now.

Then, closeness to the uniform distribution in statistical distance implies that the probability that x, r

is such that p(Yx = 0|r) is significantly larger than 1
2 is small. It turns out that conditioning on the

event YX = 0 biases the probability space in a way so that we get the same statement. Lower bounds

on the non-negative rank of the standard unique disjointness matrix (rows and columns indexed by

all possible subsets of [n]) essentially follow from a variation of this argument since in those cases the

entropy loss is small enough so that we can say that the distributions of X and Y (conditioned on R

and the event YX = 0) are close to uniform in statistical distance.

In our case, however, the entropy loss is large enough that the distributions are quite far from

uniform in statistical distance. Let us try to construct an example where the entropy loss is larger. Let
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S be a random subset of [m] of size m1−α and T ⊆ S be a random subset of size α log m. X will

be a uniform index chosen from the subset S while the string Y is chosen uniformly conditioned on

the event that the Yi = 0 for every i ∈ T. In this case, R = ST is a random variable that breaks

the dependency between X and Y. Also, we have that H(X|R, YX = 0) = (1 − α) log m and

H(Y|R, YX = 0) = m − α log m, so the entropy loss is of the same order as in the assumptions of

Lemma 7.5. Here, the event that x, r is such that p(Yx = 0|r) is significantly larger than 1
2 occurs

only when x ∈ T, and hence, the total probability measure of such x, r is at most |T|/|S| ≤ α log m
m1−α .

Generalizing the intuition gained from the example given above, the proof of Lemma 7.5 pro-

ceeds by showing that if the measure of x, r such that p(Yx = 0|r) ≥ 1+γ
2 is large, and the entropy

H(X|R, YX = 0) is large, then for most values of R, there is a large set of coordinates of Y that must

be very biased given R, and hence the entropy H(Y|R, YX = 0)must be small. This intuition is bor-

rowed from the lower bounds on lopsided disjointness in communication complexity [Pat11, NR15],

but since the setting of non-negative rank is different, the technical details involved for converting

this intuition into proof are more challenging here.

Before moving on, we stress two key points about Lemma 7.5. Firstly, given the assumptions on

entropy here, one might hope to say that the probability that x, r is such that p(Yx = 0|R = r) ≤
1−γ

2 must also be small. However, this is not true− the lemma is one-sided, as the following example

shows: Let R be a random subset of [m] of size m1−α. X will be a uniform index chosen from the

subset R while the string Y is chosen as follows: with probability γ, the string Y is a uniform n-bit

string conditioned on the event that the Yi = 1 for every i ∈ R, and with probability 1− γ, the string

Y is a uniform n-bit string. In this case, R is a random variable that breaks the dependency between

X and Y. Also, we have that H(X|R, YX = 0) = (1− α) log m and H(Y|R, YX = 0) = m−O(1)

(the conditioning on YX = 0 is crucial here), so the entropies satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 7.5.

Letting E be the event that x, r is such that p(Yx = 0|r) ≤ 1−γ
2 , it is easy to see that p(E) = 1. The

above example also shows the importance of conditioning on the eventYX = 0: without conditioning

on this event, the entropy H(Y|R) is, in fact, quite small.

Secondly, the lopsided structure is crucial in Lemma 7.5. Such a lemma is not true if one considers

the case where Y is also a random subset of [m] of size 1 satisfying H(Y|R, X ∩ Y = ∅) ≥ (1 −
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γ8) log m −O(1) for a constant γ > 0. So, even though one could hope that the non-negative rank

of the small set unique disjointness matrix (where we restrict both rows and columns to be indexed

by sets of size at most k) is≈ (n
k), a common information based approach, as used here, will be unable

to prove this (see Section 7.5 for more details).

7.1.2 Matching Slack Matrix

Recalling the connection between extension complexity and non-negative rank of slack matrices, it

turns out that to prove Theorem 7.2 it is sufficient to prove a lower bound on the non-negative rank

of an appropriate slack matrix associated with the Matching Polytope (see Section 7.2). For the sake

of providing intuition, we will work with a slightly simpler slack matrix S in this section. The rows of

this slack matrix are indexed by odd cuts (subsets) of [2n + 6] of size at most 1/ε and the columns

are indexed by perfect matchings in the complete graph on the vertex set [2n + 6]. The entry corre-

sponding to cut u and perfect matching m is Sum = |δ(u) ∩ m| − 1 where δ(u) is the set of edges

of the complete graph on [2n + 6] crossing u (edges with exactly one end point in u). The true slack

matrix whose non-negative rank we need to bound to prove Theorem 7.2 is a noisy version of this

slack matrix where a small constant β > 0 is added to every entry.

Using a direct-sum argument with appropriate conditioning (dividing vertices into 1/ε chunks of

size O(εn) each), we can reduce our problem to a question about a random odd cut U and a random

perfect matching M in a graph with 2t + 6 vertices where t := εn. Furthermore, the non-negative

rank decomposition gives a random variable R such that U − R − M where the size of support of R

is log rk+(S). Denoting by q(U, M, R) the distribution of U, M, R, it turns out that the probability

q(U = u, M = m) is proportional to |δ(u)∩m| − 1. In particular, if only one edge of the matching

m crosses the cut u, then it has probability zero under the distribution q(U, M, R).

To describe the high-level idea of the proofwe need somenotation. Wefirst fix an arbitrary perfect

matchingA in the graph and an arbitrary cutZ that cuts all edges ofA. We pick a uniformly random

partition B = (B0, B1, . . . , Bt) of the setZ such that |B0| = 3 and |Bi| = 2 for each i ∈ [t]. We call

a cut U consistent if U = B0 ∪ Bj for some j ∈ [t] and note that the size of any such cut is always 5.
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We call a perfect matching M consistent if M always includes the edges of A touching B0 and inside

the other blocks Bj for j ∈ [t], either M includes the edges of A or M matches the block Bj to itself

and the neighbors of Bj under A to itself (see Figure 7.1.1).

Z
AB0 B1 B2 B3

U

M

Figure 7.1.1: An example of A,Z , B with t = 3 (left) and U, M conditioned on D (right). Note that U and

M are both consistent.

Let E be the event thatU and M are both consistent. Note that given the partition B, one can check

whether the cut U is consistent without knowing what the matching M is and vice-versa. Hence, as

U − R − M, it follows that even conditioned on the event E , U and M are still independent given

R and B. Furthermore, when the event E occurs then either |δ(U) ∩ M| = 3 (when U does not cut

the edges of M apart from those incident on B0) or |δ(U) ∩ M| = 5 otherwise.

Let D ⊆ E denote the event that U and M are consistent and U does not cut the edges of M

apart from those incident on B0. Comparing this setup to the case of lopsided unique disjointness,

one can see that apart from choosing B0, U corresponds to picking a set of size one among the t blocks

(B1, . . . , Bt), and apart from the edges touching B0, M corresponds to picking a subset of the same

t blocks by considering the blocks where M crosses Bj to be in the set. The event D then exactly

corresponds to the event that these sets are disjoint. In the ”disjoint” case, there are exactly 3 edges

of M crossing the cut U whereas in the ”intersecting” case the number of edges of M crossing U is

exactly 5.

As the probability under q(U, M, R) is proportional to |δ(U) ∩ M| − 1, it is not too hard to

see that the probability of the event q(D|E) = (3−1)
(3−1)+(5−1) = 1

3 . Furthermore, the entropies

H(U|B,D) = log t − O(1) and H(M|B,D) = t − O(1). If log rk+(S) ≪ γ8 · n
t log t for a
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small constant γ, then even after conditioning on R the entropies remain large: H(U|RB,D) ≥

log t − γ8 log t − O(1) and H(M|RB,D) ≥ t − γ8 log t − O(1).

Wewant to proceed similarly to the case of lopsided unique disjointness: Wewant to conclude that

the assumptions on entropy imply that q(D|E)must be much smaller than 1
3 . In the case of lopsided

disjointness, it was enough for us to use Lemma 7.5 and bound the contribution to p(D|E , R =

r, B = b) by 1
2 + γ for most r, b. But now as we want to prove that the probability is smaller than 1

3 ,

we need to exploit the combinatorial structure of the Matching Polytope.

This is where the random partition B, which is the key new idea introduced by Rothvoß [Rot17],

is useful. We are going to argue that only certain kinds of partitions can contribute to the probability

of the eventD; otherwise, there is a non-zero probability of sampling a cut U and a matching M that

satisfies |δ(U)∩ M| = 1 and any such pair has probability zero in the distribution q(U, M, R), since

the corresponding slack matrix entry in S is zero. Then, averaging over all the choices of the random

partition B, we can show the total contribution of these random partitions to q(D|E) is indeed less

than 1
3 .

Let us make some simplifying assumptions first. Define Mj to be the edges of M corresponding

to block Bj. Let us assume that for all values r, b the probability that Mj = Aj (M crosses Bj) is

roughly 1
2 conditioned on E , R = r, B = b for each j ∈ [t]. Since conditioned on E either Mj = Aj

or Mj ̸= Aj, this implies that

q(Mj ̸= Aj|E , R = r, B = b) ≈ q(Mj = Aj|E , R = r, B = b) ≈ 1
2

.

Also assume that U is almost uniform among the m possible cuts. Then, as U and M are independent

conditioned on E , R = r, B = b, we get that

q(U = B0 ∪ Bj, Mj ̸= Aj|E , R = r, B = b) ≈ q(U = B0 ∪ Bj, Mj = Aj|E , R = r, B = b).

The event on the right hand side above fixes a cut of size 5 in the graph and amatching that crosses

on all the edges. Fix the blocks outside this cut arbitrarily. By symmetry all of the (5
3)ways of splitting

this cut into B0 and Bj are equally likely (see Figure 7.1.2). It turns out that the right hand side above

can be non-zero only when the support of B0 forms a family where every two sets intersect in at least
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Figure 7.1.2: An example of a cut and matching corresponding to the event U = B0 ∪ Bj, Mj = Aj and an

example of two different splits of the cut into B0 ∪ Bj. By symmetry any such partition is equi-probable.

two vertices (note that this determines Bj as the parts outside are already fixed) and hence averaging

over b and r, we get that q(D|E) ≈ Γ
10 q(D|E) where Γ is a bound on the size of any such family. It

turns out that Γ is small enough so that we can conclude q(D|E) < 1
3 and derive a contradiction.

Why must the probability be zero when there are two partitions b and b′ (which are same ev-

erywhere outside this cut) such that |b0 ∩ b′0| = 1? This is because we can choose an appropriate

cut u that is consistent with b′ (See Figure 7.1.3(a)) and has non-zero probability q(U = u|E , R =

r, B = b′) > 0 and an appropriate matching m that is consistent with b (see Figure 7.1.3(a)) and has

non-zero probability q(M = m|E , R = r, B = b) > 0. Note that then it must also hold that the cut

and the matching has non-zero probability even without conditioning on E : q(U = u|R = r) > 0

and q(M = m|R = r) > 0. But since U and M are independent given R then such a pair would

have non-zero probability even though |δ(u)∩ m| = 1 and any such pair must have zero probability

under q(U, M).

If it was the case that H(U|B,D) ≥ log t − α and H(M|B,D) ≥ t − α where α ≪ 1, then one

could work with statistical distance as is done in [Rot17, BP15], but since in our case the entropy loss

is much larger, we use Lemma 7.5 in conjunction with the random partition idea.

As mentioned before, to prove Theorem 7.2 we have to work with a noisy version of the slack

matrix used above, where the probability of a pair U and M satisfying |δ(U) ∩ M| = 1 is not zero,

but a small constant. This along with the limitations of Lemma 7.5 and the lopsided structure makes

translating this intuition into a formal proof considerably more involved.
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b00
u

b b0mb0j

(a) An example of a cut u consistent with b′ (left) and a matching m consistent with b (right).

Note that b and b′ agree on all the blocks except b0 and bj.

u
m

(b) The cut u and matching m satisfy |δ(u) ∩ m| = 1.

7.2 Slack Matrices and Non-Negative Rank

Let us take a look at the slack matrix for the Matching and Lopsided Correlation polytopes.

Slack Matrix for the Matching Polytope

Let 0 < β < 1 be a constant which will be determined by the proof. In proving Theorem 7.2, we may

assume without loss of generality that c′
n ≤ ε ≤ 1 for a sufficiently large constant c′. We call a subset

of vertices a cut and for a cut U, we define δ(U) to be the set of edges with exactly one endpoint in

U and E(U) to be the set of edges inside U.

Consider the following outer polytope Q′
ε(n) ⊆ R([n]2 ) for matching:

Q′
ε(n) =

{
x ∈ R([n]2 )

∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
e∈δ({i})

xe ≤ 1 , ∀i ∈ [n]; x ≥ 0;

∑
e∈E(U)

xe ≤
|U|+ β − 1

2
, ∀U ⊆ [n], |U| odd , |U| ≤ 1 +

β

ε
.

}
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For any cut U of size at most 1 + β
ε , we have (1 + ε)(|U| − 1) ≤ |U| + β − 1. Since every x ∈

(1 + ε)PMAT(n) satisfies

x(E(U)) ≤ (1 + ε)
|U| − 1

2
∀U ⊆ [n], |U| odd ,

the following proposition holds.

Proposition 7.6. (1 + ε)PMAT(n) ⊆ Q′
ε(n).

We remind the reader that the polytope Qε(n) defined in (7.0.1) is also contained inside Q′
ε(n)

since Qε(n) ⊆ (1 + ε)PMAT(n).

Using Proposition 7.6, it suffices to lower bound the non-negative rank of the slack matrix

SPMAT ,Q′
ε to lower bound the extension complexity of polytopes that approximate the Matching Poly-

tope. Since there are only O(n) degree constraints, let us focus on the submatrix S of SPMAT ,Q′
ε where

the entries are given by odd cuts and perfect matchings. Then, the entry corresponding to cut u and

perfect matching m is

Sum =
|u|+ β − 1

2
− |E(u) ∩ m| = |δ(u) ∩ m|+ β − 1

2
, (7.2.1)

since for any perfect matching m and odd cut u, |E(u) ∩ m| = |u|−|δ(u)∩m|
2 . Note that this matrix

has ( n
Θ(1/ε)) rows. We prove that

Theorem 7.7. For the matrix S defined in (7.2.1), it holds that

rk+(S) ≥
(

n
α/ε

)
where c′

n ≤ ε ≤ 1 for a large enough constant c′ = c′(β) and 0 < α < 1 is an absolute constant.

Theorem 6.2 and Theorem 7.7 then give us Theorem 7.2.

Proof of Theorem 7.2. Note that Proposition 7.6 implies that for any polytope K such that PMAT ⊆

K ⊆ (1 + ε)PMAT , it holds that PMAT ⊆ K ⊆ Q′
ε(n). Using Theorem 6.2 and Theorem 7.7, it

follows that

xc(K) ≥ rk+(S)− 1 ≥
(

n
α/ε

)
,

for an absolute constant 0 < α < 1.
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Slack Matrix for the Lopsided Correlation Polytope

Consider the polytope Q = Q(n) = {x ∈ Rn×n | ⟨2diag(a)− aaT, x⟩ ≤ 1, a ∈ {0, 1}n} where

diag(a) ∈ Rn×n denotes the diagonal matrix which has the vector a on the diagonal and is zero oth-

erwise. Recall from Section 6.3.1 that PCORR ⊆ Q, and hence, it also follows that PLCORR ⊆ Q since

PLCORR is contained inside PCORR. The slack matrix corresponding to the inner polytope PLCORR

and outer polytope σQ is the non-negative matrix σA where A is a lopsided unique disjointness ma-

trix satisfying the conditions in (7.0.3) with parameter ρ = 1
σ . Corollary 7.4 then directly follows

from Theorem 7.3 and Theorem 6.2.

7.3 Preliminaries

7.3.1 Approximating the Matching Polytope

Below we give a proof of the folklore result which says that the polytope Qε(n) defined in (7.0.1) is a

(1 + ε) approximation for the Matching Polytope. Recall that for a cut U, we define δ(U) to be the

set of edges with exactly one end point in U and E(U) to be the set of edges inside U.

Claim 7.8. PMAT(n) ⊆ Qε(n) ⊆ (1 + ε)PMAT(n).

Proof. First inclusion is trivial since any vector x ∈ PMAT(n) is also in Qε(n). To see the second

inclusion, let x ∈ Qε(n) be an arbitrary vector. We only need to show that for any odd set U ⊆ [n],

|U| > 1+ε
ε , x(E(U)) ≤ (1 + ε) |U|−1

2 since the other inequalities are already satisfied. Note that

x(E(U)) ≤ 1
2 ∑v∈U x(δ({v})) ≤ |U|/2 ≤ (1 + ε) |U|−1

2 where the last inequality holds when

|U| ≤ 1+ε
ε .

7.3.2 InformationTheory Lemmas

Lemma 7.9. Let X be a random variable such that H(X) ≥ log ℓ − a where ℓ = |supp(X)| and

a ≥ 0. Define S = {x|p(x) ≤ 2(a+1)/γ

ℓ
}. Then, p(S) ≥ 1 − γ.
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Proof. Set b = 2(a+1)/γ. Denoting by S the complement of S , we can write

H(X) = ∑
x∈S

p(x) log
(

1
p(x)

)
+ ∑

x/∈S
p(x) log

(
1

p(x)

)
≤ ∑

x∈S
p(x) log

(
1

p(x)

)
+ p(S) log

(
ℓ

b

)
= p(S) ∑

x∈S

p(x)
p(S) log

(
1

p(x)

)
+ p(S) log

(
ℓ

b

)

≤ p(S) log

(
∑

x∈S

1
p(S)

)
+ p(S) log

(
ℓ

b

)
,

where the first inequality follows from the definition of S and the second inequality follows from

concavity of the log function. We can further upper bound

H(X) ≤ p(S) log
(

1
p(S)

)
+ p(S) log |S|+ p(S) log

(
ℓ

b

)
≤ 1 + p(S) log ℓ+ p(S) log

(
ℓ

b

)
,

where we used that x log (1/x) ≤ 1 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. Since H(X) ≥ log ℓ− a, we get that

log ℓ− a ≤ 1 + p(S) log ℓ+ (1 − p(S)) log
(
ℓ

b

)
,

which gives that p(S) ≥ 1 − a+1
log b = 1 − γ.

Lemma 7.10. Let Y ∈ {0, 1}ℓ and define biasi(Y) := p(Yi = 0) − p(Yi = 1). If there is a set

S ⊆ [ℓ] such that Ei∈S [biasi(Y)] ≥ 2γ where γ > 0, then H(Y) ≤ ℓ− γ2|S|.

Proof. We may write

Ei∈S [biasi(Y)] = Ei∈S [p(Yi = 0)− (1 − p(Yi = 0))] = 2Ei∈S [p(Yi = 0)]− 1,

which by the assumption implies that Ei∈S [p(Yi = 0)] ≥ 1
2 + γ.

We can upper bound

Ei∈S[H(Yi)] = Ei∈S [h(p(Yi = 0))] ≤ h(Ei∈S [p(Yi = 0)]),
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where the last inequality follows from the concavity of the binary entropy function h. Recall that h is a

decreasing function on
[

1
2 , 1
]
andProposition 2.8 implies that h(1

2 + x) ≤ 1− 2 log e · x2 ≤ 1− x2.

It follows that

Ei∈S [H(Yi)] ≤ h

(
1
2
+ γ

)
≤ 1 − γ2.

Denoting by S the complement of S and applying the chain rule we get:

H(Y) ≤ H(YS) + H(YS) ≤ H(YS) + ∑
i∈S

H(Yi)

≤ (ℓ− |S|) + |S|(1 − γ2) = ℓ− γ2|S|.

7.3.3 Intersecting Families

The following lemmawill be crucial for the analysis. It is a special case of the Erdős-Ko-RadoTheorem

(see [Wil84]) which says that when n ≥ 6, then the size of any family of ([n]3 ) that intersects in two

elements is at most n − 2 (Lemma 7.11 follows from the case n = 6). We give a self-contained proof

here.

Lemma 7.11. Let F ⊆ ([5]3 ) be a family of subsets such that any two sets in F intersect in two elements.

Then, |F| ≤ 4.

Proof. Take any two setsF1 andF2 in the family. Since,F1 andF2 intersect in two elements, |F1 ∪

F2| = 4. There are two possibilities: if there is another set F3 in the family that contains the unique

element x ∈ [5] that is not in F1 ∪F2, then F3 = (F1 ∩F2) ∪ {x} and there can be no other sets

in the family which have intersection of size 2 withF1,F2 andF3 simultaneously; if there is no such

set F3, then | ∪F∈F F| ≤ 4, and the size of the family F is bounded by (4
3) = 4.

7.4 Lower Bounds on Non-negative Rank

Let us recall the main technical lemma which we use to derive a lower bound on the non-negative

rank of the lopsided unique disjointness matrix as well as the matching slack matrix.
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Lemma 7.5. Let m be a large enough integer, X ∈ [m], Y ∈ {0, 1}m and R be random variables

with distribution p(XYR) such that X − R − Y. For any γ satisfying 3
log m ≤ γ8 ≤ 1

264 define

B = {(x, r)|p(Yx = 0|r) ≥ 1+γ
2 }. If

H(X|R, YX = 0) ≥ (1 − γ8) log m − 3 and H(Y|R, YX = 0) ≥ m − γ8 log m − 3,

then, p((X, R) ∈ B) ≤ 64γ.

We first prove the above lemma in Section 7.4.1. In the following sections, Section 7.4.2 and

Section 7.4.3, we use Lemma 7.5 to derive non-negative rank lower bounds.

7.4.1 Proof of Main Technical Lemma

In this section, we prove Lemma 7.5. For the sake of contradiction, we assume that p((X, R) ∈ B) ≥

64γ. The proof will proceed by first fixing a value of r, such that the entropies Hp(X|r, YX = 0) and

Hp(Y|r, YX = 0) will remain large but the distribution of X and Y conditioned on r will be quite

biased (conditioned on r, the probability of the event YX = 0 will be significantly larger than 1
2).

Then, we will argue that if this was the case, then in fact, the entropy Hp(Y|r, YX = 0) must be

much smaller than our assumption.

Let G denote the set of r such that

(a) Hp(X|r, YX = 0) ≥ (1 − γ4) log m and Hp(Y|r, YX = 0) ≥ m − γ4 log m.

(b) p(X ∈ Sr|r) ≥ 32γ where Sr = {x|(x, r) ∈ B}.

We will be able to argue that

Claim 7.12. p(R ∈ G|YX = 0) ≥ 256γ2.

In particular, this means that the set G is not empty. For the rest of the proof, we will fix some

r ∈ G and work with the distribution q(XY) = p(XY|r) which is product. Consider the random

variable Bias = 1YX=0 − 1YX=1. Note that when x ∈ Sr,

Eq(xy|X=x)[Bias] = q(Yx = 0)− q(Yx = 1) ≥ γ.

We will prove that there exists a rectangle with the following properties.
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Claim 7.13. There exists events S ⊆ supp(X), T ⊆ supp(Y) such that

(a) Eq(xy|(X,Y)∈S×T )[Bias] ≥ γ/2.

(b) q(x|X ∈ S) ≤ 22/γ2

m1−γ2 for every x.

(c) Hq(Y|Y ∈ T ) ≥ m − γ2 log m − 2
γ2 .

Lets finish the proof of Lemma 7.5 first. For this, we define

βx := q(Yx = 0|Y ∈ T )− q(Yx = 1|Y ∈ T ).

Since q(XY|(X, Y) ∈ S × T ) is a product distribution, Claim 7.13(b) implies that

Eq(xy|(X,Y)∈S×T )[Bias] = ∑
x

q(x|X ∈ S)βx ≤ 22/γ2

m1−γ2 ∑
x∈S

βx.

So, using Claim 7.13(a), we can say

∑
x∈S

βx ≥ γ

22/γ2+1
m1−γ2

, or equivalently, Ex∈S [βx] ≥
γ

22/γ2+1

m1−γ2

|S| ,

From Lemma 7.10, it then follows that

Hq(Y|Y ∈ T ) ≤ m −
(

γ

22/γ2+2

m1−γ2

|S|

)2

|S| = m − γ2

24/γ2+4

m2−2γ2

|S| .

As Claim 7.13(b) also implies that |S| ≥ 1
22/γ2 m1−γ2 , we have

Hq(Y|Y ∈ T ) ≤ m − γ2

22/γ2+4
m1−γ2

,

which contradicts Claim 7.13(c) if

γ2

22/γ2+4
m1−γ2

> γ2 log m +
2

γ2 .

One can check that if 3
log m ≤ γ8 ≤ 1

264 , then the left hand side above is always at least Ω(
√

m)

while the right hand side is O(log m). This proves Lemma 7.5.

Next we turn to proving Claim 7.12 and Claim 7.13. We will need the following proposition.

Proposition 7.14. For any events A and B, p(A|B, YX = 0) ≥ p(A|B)p(YX = 0|AB).
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Proof of Claim 7.12. Let

G1 = {r | Hp(X|r, YX = 0) ≥ (1 − γ4) log m and Hp(Y|r, YX = 0) ≥ m − γ4 log m}, and

G2 = {r | p(X ∈ Sr|r) ≥ 32γ}.

As Hp(X|r, YX = 0) ≤ log m and Hp(Y|r, YX = 0) ≤ m for every r, Lemma 2.27 and union

bound imply that p(R /∈ G1|YX = 0) ≤ 2
(

γ4 + 3
γ4 log m

)
≤ 4γ4 as γ8 ≥ 3

log m .

Lemma 2.27 implies that p(R ∈ G2) ≥ 32γ. Furthermore, for any r ∈ G2, we have

p(YX = 0|r) ≥ p(X ∈ Sr|r)p(YX = 0|r, X ∈ Sr) ≥ 16γ.

Since γ ≤ 1
28 , using Proposition 7.14,

p(R ∈ G|YX = 0) ≥ p(R ∈ G2|YX = 0)− p(R /∈ G1|YX = 0)

≥ p(R ∈ G2) · 16γ − p(R /∈ G1|YX = 0) ≥ 512γ2 − 4γ4 ≥ 256γ2.

Proof of Claim 7.13. By our choice of r ∈ G , we have q(X ∈ Sr) ≥ 32γ where Sr = {x|q(Yx =

0) ≥ 1+γ
2 }. This also implies:

q(YX = 0) ≥ q(X ∈ Sr)q(YX = 0|X ∈ Sr) ≥ 16γ. (7.4.1)

We define

Su = {x | q(x|YX = 0) ≤ mγ2
21/γ2

m
} and S = Sr ∩ Su,

Tb = {y | Eq(xy|Y=y,X∈S)[Bias] ≥
γ

2
}, Tu = {y | q(y|YX = 0) ≤ mγ2

21/γ2

2m }

and T = Tb ∩ Tu.

By definition, we have Eq(xy|(X,Y)∈S×T )[Bias] ≥
γ
2 which establishes Claim 7.13(a).

We shall prove the following propositions.

Proposition 7.15. For x ∈ Sr, we have q(x) ≤ 2q(x|YX = 0). Also, q(X ∈ S|YX = 0) ≥ 8γ.
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Proposition 7.16. For y ∈ Tb, we have q(y) ≤ 1
4γ q(y|YX = 0). Also, q(Y ∈ T |YX = 0) ≥ γ2.

Proposition 7.15 and Proposition 7.4.1 then imply that q(X ∈ S) ≥ q(YX = 0)q(X ∈ S|YX =

0) ≥ 128γ2, and since γ ≤ 1
28 , we get that

q(x|X ∈ S) = q(x)
q(x ∈ S) ≤ 2q(x|YX = 0)

q(x ∈ S) ≤ mγ2
21/γ2

64γ2m
≤ 22/γ2

m1−γ2 .

holds for every x ∈ S which proves Claim 7.13(b).

With a similar argument, using Proposition 7.16 we get that for y ∈ T , the following holds

q(y|Y ∈ T ) ≤ mγ2
21/γ2

64γ42m ≤ mγ2
22/γ2

2m .

which implies that Hq(Y|Y ∈ T ) ≥ m − γ2 log m − 2
γ2 which gives Claim 7.13(c).

Now we turn to proving Proposition 7.15 and Proposition 7.16.

Proof of Proposition 7.15. Recall that q(Yx = 0) ≥ 1+γ
2 for x ∈ Sr and q(X ∈ Sr) ≥ 32γ. Since

q(XY) = p(XY|r), using Proposition Proposition 7.14, it follows that q(x) ≤ 2q(x|YX = 0) for

x ∈ Sr and hence q(X ∈ Sr|YX = 0) ≥ 16γ.

The entropy bound Hq(X|YX = 0) ≥ (1 − γ4) log m implies that q(X ∈ Su|YX = 0) ≥

1 − γ2 using Lemma 7.9.

Since γ ≤ 1
28 , we get

q(X ∈ S|YX = 0) ≥ q(X ∈ Sr|YX = 0)− q(X ∈ Su|YX = 0) ≥ 16γ − γ2 ≥ 8γ.

Proof of Proposition 7.16. Note that the condition Eq(xy|Y=y,X∈S)[Bias] ≥ γ/2 is equivalent to say-

ing that q(YX = 0|y, X ∈ S) ≥ 1
2 +

γ
4 . As q(XY) = p(XY|r) using Proposition 7.14, it follows

that q(y|X ∈ S) ≤ 2q(y|X ∈ S , YX = 0) for y ∈ Tb. Since q(XY) is product, Bayes rule and

Proposition 7.15 imply that for y ∈ Tb, the following holds

q(y) = q(y|X ∈ S) ≤ 2q(y|X ∈ S , YX = 0)

=
2q(y|YX = 0)q(X ∈ S|y, YX = 0)

q(X ∈ S|YX = 0)
≤ 1

4γ
q(y|YX = 0).
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By definition of S , p(YX = 0|X ∈ S) ≥ 1
2 + γ

2 , or equivalently, Eq(xy|X∈S)[Bias] ≥ γ.

Lemma 2.27 then implies that q(Y ∈ Tb) ≥ γ/2 and hence q(Y ∈ Tb|YX = 0) ≥ 4γq(Y ∈

Tb) ≥ 2γ2.

Also, since Hq(Y|YX = 0) ≥ m − γ4 log m, using Lemma 7.9 we have q(Y ∈ Tu|YX = 0) ≥

1 − γ2. Hence, we can conclude

q(Y ∈ T |YX = 0) ≥ q(Y ∈ Tb|YX = 0)− q(Y ∈ T u|YX = 0) ≥ γ2.

7.4.2 Non-Negative Rank of Lopsided Unique Disjointness

In this section we prove Theorem 7.3.

Theorem 7.3. For any non-negative matrix satisfying (7.0.3) and any 3·10008

log(n/k) ≤ ρ8 ≤ 1, it holds that

rk+(A) ≥
(

n
αρ8k

)
with 0 < α < 1 an absolute constant.

For the proof, it will be convenient and without any loss of generality to assume that n is divisible

by k and n
k is a large enough integer. We split the universe [n] into blocks of size n

k where {n
k (i −

1) + 1, . . . , n
k i} is the ith block for every i ∈ [k].

Define a distribution on X ∈ ([n]k ) and Y ∈ {0, 1}n where the probability of x ∈ ([n]k ) and

y ∈ {0, 1}n is given by

q(xy) =
Axy

∑x′,y′ Ax′y′
,

where A is the lopsided unique disjointness matrix defined in (7.0.3) with parameter ρ and we view

y ∈ {0, 1}n as the indicator vector for a subset of [n]. Let Xi denote the intersection of X with the

elements in the ith block, and let Yi be the projection of Y onto the coordinates in the ith block. For

every j ∈ [n
k ], wewill use the notation Yi

j to denote the jjth coordinate of Yi, in other words Yn
k (i−1)+j.

Let D denote the event that x and y are disjoint and xi has exactly one element for every i. Then,

we will prove the following key lemma:

Lemma 7.17. Let R be any random variable satisfying X − R − Y. Then, for every i ∈ [k] it holds

that

Iq

(
R : Xi|X<iY≥iD

)
+ Iq

(
R : Yi|X≤iY>iD

)
≥
( ρ

1000

)8
log
(n

k

)
.
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With the above lemma in hand, the proof of Theorem 7.3 is straightforward and we present it

below. Following that, we will give a proof of Lemma 7.17.

Proof of Theorem 7.3. Using Lemma 2.11 and Proposition 6.5 together with Lemma 7.17, we have

2 log rk+(A) ≥
k

∑
i=1

(
Iq

(
R : Xi|X<iY≥iD

)
+ Iq

(
R : Yi|X≤iY>iD

))
≥
( ρ

1000

)8
k log

(n
k

)
,

which proves Theorem 7.3 as (n
s) = 2Θ(s log( n

s )).

Proof of Lemma 7.17. Fix i as in the statement of the lemma. Let E be the event that Xi has exactly

one element for every i and X ∩ Y is a subset of the ith block. Note that D ⊂ E .

Writing W = X<iY>i, we will prove that for any fixed value w attained by W, we have that

Iq

(
R : Xi|wYiD

)
+ Iq

(
R : Yi|wXiD

)
≥
( ρ

1000

)8
log
(n

k

)
, (7.4.2)

and the proof is completed by averaging over w.

Note that after fixing w and r, X and Y are independent and they can be checked separately to

verify that the event E occurs as for every block j ̸= i either X j or Y j is fixed given w. It follows

that the distribution p(XYR) := q(XYR|wE) satisfies p(xy|r) = p(x|r)p(y|r) for every x, y, r.

Furthermore under the distribution p(XYR), D is equivalent to the event that Yi
Xi = 0. We can

compute p(D) ≥ 1
1+(1−ρ)

= 1
2−ρ since the matrix entries are given by

Axy =

1 when (x, y) ∈ supp(p(XY|D)),

≤ 1 − ρ when (x, y) ∈ supp(p(XY|D)),
(7.4.3)

and the number of entries is the same in both cases.

For the sake of contradiction assume that (7.4.2) does not hold. Then, we are going to show that

p(D) must be significantly smaller than what we computed above. Define B = {(xi, r) | p(Yi
xi =
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0|r) ≥ 1
2 +

ρ
2000}. We can upper bound p(D) as follows:

p(D) = ∑
xi,r

p(xi, r)p(Yi
xi = 0|r, Xi = xi) = ∑

xi,r

p(xi, r)p(Yi
xi = 0|r)

≤ ∑
(xi,r)/∈B

p(xi, r)
(

1
2
+

ρ

2000

)
+ ∑

(xi,r)∈B
p(xi, r)p(Yi

xi = 0|r)

≤
(

1
2
+

ρ

2000

)
+ p((Xi, R) ∈ B),

where the second equality follows since p(XY|r) is product.

We will show that

Claim 7.18. p((Xi, R) ∈ B)) ≤ 64ρ
1000 .

This implies p(D) ≤ 1
2 +

ρ
2000 +

64ρ
1000 < 1

2−ρ , which contradicts the fact that p(D) ≥ 1
2−ρ . This

finishes the proof. Next we prove Claim 7.18.

Proof of Claim 7.18. Set t := n
k . Conditioned on xD, every coordinate of Yi other than xi is uniform

and hence Hp(Yi|XiD) ≥ t − 1. Similarly, conditioned on yD, Xi is uniform on the coordinates

of yi that are zero. We may compute from (7.4.3) that p(yi|D) = ∆(yi)
t2t−1 where ∆(yi) is the number

of zeros in yi. The probability of any string yi with less than t/4 zeros is at most 1
2t+1 and using

Proposition 2.26 their total measure under the distribution p(Yi|D) can be bounded by e−t/8

2 . Hence,

Hp(Xi|YiD) ≥ (1 − e−t/8

2 ) log
( t

4

)
≥ log t − 3.

As p(XYR) = q(XYR|wE), if (7.4.2) is not true, then

Ip

(
R : Xi|YiD

)
= Hp(Xi|YiD)− Hp(Xi|RYiD) ≤

( ρ

1000

)8
log t,

and a similar statement is obtained by writing Ip
(

R : Yi|XiD
)
in terms of entropy. It follows that

Hp(Xi|RYiD) ≥
(

1 −
( ρ

1000

)8
)

log t − 3, and Hp(Yi|RXiD) ≥ t −
( ρ

1000

)8
log t − 1.

Since entropy can only decrease under conditioning and
( ρ

1000

)8 ≥ 3
log t , Xi, Yi and R satisfy the

conditions of Lemma 7.5 and the claim follows.
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7.4.3 Non-Negative Rank of the Matching Slack Matrix

Let us recall the definition of the matching slack matrix S from (7.2.1). The entry Sum corresponding

to cut u and perfect matching m is

Sum =
|δ(u) ∩ m|+ β − 1

2
,

where 0 < β < 1 is a constant that will be determined by the proof and δ(u) is the set of edges

crossing u. In this section we prove Theorem 7.7.

Theorem 7.7. For the matrix S defined in (7.2.1), it holds that

rk+(S) ≥
(

n
α/ε

)
where c′

n ≤ ε ≤ 1 for a large enough constant c′ = c′(β) and 0 < α < 1 is an absolute constant.

For convenience in proving the above theorem, we assume without loss of generality that β/ε is

an integer and that the graphs are defined on n = 4n′ + 6 vertices where n′ is divisible by β/ε. Set

t = n′
β/ε and note that t ≥ c for a large constant c = c(β).

Using the slack matrix S, define a distribution on cuts U and perfect matchings M where the

probability of a cut u and a perfect matching m is given by

q(um) =
Sum

∑u′,m′ Su′m′
.

Fix an arbitrary perfect matching A and an arbitrary cut Z that cuts all edges of A. Let B =

(B0, B1, . . . , Bn′) be a uniformly random partition of the set Z into blocks such that |B0| = 3 and

|Bi′ | = 2 for each i′ ∈ [n′]. For i ∈ [n′
t ], we call Bi = {Bt(i−1)+1, . . . , Bti} the ith chunk and for

j ∈ [t] use Bi
j = Bt(i−1)+j to denote the jth block of the chunk Bi. LetAi′ denote the edges ofA that

touch Bi′ .

We say that the cut U is consistent with B if B0 ⊆ U ⊆ Z and for every i ∈ [n′
t ], Ui :=

U ∩ (Bi
1 ∪ · · · ∪ Bi

t) equals Bi
j for some j ∈ [t]. We say that M is consistent with B if A0 ⊆ M and

for each i′ ∈ [n′], either Ai′ ⊆ M or M matches Bi′ to itself and matches the neighbors of Bi′ under

Ai′ to themselves.
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Z

AB0 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6

B1 B2

U

M

Figure 7.4.1: Top to bottom: An example ofA,Z , B with n = 6 and t = 3; U, M conditioned onD.

For i ∈ [n′
t ], we write Mi to denote the edges of M contained in the union of vertices of Bi and

neighbors of Bi under A. We write Mi
j (and Ai

j) to denote the edges of Mi (and A) corresponding

to the vertices of Bi
j and its neighbors under A.

Let U and M be sampled from q and let D denote the event that U and M are consistent with B

and for every i ∈ [n′
t ], Ui does not cut the edges of Mi. We prove the following key lemma:

Lemma 7.19. Let R be any random variable satisfying U − R − M. Then, for every i ∈ [n′
t ] we have

Iq

(
R : Ui|BU<i M≥iD

)
+ Iq

(
R : Mi|BU≤i M>iD

)
≥ β8 log t,

where β > 0 is an absolute constant.

With the above lemma in hand, the proof of Theorem 7.7 is straightforward and we present it

below. Following that, we will give a proof of Lemma 7.19.

Proof of Theorem 7.7. Recall that the number of vertices n in the underlying graph whose cuts and

perfect matchings index the slack matrix S satisfies n = 4n′ + 6 and also recall that t = εn′/β.
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Using Lemma 2.11 and Proposition 6.5 together with Lemma 7.19, we have

2 log rk+(S) ≥
n′/t

∑
i=1

(
Iq

(
R : Ui|BU<i M≥iD

)
+ Iq

(
R : Mi|BU≤iU>iD

))
≥ n′

t
· β8 log t =

β8

ε
log
(

εn
8β

)
,

for large enough n. This proves Theorem 7.7 as (n
s) = 2Θ(s log( n

s )).

Proof of Lemma 7.19. Fix a value of i as in the statement of the lemma. Let E be the event that U, M

are consistent with B and for each i′ ̸= i, the edges of Mi′ are not cut by Ui′ . Note that D ⊂ E but

under E edges of Mi may be cut by Ui.

For any partition b and for any (u, m) ∈ supp(q(UM|bE)), the weights of the slack matrix

entries are given by

Sum =


2+β

2 when (u, m) ∈ D,

4+β
2 when (u, m) ∈ D.

(7.4.4)

Also, note that the number of entries in each of the cases above is exactly the same, as after fixing

U<i M>iB−i, there are exactly t2t−1 entries in each case: there are t choices for the blocks in Ui and

if Ui = Bi
j, then Mi

j′ has 2 options for every j′ ̸= j.

Writing W = U<i M>iB−i, we will prove that for any fixed value w attained by W, the following

holds

Iq

(
R : Ui|MiBwD

)
+ Iq

(
R : Mi|UiBwD

)
≥ β8 log t, (7.4.5)

and the proof is completed by averaging over w. Observe that the partition of the ith chunk Bi and

B0 is still a random variable even after fixing w.

After fixing wrb, U and M are independent and they can be checked separately to verify that the

event E occurs as for every block i′ ̸= i either Ui′ or Mi′ is fixed given wb. It follows that the distribu-

tion p(UMBR) defined as p(UMBR) = q(UMBR|wE) satisfies p(um|rb) = p(u|rb)p(m|rb)

for every u, m, r, b. A direct computation using (7.4.4) then shows that

p(D) =
2 + β

(2 + β) + (4 + β)
=

2 + β

6 + 2β
≥ 1

3
.
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For the sake of contradiction, assume that (7.4.5) does not hold. Then, we are going to argue that

p(D) must be significantly smaller than 1
3 . This is reminiscent to the proof of Lemma 7.17.

Define the random variable J ∈ [t] to be J = j if Ui = Bi
j and note that the distribution

p(JM|rb) is product. Furthermore, note that under the distribution p(UJMRB), the event D is

equivalent to Mi
J ̸= Ai

J .

For any (j, r, b) ∈ supp(p(JRB)), we define the set of blocks correlated with j as

Jjrb =

{
k
∣∣∣∣ k ∈ [t], k ̸= j, p(Mi

k ̸= Ai
k|rb, Mi

j ̸= Ai
j) /∈

(
1
4

,
3
4

)}
.

Define sets:

S1 =

{
(j, r, b)

∣∣∣∣ p(Mi
j ̸= Ai

j|rb) ≤ 1
30

}
, S2 =

{
(j, r, b)

∣∣∣∣ p(Mi
j ̸= Ai

j|rb) ≥ 1 + β

2

}
,

S3 =

{
(j, r, b)

∣∣∣∣ p(j|rbD) ≥ 21/β2

t1−β2

}
, S4 =

{
(j, r, b)

∣∣∣∣ |Jjrb| ≥
β

2
· t1−β2

21/β2 − 1

}
.

For brevity, when S ⊆ [t]× supp(p(RB)) we write p(S) to denote the probability of the event

(j, r, b) ∈ S . Using Lemma 7.5 and other entropy related arguments, we will be able to show that the

contribution of S1,S2,S3 and S4 to p(D) is small.

Claim 7.20. (a) p(S1,D) ≤ 1
30 , (b) p(S2,D) ≤ 64β, (c) p(S3,D) ≤ 3β2, (d) p(S4,D) ≤ β.

We continue with the proof of Lemma 7.19 for now and defer the proof of Claim 7.20 until the

end of this section.

With Claim 7.20, denoting by G the complement of the event S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3 ∪ S4, we can bound

p(D) ≤ p(G,D) +
1

30
+ 64β + 3β2 + β ≤ p(G,D) +

1
30

+ 27β. (7.4.6)

To bound the contribution ofG , we need to use the combinatorial structure ofmatchings. For this,

we further split G into two events. We say (j, r, b) ∈ G2 if (j, r, b) ∈ G and for all partitions b′ such

that (j, r, b′) ∈ G and b′ agrees with b on all the blocks except b0 and bi
j, it holds that |b0 ∩ b′0| ≥ 2.

We define G1 = G \ G2. Note that by definition if (j, r, b) ∈ G1, then there exists another partition

b′ such that (j, r, b′) ∈ G1 and b′ agrees with b on all the blocks except b0 and bi
j.
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We will bound the contribution of G1 and G2 to p(G,D) separately in the next two claims whose

proofs we defer until after the completion of the proof of Lemma 7.19.

As discussed in Section 7.1.2, most of the contribution comes from the event G2 which we can

bound by

Claim 7.21.

p(G2,D) ≤ 4
10

p(D) + β =
4

10
· 4 + β

6 + 2β
+ β.

The contribution of the event G1 is trickier to bound. We want to relate the contribution of G1 to

the probability of the event |δ(U) ∩ M| = 1 under the distribution q. Since, this probability is not

zero under the slack matrix S, we will need some more notation to bound it more carefully. We call a

matching M bad for B if M includes exactly one edge crossing B0 that is an edge ofA0 and for other

blocks i′ ∈ [n′] either Ai′ ⊆ M or M matches Bi′ to itself and matches the neighbors of Bi′ under

Ai′ to themselves. See Figure 7.4.2.

M

Figure 7.4.2: A bad matching M

Let F denote the event that U is consistent with B, M is bad for B and for each i′ ̸= i, the

edges of Mi′ are not cut by Ui′ . For any partition b, the entries of the slack matrix when (u, m) ∈

supp(q(UM|bF ) are given by

Sum =


2+β

2 when |δ(u) ∩ m| = 3

β
2 when |δ(u) ∩ m| = 1.

(7.4.7)

Note that the number of entries in the two cases above is exactly 3t2t−1 since for every fixing of all

the edges of M except M0, there are exactly three matchings that are bad.
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With the above, we will be able to show that

Claim 7.22.

p(G1,D) ≤ 48000q(|δ(U) ∩ M| = 1 | E ∪ F ) + β ≤ 214β.

Plugging the above claims in (7.4.6) and choosing β to be a sufficiently small constant, we derive

that

p(D) ≤ 4
10

· 4 + β

6 + 2β
+

1
30

+ 27β + 214β ≤ 9
30

+ 215β,

which is a contradiction as p(D) = 2+β
6+2β ≥ 1

3 . This finishes the proof. Next we turn to proving the

claims.

Proof of Claim 7.21. For any (j, r, b) ∈ G , we have p(Mi
j ̸= Ai

j|rb) ≤ p(Mi
j = Ai

j|rb) + β since

p(Mi
j ̸= Ai

j|rb)− p(Mi
j = Ai

j|rb) = 2p(Mi
j ̸= Ai

j|rb)− 1 ≤ 2 · 1 + β

2
− 1 = β.

Recall thatD is equivalent to the event Mi
J ̸= Ai

J under p. As G2 ⊂ G and p(JM|rb) is product,

p(D,G2) = p(Mi
J ̸= Ai

J ,G2) = ∑
(j,r,b)∈G2

p(jrb)p(Mi
j ̸= Ai

j|rb)

≤ ∑
(j,r,b)∈G2

p(jrb)p(Mi
j = Ai

j|rb) + β = p(Mi
J = Ai

J ,G2) + β.

Conditioned on the event J = j, Mi
j = Ai

j, R = r, by symmetry the partition Bi is uniform

among all partitions that agree on all the blocks except B0 and Bi
j (recall Figure 7.1.2). For every

fixing of the blocks outside B0 and Bi
j, there are (5

3) such partitions, out of which at most 4 can be in

G2 by Lemma 7.11. In particular, this means that for any (j, r) we can bound

p(G2| Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, J = j, r) = ∑
b:(j,r,b)∈G2

p(b|Mi
j = Ai

j, J = j, r) ≤ 4

(5
3)

=
4

10

Averaging over j and r, we get that p(G2|Mi
J = Ai

J) ≤
4

10 . Finally,

p(G2,D) ≤ p(Mi
J = Ai

J ,G2) + β = p(Mi
J = Ai

J)p(G2|Mi
J = Ai

J)

≤ 4
10

p(Mi
J = Ai

J) + β =
4

10
p(D) + β.
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Proof of Claim 7.22. For every (r, b) fix an ℓ arbitrarily such that (ℓ, r, b) ∈ G1 (if such an ℓ does

not exist then the contribution of r, b to p(G1,D) is zero anyway). Then by definition, there exists a

partition b′ such that (ℓ, r, b′) ∈ G1, b and b′ agree on all the blocks except b0 ∪ bi
ℓ and |b0 ∩ b′0| = 1.

Note that b′ is determined by r, b. Define Trb := Jℓrb ∪ Jℓrb′ ∪ {ℓ} and let T denote the event that

J ∈ Trb. We will show that when (j, r, b) ∈ G1 and j /∈ Trb:

p(J = j, Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, r, b) ≤ 48000q(J = j, Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, M is bad, r, b|E ∪ F ). (7.4.8)

The above implies that

p(G1, T , Mi
J ̸= Ai

J) ≤ 48000q(G1, T , Mi
J ̸= Ai

J , M is bad|E ∪ F )

≤ 48000q(Mi
J ̸= Ai

J , M is bad|E ∪ F ). (7.4.9)

Furthermore, since both (ℓ, r, b) and (ℓ, r, b′) are in G1 ⊆ G , |Trb| ≤ β · t1−β2

21/β2 − 1 ≤ β · t1−β2

21/β2

and also p(j|rb,D) ≤ 21/β2

t1−β2 when (j, r, b) ∈ G1. So, we have p(T ,G1|D) ≤ β.

When Mi
J ̸= Ai

J and M is bad, then the cut Ui = B0 ∪ Bi
J satisfies |δ(U) ∩ M| = 1 (see

Figure 7.4.3(b)). So, from (7.4.9) and the above, we get

p(G1,D) = p(G1, Mi
J ̸= Ai

J) ≤ p(G1, T , Mi
J ̸= Ai

J) + p(G1, T |D)

≤ 48000q(Mi
J ̸= Ai

J , M is bad|E ∪ F ) + β

≤ 48000q(|δ(U) ∩ M| = 1 | E ∪ F ) + β.

Using (7.4.4) and (7.4.7), the first term on the right hand side is 3β
(2+β)+(4+β)+3(2+β)+3β

≤ β
4

and hence p(G1,D) ≤ 214β.

All that remains is to prove (7.4.8). Since (ℓ, r, b) ∈ G and j /∈ Trb, p(Mi
ℓ ̸= Ai

ℓ|rb) ≥ 1
30 and

p(Mi
j ̸= Ai

j|rb, Mi
ℓ ̸= Ai

ℓ) ≥
1
4 , so p(Mi

j ̸= Ai
j, Mi

ℓ ̸= Ai
ℓ|rb) ≥ 1

120 . Since probability is always

less than one, trivially

p(Mi
j ̸= Ai

j|rb) ≤ 120p(Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, Mi
ℓ ̸= Ai

ℓ|rb).

Using the above and the fact that p(JM|rb) is product, we get

p(J = j, Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, r, b) ≤ 120p(J = j, Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, Mi
ℓ ̸= Ai

ℓ, r, b) (7.4.10)
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Next we relate the probability on the right hand side above to the probability under q conditioned

on the event E ∪ F as follows:

p(J = j, Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, Mi
ℓ ̸= Ai

ℓ, r, b) =
q(J = j, Mi

j ̸= Ai
j, Mi

ℓ ̸= Ai
ℓ, E , r, b | E ∪ F )

q(E | E ∪ F )

≤ 20
6

q(J = j, Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, Mi
ℓ ̸= Ai

ℓ, E , r, b | E ∪ F )

where the last inequality follows since q(E | E ∪ F ) = (4+β)+(2+β)
(2+β)+(4+β)+3(2+β)+3β

= 6+2β
12+8β ≥ 6

20 as

β < 1.

Plugging the above in (7.4.10),

p(J = j, Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, r, b) ≤ 400q(J = j, Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, Mi
ℓ ̸= Ai

ℓ, E , r, b | E ∪ F ). (7.4.11)

Note that the distribution q(JM|rb, E ∪ F ) is still product as J and M are independent given

rb and given the partition b one can check if the matching m is bad or consistent without knowing

the cut. Next, we relate the probability of the right hand side to the probability under the partition b′

where b′ is the partition guaranteed from (ℓ, r, b) being in G1. We will show that

q(Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, Mi
ℓ ̸= Ai

ℓ, E |rb, E ∪ F ) ≤ 120q(Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, Mi
ℓ ̸= Ai

ℓ, E | rb′, E ∪ F ). (7.4.12)

Note that the two events above correspond to differentmatchings since the partitions are different

(see Figure 7.4.3(a)). The probability of any matching that agrees with the event on the right hand

side above is zero under p(M|rb), but that is not the case under q(M|rb, E ∪ F ). In fact, by sym-

metry the probability of any such matching is the same under the distribution q(M|rb, E ∪ F ) and

q(M|rb′, E ∪ F ). This is because as q(JM|rb, E ∪ F ) is product, the probability does not change

under conditioning on the event that J = ℓ which is the same as conditioning that the cut is b0 ∪ bi
ℓ.

Then, since the partitions were picked uniformly, both the splits (b0, bi
ℓ) and (b′0, b′iℓ ) are equally

likely even when conditioned on J = ℓ, E ∪ F since the matching is either consistent or bad with

respect to both of them.

Note that any matching which agrees with the event on the right hand side above is bad for b (see

Figure 7.4.3(b)). From this it follows that

q(Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, Mi
ℓ ̸= Ai

ℓ, E |rb, E ∪ F ) ≤ 120q(Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, M is bad | rb, E ∪ F ).
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b0 bi` bij

b0

b00b0i` bij

b

(a) Partial Matchings corresponding to the event Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, Mi
ℓ ̸= Ai

ℓ under partition b(left)

and under partition b′ (right). Note that b and b′ agree in all blocks except b0 and bi
ℓ.

b
b0

(b) A matching agreeing with the event Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, Mi
ℓ ̸= Ai

ℓ, E under partition b′ and the cut

Ui = bi
0 ∪ bi

j. Note that the matching is bad for the partition b.

Plugging the above in (7.4.11) and using that the distribution is product, we get (7.4.8). To com-

plete the proof, we next show that (7.4.12) holds.

For this let us recall that since (ℓ, r, b) and (ℓ, r, b′) are both inG , when j /∈ Trb, we have p(Mi
j ̸=

Ai
j, Mi

ℓ ̸= Ai
ℓ|rb) ≥ 1

120 and a similar statement also holds with respect to b′.

Since p(M|rb) = q(M|rb, E), we can write

p(Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, Mi
ℓ ̸= Ai

ℓ|rb)

p(Mi
ℓ = Ai

ℓ|rb)
=

q(Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, Mi
ℓ ̸= Ai

ℓ, E| rb, E ∪ F )

q(Mi
ℓ = Ai

ℓ, E| rb′, E ∪ F )
,

and a similar statement holds for b′ also.

Similar to the argument before, by symmetry q(Mi
ℓ = Ai

ℓ, E|rb) = q(Mi
ℓ = Ai

ℓ, E|rb′) and
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also p(Mi
ℓ = Ai

ℓ|rb) = p(Mi
ℓ = Ai

ℓ|rb′). It follows that

q(Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, Mi
ℓ ̸= Ai

ℓ, E | rb, E ∪ F )

q(Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, Mi
ℓ ̸= Ai

ℓ, E | rb′, E ∪ F )
=

p(Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, Mi
ℓ ̸= Ai

ℓ|rb)

p(Mi
j ̸= Ai

j, Mi
ℓ ̸= Ai

ℓ|rb′)
≤ 120,

which proves (7.4.12). This completes the proof.

Proof of Claim 7.20. We have Hp(Mi|UiBD) ≥ t − 1 since when Ui = Bi
j then Mi

k either equals

Ai
k or is not equal to Ai

k with probability 1
2 independently for each k ̸= j conditioned on D. More-

over, conditioned on D, Ui is uniform among blocks Bi
j such that Mi

j ̸= Ai
j. We may compute from

(7.4.4) that p(mi|bD) = ∆(mi)
t2t−1 where ∆(mi) is the number of blocks k of mi such that mi

k ̸= Ai
k. It

follows that the probability of any mi with ∆(mi) ≤ t
4 is at most 1

2t+1 and using Proposition 2.26 (by

considering the indicator vector for Mi
k ̸= Ai

k for k ∈ [t]) their total measure under the distribution

p(Mi|bD) can be bounded by e−t/8

2 . Hence, Hp(Ui|MiBD) ≥ (1 − e−t/8

2 ) log
( t

4

)
≥ log t − 3.

As p(UMRB) = q(UMRB|wE), if (7.4.5) is not true, then

Ip

(
R : Ui|MiBD

)
= Hp(Ui|MiBD)− Hp(Ui|RMiBD) ≤ β8 log t,

and a similar statement is obtained by writing Ip
(

R : Mi|UiBD
)
in terms of entropy. It follows that

Hp(Ui|RBMiD) ≥ (1 − β8) log t − 3, and Hp(Mi|RBUiD) ≥ t − β8 log t − 1.

In terms of the random variable J (recall that J = j iff Ui = Bi
j), we get

Hp(J|RBMiD) ≥ (1 − β8) log t − 3, and Hp(Mi|JRBD) ≥ t − β8 log t − 1.

For rest of the proof, it will be helpful to keep inmind that under the distribution p,D is equivalent

to the event that Mi
J ̸= Ai

J .

(a) Follows from definition of S1.

(b) In the probability space p, define random variable Y ∈ {0, 1}t as follows: for k ∈ [t], Yk =

1Mi
k=Ai

k
. Then, it holds that J − RB − Y and also, we have that

Hp(J|RB, YJ = 0) ≥ (1 − β8) log t − 3 and Hp(Y|RB, YJ = 0) ≥ t − β8 log t − 3.

Applying Lemma 7.5 gives us p(S2,D) ≤ p(S2) ≤ 64β.
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(c) Since removing conditioning only increases entropy, we have that

Hp(Ui|RBD) ≥ (1 − β8) log t − 3.

Let T = {(r, b) | Hp(Ui|rbD) ≥ (1 − β4) log t}. As Hp(Ui|rbD) ≤ log t, Lemma 2.27

then says that p((R, B) /∈ T |D) ≤ β4 + 3
β4 log t ≤ 2β4 where the last inequality follows as

β8 log t ≥ 3 when β is a constant and t ≥ c = c(β) for a sufficiently large constant c.

Lemma 7.9 implies that for any (r, b) ∈ T , p(S3|rbD) ≤ β2. By a union bound,

p(S3,D) ≤ p(S3|(R, B) ∈ T ,D) + p((R, B) /∈ T |D) ≤ β2 + 2β4 ≤ 3β2.

(d) Set a = β t1−β2

21/β2+1
− 1. Note that for any k ∈ Jjrb, Hp(Mi

k|rb, Mi
j ̸= Ai

j) ≤ h
(

1
4

)
≤ 9

10 .

When (j, r, b) ∈ S4, |Jjrb| ≥ a and hence Hp(Mi|rb, Mi
j ̸= Ai

j) ≤ t− a
10 . Since, p(JM|rb)

is product, Hp(Mi|rb, J = j, Mi
j ̸= Ai

j) = Hp(Mi|rb, Mi
j ̸= Ai

j) and we can say that

Hp(Mi|JRBD) = Ep(jrb|D)[Hp(Mi|rb, Mi
j ̸= Ai

j)] ≥ t − β8 log t − 1.

Using Lemma 2.27, we get that p(S4,D) ≤ p(S4|D) ≤ β8 log t+1
a/10 ≤ β as t ≥ c = c(β) for a

large enough c.

7.5 Common Information and Small Set Disjointness

In this section, we prove a limitation on the common information technique. In fact, we will prove a

limitation on the conditional common information technique as defined byBraun andPokutta [BP16]

(see Section 6.4.2). Let Z be another random variable and E be an event. Recall that the common

information between X and Y conditioned on Z, E is defined as

C (X : Y|ZE) = inf
R

I (XY : R|ZE) ,

where the infimum is taken over all finite random variables R in all extensions of the probability space

satisfying the following
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1. X − R − Y

2. Given XY, we have that ZE and R are independent: p(r, z, E|xy) = p(r|xy)p(z, E|xy).

Braun and Pokutta [BP16] showed that if we consider the distribution obtained by normalizing

a non-negative matrix M, then the non-negative rank of M is lower bounded by C (X : Y|ZE) for

any Z and E satisfying the above conditions. All non-negative rank lower bounds proven using this

technique have been tight so far. Here, we give an example showing that the conditional common

information can be exponentially smaller than the non-negative rank.

Our example is the small set disjointness matrix where both the rows and columns are indexed by

sets of size at most k from the universe [n]. For technical convenience, we will work with a structured

submatrix of the small set disjointness matrix. To define the submatrix, let us assume that k divides

n. Let us divide our universe into k blocks of size n
k and let X be the collection of subsets of [n] with

exactly one element in each block. Consider the small set disjointness matrix M ∈ RX×X where

Mxy = 1 iff |x ∩ y| = 0. It is easy to see that M = (J − I)⊗k where J is the all ones n
k × n

k matrix

and I is the n
k × n

k identity matrix. Since rk(A⊗k) ≥ k · rk(A) where rk(A) denotes the rank of a

matrix A, it follows that the rank and hence the non-negative rank of M is at least Ω
((n

k
)k
)
≥ ( n

ck)

for an absolute constant 0 < c < 1 .

Now, we show that the common information approach that gave us the lower bound for lopsided

unique disjointness cannot prove that the non-negative rank of this matrix is at least ( n
ck) for any

constant c > 0.

Define a distribution p(XY) where the probability of x, y is given by

p(xy) =
Mxy

∑x′,y′ Mx′y′
.

Note that the distribution p(XY) is only supported over sets X and Y that are disjoint.

Lemma 7.23. For all Z and E satisfying the conditions in the definition of conditional common infor-

mation defined above, we have that

C (X : Y|ZE) = O(k log log n).
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Taking k = O(1), we get that the non-negative rank of M is poly(n) while the conditional

common information is poly(log n). We remark that if in the definition of conditional common in-

formation, we allow randomvariables supported over a countably infinite set, then in Lemma 7.23, we

can obtain an upper bound of O(k)making the separation between non-negative rank of M and con-

ditional common information arbitrarily large by choosing k = O(1). Next we prove Lemma 7.23.

Proof of Lemma 7.23. We will construct a finitely supported random variable R such that we have

I (XY : R|ZE) = O(k log log n) and R will also satisfy the conditions in the definition of condi-

tional common information. This will prove the statement of the lemma.

Define the ith block to be
{n

k (i − 1) + 1, . . . , n
k i
}

and let Xi (and Yi) denote the projection of

X (and Y) on the ith block. Note that Xi and Yi, which are both singleton sets, are not the same

since X and Y are disjoint. Also noting that the pairs (X1, Y1), . . . , (Xn, Yn) are all independent, let

us define random variables Ri for i ∈ [k] such that for each i ∈ [k], the following conditions hold

(a) Ri is independent of X−iY−i, (b) Xi − Ri − Yi, and (c) given XiYi, we have that ZE and Ri are

independent. Then, it is easily seen that the random variable R = R1, · · · , Rk satisfies the conditions

in the definition of conditional common information.

Let us fix an i now and define the random variable Ri. Let ℓ = c log log n for a constant c > 0

that will be chosen later. For this let Si
1, Si

2, . . . , Si
ℓ be a sequence of uniform random subsets of the

ith block. Let Ti ∈ {0, 1}log n
k be a random variable which is all zeros if there is a j ∈ [ℓ] such that

1[X ∈ Si
j] = 1[Y ∈ Si

j] = 1 and is the bit representation of Xi otherwise. Then, we can define

Ri ∈ {0, 1}2ℓ+log n
k as follows

Ri = 1[X ∈ Si
1], · · · , 1[X ∈ Si

ℓ], 1[Y ∈ Si
1], · · · , 1[X ∈ Si

ℓ], Ti.

The above Ri satisfies all the conditions we want. Next we upper bound H(Ri|ZE) by bounding

the expected encoding length of Ri given Z and E . Since Si
j for j ∈ [ℓ] are independent, we have that

that for each j ∈ [ℓ], the probability that X ∈ Si
j and Y ∈ Si

j is 1/4. It follows that Ti is the all zeros

string except with probability (3/4)ℓ for every fixed x, y. It follows that, given x, y, the expected

encoding length of Ri is 2ℓ+ (3/4)ℓ log n = O(log log n) for a suitably chosen constant c. Since,
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Ri is independent of X−iY−i and given XiYi, we have that ZE and Ri are independent, the same

upper bound on encoding length follows given Z and E . Hence, H(Ri|ZE) = O(log log n).

Now by the chain rule

I (XY : R|ZE) ≤
k

∑
i=1

H(Ri|ZE) = O(k log log n).

Furthermore, R satisfies all the conditions in the definition of conditional common information. This

completes the proof of the lemma.

We believe that one should be able to prove a tight lower bound on the non-negative rank of any

small set unique disjointness matrix (where the entries corresponding to sets that intersect in more

than one element can be arbitrary non-negative reals) by using the hyperplane separation bound (see

Section 6.4.3). This will prove an exponential separation between the hyperplane separation bound

and the common information bound answering a question posed by Pokutta [Pok15] who asked if

these two bounds are always polynomially related. Note that the matrix M considered above is only

one matrix in the family of small set unique disjointness matrices.
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8 | Conclusion

Proving unconditional lower bounds on computation is often a very challenging task. This thesis

contributes new information theoretic tools to prove lower bounds for the computational settings of

interactive compression and linear programs. Below, we briefly recap our contributions and relate it

to some interesting questions that remain unanswered.

8.1 Interactive Models

Thefirst part of this thesis explored whether it is possible to compress the communication when there

are multiple parties who receive correlated inputs and interact with each other based on their inputs.

8.1.1 Compressing Two-party Communication

Chapter 4 studied the question of interactive compression for two-party communication: given a

protocol with internal information cost I, can it be compressed to O(I) bits of communication? We

showed that there is a function which can be computed with internal information cost I, but requires

communication 2O(I). This ruled out an efficient compression in terms of the internal information

cost I, but as discussed in Chapter 4, it is still possible to get an efficient compression, if we allow a

polylogarithmic dependence on the communication complexity C of the original protocol:

Open Question 8.1. Given an input distribution p(X, Y), if a protocol π has ICp(π) = I and com-

munication complexity C, can it be simulated up to a constant error by a protocol with communication

I · polylog(C)?
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Braverman, Ganor, Kol and Raz [BGKR18] present a candidate that might refute the above con-

jecture. Regardless of whether their candidate example holds up, it will be quite interesting to give an

analysis of their example, as it will probably give us useful insights into what is required to construct

protocols with better compression guarantees.

A closely related open question, to the one studied in Chapter 4, is whether there is a boolean

function which can be computed with small external information cost but requires large communi-

cation. The work of Ganor, Kol and Raz [GKR15] already shows that this is true for a search problem

but the same is not known for boolean functions.

Open Question 8.2. Is there a boolean function f (x, y) and an input distribution p(X, Y) satisfying

the following two conditions simultaneously:

(1) On inputs from p(X, Y), the function f (x, y) can be computed with error at most 1/3 with a

protocol π that has ICext
p (π) = Iext, and

(2) Any protocol that computes f (x, y) with error at most 1/3 on the input distribution p(X, Y)

requires communication at least 2Ω(Iext)?

8.1.2 Direct Sum and Compression for Streaming Algorithms

Chapter 5 looked at the setting of streaming algorithms. We proved a direct sum theorem for the

average memory used by streaming algorithms when the input updates were independent, however,

the parameters were not optimal. We also defined the notion of cumulative information cost of a

streaming algorithm and showed that if one can compress the average memory used by streaming

algorithms to their cumulative information content, then an optimal direct sum-would hold if input

updates were independent. The obvious open question is if such a compression is possible.

Open Question 8.3. Let p(X1, ..., Xn) be an input distribution where the updates X1, ..., Xn are in-

dependent. Can any streaming algorithm with cumulative information cost I under the distribution

p(X1, ..., Xn), be simulated with average memory O(I)?

Even if the above conjecture is true with different parameters, it could still give an interesting
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direct sum result for streaming algorithms. Chapter 5 also presented some partial results towards

proving the above conjecture.

8.2 Linear Programs

The second part of this thesis studied information theoretic techniques to prove lower bounds on the

non-negative rank of matrices and on the size of linear extended formulations of polytopes .

8.2.1 Positive Semidefinite Extension Complexity of the Matching Polytope

Chapter 7 looked at linear extended formulations for the Matching Polytope. The results of Rothvoß

[Rot17], as well as the generalizations proved by Braun and Pokutta [BP15] and in Chapter 7 implied

that any exact extended formulation for PMAT(n) has size 2Ω(n).

As briefly mentioned in Chapter 6, semidefinite extended formulations or SDP lifts give a way to

write a polytope as a suitable projection of the feasible region of a semidefinite program. Amajor open

question is to determine if there are positive semidefinite extended formulations for the Matching

Polytope PMAT(n) that are of size polynomial in n.

Open Question 8.4. Is there a positive semidefinite extended formulation for PMAT(n) that is of size

polynomial in n?

It turns out that this is closely related to proving lower bounds on the positive semidefinite rank

of the matching slack matrix. For a non-negative matrix S, the positive semidefinite rank of the matrix

S is defined to the smallest integer r such that there exist positive semidefinite matrices Ui, Vj of size

r × r such that Sij = Trace(UiVj).

We remark that the question of lower bounding the positive semidefinite rank has close connec-

tions to questions in quantum information theory and quantum communication complexity [LRS15,

LPdWY16].
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8.2.2 Inapproximability of the Max-Knapsack Polytope

Chapter 7 proved a lower bound of ( n
Θ(1/ε)) on the size of linear extended formulations that give a

1+ ε approximation for theMatching Polytopewhen ε ≥ 2
n . This is also tight as there is a PTAS-style

linear program that gives such an approximation.

A similar situation arises for the Max-Knapsack polytope defined as

PKNAP(n) = conv

{
x ∈ {0, 1}n

∣∣∣∣ n

∑
i=1

aixi ≤ a0

}
,

where ai ≥ 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ n.

For the polytope PKNAP(n), Bienstock [Bie08] gave an LP of size ( n
Θ(1/ε)) which achieves a (1−

ε) approximation for any ε ≥ 2
n . An exponential lower bound for exact extended formulations for

Max-Knapsack follows by a reduction from the unique disjointness matrix [AT13, PV13] (also see

[GJW16a] which proves a better lower bound by using a different construction). It is unclear how to

extend the aforementioned reduction from unique disjointness to prove a strong lower bound for any

(1− ε) approximation forMax-Knapsack. A lower bound even in the case of (1− 1
n ) approximation

remains an interesting open problem.

Open Question 8.5. Is there an 1 − 1
n approximate extended formulation for PKNAP(n) of size poly-

nomial in n?

Looking Forward

Information theoretic methods have proven useful in showing unconditional lower bounds for var-

ious models of computation, including among others, the settings of interactive compression and

linear programs studied in this thesis. We hope that they will find further uses in proving stronger

lower bounds for more general models of computation.

■
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